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JOINT UNDP / WORLD RANK
ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME (ESMAP)

PURPOSE

Th. Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Mangement Assistance Programme (ESMAP) was
laundied in 1983 to complement the Energy Assem t Programme, establisied dtre. years earlier.
ESMAP's origa purpoe was to implement key recommendations of the Energy A_t reports
and ensure that p*posed investments in the energy sector represented the momt efficient ue of scarce
domesc and extuta resources. In 1990, an intemnatinal Commission addressed ESMAP's role for
the 1990s and, noting the vital role of adequate and affordable energy in economie growth, concluded
that tie Programe should intensify its efforts to assist developmg couatries to manage their energy
sectors more effectively. Tie Commission also recommended tat BSMAP concentrate on mairng
long-term efforts in a smaller number of countries. The Commission's report was endorsed at
BSMAP's November 1990 Anmial Meeting and pronpted an extensive reorganization and reorientation
of the Progrmme. ToJay, ESMAP is coucbng BEnergy Atea, performing preinvestment and
prefeibility work, and providing institutional end policy advice in s.lected d.v.lopmg countries.
Through these efforts, ESMAP aims to assit Qovermments, donors, and potential investors im
identifying, finding, and implementing economicaty and environmntay sound energy strateges.

GOVER WANCE AND OPERATIONS

ESMAP is governed by a Cnsltative Group (ESMAP CG), composed of representatives of the UNDP
sad World Bank, tbe governments and institutins providing fincial support, and rprestaves of
the recipienb of ESMAP's assitum. TIb ESMAP CG is chaired by tbe World Bn's Vice President,
Operons and Sector Policy, and advised by a Tecmical Advisory Group Ç(AG) of indepedent
energy expets that reviews the Progamne'sstrategic agenda, its work program, and oer issues. The
Manager of ESMAF, who reports to the World Bank's Vice President, Ope s snd Sector Policy,
administ the Programme. The Manager is assisted by a Secretari, headed by an Executive
Secretary, which supports the BSMAP CG and the TAG end is responsible for relations wilth tie donors
and for ecuring funding for the Progmmme's activities. The Manager directs ESMfAP'e two Divisions:
Tie Strategy and Programs Division advises on selection of coumtries for assistance, canes out Bnery
A.usement, prepas relevant programs of technical assistamce, and supports the Sermiat on funding
issues. The Opeions Division is responmble for formulation of subsectoal strategies, preinvet
work, institutionalstudies, tecilica assistance, dtraninng withintiframework of BSMAP's country
assitanc. progams.

FUNDING

ESMAP is a coopèrative effort su ortd by tIe World Bank, UNDP and other United Nations
agencies, thei European Commnmity, Organuation of American Staes (OAS), Latin American Bnergy
Orgziaton (OLADE), sud comtries including Auslia, Belgum, Canada, Denmark, Gemany,
Finland, France, Iceland, lIrend, Italy, lapai, tihe NethIerlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,
Sweden, Switzeland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

FURTHER INFORMWAION

For furtier informatin or copies of completed ESMAP reports, contact

mim Manager or nie Executive Secrtay
ESMAP ESMAP Conative Group
MIe World BRnk TI World Bank
1818 H Street N.W. 1818 H Street, N.W.
Wrashgt, D.C. 20433 Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A. U.S.A.
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ESCUTIVE SUMMARY

Introdgction

1. The Household Energy Strategy Study for Mali was carried out under the Joint
UNDP/World Bank Energy Management Assistance P-ogram (ESMAP), with financing provided
by the Netherlands. Field work was conducted in close collaboration with the National Hydraulics
and Erergy Departrnent (Direction Nationale de l'Hydraulique et de l'Energie - DNHE) and the
National Waterways and Forests Department (Direction Nationale des Eaux et Forets - DNEF),
as well as with other Malian institutions and organizations participating in the Advc. ty Committee
responsible for supervising this study.

2. Various surveys and preliminary studies were conducted in preparation for the
strategy, including. household surveys in Bamako and the main secondary cities; an informal sector
survey in Bamako; measurements of woodfuel consumption levels and prices; testing and
presentations of energy equipment; meetings of consumer test groups; and surveys of woodfuel
production zones.

3. This report presents an appraisal of the supply and demand of household energy in
urban areas, analyzes the potential evolution of this supply and demand, then identifies areas of
intervention needed to resolve the problems identified in the sector. The final section of the report
describes the eight components of the Strategy, complete with an evaluation of costs, benefits, risks
and economic and environmental impacts. Potential financing is also discussed.

ofhe Hou i

4. The household sector dominates Mali's energy balance, accounting for nearly 91%
cf total energy consumption in 1987. Fuelwood alone represents 96% of final energy consumption
in households. Use of modern fuels in rural areas is almost nonexistent, whle in urban and semi-
urban areas (where 20% of the total population reside), use is still quite limited. Per capita energy
consumption is comparable in rural and urban areas, since rural dwellers make greater use of leus
efficient woodfuels. Wood and charcoal consumption mi Bamako and other main cities has a
greater environmental impact than woodfuel consumption in rural areas, where lower population
densities coupled with relative abundance and variety of wood resou.Lces attentuates the impacts due
to offtake for energy consumption.

5. Production and marketing of wood and charocal in urban areas is a major economic
activity, generating an estinated 10 billion CFAF mi annual revenues (7 billion for wood and 3
bilion for charcoal). This amount is comparable to the annual revenues generated in the electicity
sector. Nevertheless, it should be noted that forestry taxes on these activities generate revenues
equivalent to only 1% of the total revenues in the sector.
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6. Be'ause of its considerable weight in the national enerqy balance, and its impacts
on the national economy and on tbe environment, Mali's household energy sector clearly is a sector
of primary importance. The National lesertification Control Program (Plan National de Lutte
Contre la Désertification - PNLCD) serves as a coordinator for many ongoing or projected activities
for improving the conditions for the supply and use of energ resourc6a, and for limit the dangers
of overexploiting the national forest reserves. However, other activities have been launched
independently. The conflicting objectives of these activities must be reconciled: reduce woodfuel
consumption by encouraging use of substitution fuels without aggravating the balance of trade:
protect threatened ecological zones without depriving local wood producers of an important sourcz
of income; have prices reflect the economic costs of standing wood without penalizing the poorest
urban consumers; ensure better (less costly) access to electric service without upsetting the financial
situation within the power sector, particularly for Energie du Mali (EdM).

7. Tlhe proposed Strategy defines a coordinated framework of medium and long term
policies for the household sector, with the objective to manage more efficiently national and
imported energy resources and to provide better energy service to the urban population. In
addition, the Strategy 'vill provide the means for a segment of the rural population to take over and
properly manage forest resources in their areas and to increase the income generated by exploiting
those resources. These objectives are to be accomplished by acknowledging and formializing the
indisputable link between the energy and forestzy sectors. Large-scale substitution of wood and
charcoal by new fuels is hardly feasible within the medium-term, and thus national forest reserves
must be managed responsibly. Nevertheless, deliberate substitution efforts wui be needed in areas
where reserves already are severely degraded (in northern regions, especially).

8. The strategy incorporates recommendations presented by and/or discussed with the
main participants of Mali's energy sector. It also reflects the concerns and recommendations of the
households themselves, ascertained through surveys and group interviews. In addition, the strategy
provides incentives for local and private initiatives: the national government relinquishes its role
in activities which can be marketing wood or in rural land management for example, while
strengtening its control of the woodfuel supply (which it currently supervises inadequately).
Finaly, ihe strategr. aims to bring the prices of household fuels closer to their economic costs,
without decreasing the total fiscal revenues generated by the sector for the State.

Main Characteristics and Issues in the Household Ençrgy Sector

9. CEapter 2 presents a detailed discussion of the main characteristics and issues of
Mali's household energy sector. They are as follows:
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(a) the dominance of wood consumption and the gradual growth of charcoal use;

(b) the successful market penetration by improved stoves;

(c) the existing differentials between prices and the relative economic costs of household
fuels;

(d) the relative markets for various fuels which could substitute for wood and their
economic impacts;

(e) the zlhreat of environmental damage;

(t) the options for improving the situation in regions with wood resource deficits;

(g) an institutional, regulatory and fiscal framework ill-adapted to managing wood
resources;

(h) the deficiencies in access to energy services, especially in electricity.

Uoijet&s Component and -Costs of the Stratgy

10. The proposed strategy addresses two fundamental objectives for developing the
household energy sector:

(a) at the demand level, improve access to and utlization of energy, pedially "modern'
fuels, and thereby improve the daily standard of lhving for the Malian people;

(b) at the supply level revise the means of supplying woodfuels so as to generate
economic development without substantial risk to the environment by establishing
practices for rationally managing forestry resources among the rural communities.

11. The strategy is divided into two modules: demand and supply. The demand module
is comprised of three components for improvig acoess to modern household fuels and for
improving the efficiency of their use. The supply module consists of five components for rational
management of forest resources. Implementation of the strategys eight components will be
supervised and coordinated by the Household Energy Unit (Cellule Energie Domestique - CED;
to be established within the NHED) for the demand module and by the Woodfuels Unit (Cellule
Combustibles Ligneux - CCI, to be established within the NWFD) for the supply module. The
CED and the CCL wifl be supervised by the Strategy Steering Committee, which will be composed
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of senior officials from the MMHE and the MAEE. A Temporary Steering Unit (TSU) will be
created to operate only during the frst year of strategy implementation. Tlle TSU will have the
folowing main responsibilities: (a) identify and mobilize national and external financin& as needed;
and (b) prepare a detailed action plan for each component which receives financing.

12. Three components are devoted to improving access to modern fuels. The fint
involves research of "popular energy products' (PEP) adapted to the Malian market (technical and
consumer tests for kerosene and gas cookstoves, improved charcoal and firewood stoves, portable
photovoltaic lamps, etc.) and their introduction onto the market. The objective of the second
component is to promote and provide assis'ance for marketing these products (media support,
assistance to existing promotion agents, creation of decentralized distribution networks). Under
the third component, specific and innovative credit mechanisms will be established to benefit small
and medium-sized producers and operators, as well as consumers

13. The remaining five components are supply-side oriented: (i) preparation of
Woodfuel Supply Master Plans for the main cities (identification of preferred exploitation zones,
geographic re-location of wood drawdown, inmproved infrastructure and monitoring woodfuel entries
in large cities); (ii) assistance to firewood professionals (establish a network of rural wood markets,
assistance to organize and equip selected groups of producers, transporters and marketers who will
operate around these markets, training and information for firewood professionals and rural
community representatives); (iii) modernize the charcoal sector (rationalize and organize charcoal
production, transport and marketing); (iv) recovery Of dead wood reserves to supply the northern
cities (evaluate potentiaL identify appropriate exploitation practices, assist the establishment of
supply networks); (v) managed supervision of classified forests and sensitive village territories
(defined by comnponent (i)) near the southern cities (technical assistance to village collectives,
monitoring compliance with management regulations).

14. The success of the Strategy will depend on implementation of specific policies and
a permanent monitoring and evaluation system for the sector. The appropriate policies and
programs will be defined the CCL and the CED and will include:

(a) Monitoring prices of household petroleum fuels after planned price decontrol and,
if necessary, prepare specific proposais for revising existing tax polic;

(b) Revise regulations and taxes for wood and charcoal (ocal collection of part of the
woodfuel taxes; introducing tax differentials);
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(c) Assistance in the preparation ard enactment of legal texts granting temporary and
conditional land management authority to local collectives in areas targeted by the
Strategy;

(e) Implemen.ation of a permanent evaluation and control system for the sector. As
indicated in the previous chapter, this task will be conducted by N}*ED and the
NWFD.

15. The strategy will cover a five year period (including one year for preparation), with
a total estinated cost of US $9.1 million, allocated as follows:

DEMAND MODULE
Million US$

Household Energy Unit (MMHE) 376
Data Evaluation Service (MMHE) 120
Component 1: Development of PEP 365
Component 2: PEP Promotion 510
Component 3: Small Credit Facilities for PEP 840

Subtotal 2211
SUPPLY MODULE

Woodfuels Unit (MAEE) 1142
Projects and Programs Division (MAEE) 120
Component 4: Fuel Supply Master Plans 948
Component 5: Assistance for Wood Professionals 712
Component 6: Modernizing the Charcoal Sector 515
Component 7: Dead Wood Recovery 429
Component 8: Management of Forested Village Lands 1866

Subtotal 5732

Temporary Steering Unit 335
Miscellaneous 828

TOTAL STRATEGY 106

16. The Governme it's share is about 6% of total costs and comprises personnel costs
for staff seconded from tte, MAEE and the MMHE. If the results obtained during strategy
impleinentation are to be sustained over the long term, a recurrent sum of US$270.000 pec year
(average) will have to be comniitted for 1997 - 2001 (operating costs and reduced
training/information activities by CED, CCL and two evaluation/statistical bureaus), with small
sums in the subsequent years. It should be noted that these recurrent costs are much smaller than
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the additional fsc revenues generated by the strategy; thus the strategy will not have negative
impacts on the national budget.

Expeced Results

17. The expected results for the Strategy are presented below for the year 2001,
approximately five years after the active implementation phase of the Strategy. In terms of
substitution fuels, the diversification scenario of the Strategy projects the following results:

(a) 22,000 tons of gas, versus consumption of only 6000 tons in the base case
(continuation of cuirent trends).

(b) 12,000 tons of kerosene, versus only 200 tons in the base case.

(c) projected charcoal consumption in Bamako 40% less than base case projections.

18. With respect to the distribution of improved stoves, the following results are
projected:

(a) nearly 900,000 portable metallic improved wood stoves, about two-thirds of these
distributed in Bamako; and more than 120,000 improved charcoal stoves.

(b) 80,000 kerosene stoves and 225,000 gas stoves.

19. With respect to the small power consumers, implementation of the Strategy should
provide sccess to electricity to about 12,000 additional households (in addition to those targeted by
the Second Power Project). This includes both "simplified" electrification and intermediate
household pre-electrification options. About 80% of these households will e in Bamako.

20. At the rural level, the Strategy will obtain the following results:

(a) about 1.5 million wooded hectares will be placed under controlled local management;

(b) about 300,000 wooded hectares, 25% of these classified forests, gradually will be
placed under land use and development plans;

(c) approximately 100 associations for rural wood producers will be formed, organized
around rural woodfuel markets;
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(d) 85% of all woodfuels entering the cities will be subjected to Forest Service controls;

(e) nearly 300,000 tons of dead wood in the north wiil be harvested.

Costs and Benefits

21. The main benefit of the Stratesy is the environmental protection it accords to the
fragile forest reserves near Mali's cities through its activities for conservation, substitution and
improving woodfuel supply. Distribution of improved stoves and cookstoves fueled by non-wood
fuels, promotion of enerei*efficient cook;ng techniques and dietary habits will yield wood savings
of about 500,000 tons by 2001.

22. With regard to costs, the Strategy requires not only its direct investment costs
(US$9.1 million total) but alse increased imports due to incentives to encourage the use (however
limited) of gas and kerosene. This additional import burden will reach nearly US$20 million by
2001 (22% for additional kerosene imports, 71% for additional LPG imports and 7% for additional
imports of cooking equipment), equivalent to nearly 10% of petroleum imports in 2001 (1989
prices). The costs associated with improving access to electricity aLso must be taken into account;
these have yet to be determined (the benefits of these activities also have not been taken into
account in this report).

23. The economic analysis indicates an internal rate of return of 36% for the 1991-2000
period. The rate of return is sensitive primarily to the economic value of standing wood and to the
relative proportion of endangered exploitation areas to managed exploitation areas. Conservative
values for these factors were used in the analysis.

24. The Strategy's fiscal impacts are very positive for the Government. Assuming a
gradual increase in and improve of woodfuel tax collection, with no changes to the current
tax/subsidy poicy for kerosene and LPW, the surplus fiscal revenues generated by the sector (sum
of the fiscal earnings for wood and for the new kerosene consumers) would represent nearly US$
30 million over the years 1992 to 2001. Under these assumptions, the financial internal rate of
return is 63%. This figure is sensitive to the market penetration rate for kerosene as a household
fuel (and the level of possible deregulation for this fuel), as well as (to a lesser degree) the
effectiveness of tax collection and the tax levels on woodfuels. Nevertheless, even in scenarios with
neither appreciable market penetration by kerosene nor deregula:on, the recommended strategy
still yields a financial rate of return of 11%.
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25. For urban consumers, application of the tax differential for wood and improved
monitoring of woodfuel influxes will cause an increase of 10 to 20% in the retail prices of wood and
charcoaL However, for households which cannot afford to convert to a substitution fuel - most of
the lower-income households - cooking fuel expenditures stidl will represent only a minor share of
the household budget (less than 10%). In addition, use of improved wood stoves and adoption of
energy-efficient cooking techniques and dietary habits should counter the negative price effect,
especially in impoverished households.

26. For peasants in rural areas targeted under the Strategy (approximately 100 villages),
inplementation of the Strategy will generate an addition financial benefit by virtue of the planned
remuneration for village forestry management activities (nearly equivalent to the total tax
differential introduced by the Strategy). Tlhis financial benefit from urban consumers to rural
producers is estimated at nearly 100 million CFAF/yr in 1996 and beyond.

27. Finally, the Strategy will have a positive, although difficult to quantify, impact on
Malian women. By decreasing the time needed to :aérch for wood supplies in rural areas (the
result of land management activities), women will have more time to devote to other productive
activities. Similarly, urban women will also fîned themselves with more time to put to productive
uses once they adopt use of new cooking equipment and techniques.

28. In summary, the Strategy can be justified from an ecological basis (natural resource
protection and halting deforestation) and from a social basis (improved standard of living for
average and modest households). Furthermore, land use problems associated with forested areas
are addressed through gradual delegation of territorial management to local peasants; new economic
dynamics thus will be introduced into rural areas, encouraging the development of practices which
allow for continued, long-term harvesting of woodfuels.

29. The risks linked to strategy implementation are technical, social and institutionaL
They are, however, limited when compared to the environmental risks associated with not
implementing the strategy. The risks can be minized in part by taking into account the
experiences of the Niger Household Energy Project, under implementation since 1989 with
assistance from AID. In addition, the TSU's activities during the first year will be devoted partially
to refining the definition of and possibly modifying the strategy components. Finally, supervision
and coordination of strategy inplementation will be the responsibility of small permanent
organizations who will receive regular technical assistance (decreasing over time).

30. Approximately US$1 million in financing has been allocated to the Strategy under
the Second Power Project to contribute to the costs of strategy implementation; part of these funds
will be used to initiate the 1SU in 1992. The ISU wiil mobilize the remaining required financing
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and will prepare a detailed action plan for strategy implementation during 1993 to 1996.
Disbursements under the Second Power Project exceeding the sum of US$ 335,000 for financing the
stratebis preparatory year will be made available only if the Government obtains the additional
required financing (estimated at US$ 8.2 million). It should be noted that the mere fact that the
Malian Government has agreed to create the TSU indicates the Government's comnmtment to
proper implementation the strategy and its success. This commitment will be viewed favorably by
donors and assist the generation of needed financing. A presentation seminar should be organized
to determine donor interest in financing strategy components. In additional, the strategy should be
implemented in coordination with the AID's Natural Resource Management and Development
Projects for the Private Sector, which could be a potential source of additional fnancing and/or
technical assistance.



L OV0VIEW

introducton

1.1 'flhe household energy strategy study for Mali wu completed under the Energy
Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP), a joint UNDP/World Bank/Bilateral Aid
progran, with fînancing from the Netherlands. ESMAP and its consutants worked with their main
counterpart the National Hydraulics and Energy Deatment (NHED), as well as wlth the National
Waterways and Forests Department (NWFD), tih Solar Energy Laboratory (SEL) and other Malian
intitutions and organizations participating in the Advisory Conmittee which was organized to
supervise the study.

12 The following report was prepared by Philippe Durand and Chiara Tufarefi
(ESMAP), based on the report drafted by Michel Matly (energy economiat an consultant team
leader) and Modibo Dioko (sury coordinator)X

1.3 Various field mnveys and inquiries were conducted in order to prepar this strategy.
household surveys in Bamako, Ségou, Mopti Koutiala and Gao; surveys in Bamako's informai
sector; actual measurements of woodfuel prica and consumption; consumer testing and
demonstrations of energy appliances; testimonial meetings with consumer groups; smurvys in wood
and charmoal production areas. ihe resuts of field surveys and studies were presented in the
intemedliay reports list in Annex 1.

1.4 Ts report presents a thorough analysis of MaIi's urban household enere supply
and demand using anayis of future trends and identification of areas of intervention to address
problems in the sector. Tie final secion desibes the nine components of the. Strateg and
provides an evaluation of costs, benefits, risks and impacts for both tie economy and tihe
enviromment

I Ficd work oendued in M beea Aprl sd Noveubr 198 wu led by Meurs. Matly Md D'lo 1t«wue
aulstc by Ms. Jos6pbln Arpafhan (Eî=W StaddstoNa ESMAP Ms. Minma Omaitie (Spedalif, Woiam
ud Reru); Ms Fa" Gudo (rechc); M& Jooeb. Jakob-Durmq (SoalW); Ms Caoba Tqoe
(OWm1_, Coca of ESAPs Woien and Eu# Prorm); Ms AmWt Tnor (So"qlo i4d by
Meurs NamMas (Sooa); li=kNoete>om (Foreut); Ouum(oSmnkaê(Foetur) Md Pt 'UVO
(r.dncu). A_o alvuwa prvld by tlty sftat and mwoi Mo atuy wu upod by
Pbilpo Dund (EWAP) md Amado Tadi (DNHB.
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Economlc and Demographlc Contet

Demograpics

1.5 Mali is one of the largest countries in Africa, with a surface area of 1.24 million km2.
It is un underpopulated country: 7.6 million inhabitants were counted during the 1987 census and
the 1991 estimate was about 8.5 million, with population expected to exceed the 10 million mark
before the end of the century. Mali's population still is fundamentally rural (80% of total
population). Population densities throughout the country are quite low: only 1 inhabitant per km2

in the semi-desertifîed zones of the north and up to 30 inhabitants per km2 near Ségou, the most
populated area. Nonetheless, the urban population has grown much more rapidly than the rural
population (annual rates estimated at 5.8 and 2.3% respectively from 1988 to 2000); the urban
population is expected to represent 30% of the total population by the year 2000.

1.6 Of the eight main towns in Mali (see Annex 2), only the capital, Bamako, is a major
urban center. Bamako's population of nearly 800,000 inhabitants (1990) alone accounts for 43%
of the urban population. Ail economic, fnancial administrative and political activities are
centralized in the capital thus stimulating the strong migratoiy influx whicb fuels Bamako's
population growth. The urbanization rates in other regions remain modest: in the second largest
town, Ségou, there are only 100,000 inhabitants. By contrast, the growth rate for most secondaiy
towns is quite high. For example Gao and Koutiala both have population growth rates of about
10% per year. This rapid growth creates pressure on the infrasructure, which generally is not
design to support concentrated population influxes. /

Me Economy

1.7 Mali is one of Africa's poorest countries, with per capita GDP of US$ 270 in 1989.
The country is landlocked and has few mineral resources, with the exception of some gold. The
economy is largely dependent on agriculture, which is the primary source of income for most of the
population and accounts for the largest share of product exports (cotton, especially). Agricultural
production levels have suffered during the last two decades due to droughts, depleted fertility of
soils, and underdeveloped farming techniques. As a result, Mali's economic performance was
somewhat stagnant in the 1970s. However, the 1980s marked a strong period of recovery, with

&' Smaler growthi rates wr caed by tihe DNSI for 1976-1987 based on provisional cous in the 1987 ensus.
Tli cessu figures are being revew4d, aince populten growthi rae tlus obtaled fal far bdow rates in other
Sahellan cde. In light of ths, tds report retans a national populadon growth rate of 3% per annum for the
1988 to 2000 pedod (as gi en i the World Baleis World Deveopment Report), and usa tihe distribution of inter-
regional got rates as esdmated by teii DNSI (Seo Table 1 i Amer ).
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average annual growth rates of 6% during the latter half of the decade (average growth of 4%/yr
throughout the entire decade).

1.8 Mali's economy also is characterized by a large external debt, equivalent in size to
the countrys GNP. Annual debt service payments currently amount to nearly US$90 million. This
large debt burden aggravates Mali's foreign trade position, generating heavy deficits in the balance
of trade and a 14% deficit in 1990 GDP current accounts; even so, the latter figure is two times
smaller than the deficits incurred in the middle 1980s.

1.9 The secondary formal sector is in disarray and underdeveloped. Traditionally, this
sector has been dominated by the public sector, but its role has gradually decreased in recent years.
Rehabilitation efforts are underway as part of an economic reform program to improve
management of public sector resources and to create favorable conditions for re-sthimulating the
private sector. Even so, such efforts fail to note that urban economic activity in Mali is dominated
by an unofficial sector composed of informal or semi-formal activities, incorporating nearly two-
thirds of all urban assets. Examples of these types of activities include truck farming, which has
sprung up all around the capital; numerous small craftsmen who produce goods and provide
services; and very small-scale 'micro* industrial companies. The wood and charcoal supply sector
represents a prime example of the development of small businesses in the informal sector, with an
annual turnover of about 10 billion CFAF. Another factor of note is the growing participation of
women in economic activities. This is true in rural areas where, due to emigration to urban areas
and foreign countries, the female population tends to increase. In addition, although women
traditionally have worked the fields, they also are developing truck farming businesses, businesses
for processing agricultural or forestry products, and small crafts and trade businesses. This is also
the case in towns, where activities such as dyeing fabric, running small eating establishments or
certain trader-type businesses (such as for wood) are carried out almost exclusively or in large part
by women.

The Energy Sector

EI>erM Resources

1.10 Mali is rich in energy resources, especially hydro resources, forestry and agricultural
biomass, and solar energy. The country possesses a large hydroelectric potential d nearly 1050 MW
installable capacity, with guaranteed power of 800 MW. This potential found mainly at the
Manantali, Kénié, Gouhia and Grand Félou sites, is much greater than the country's current power
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needs. -/ Mali also has substantial wood resources which, in theory at least, would alow up to
70% of the population (in the Koulikoro, Ségou, Kayes and Sikasso regions) to be self-sufficient in
energy supply for several decades. Finally, there also are renewable enery resources in the
country: solar energy, agricultural biomass (some of which is only marginally usable, such as the
rice husks leftover from the Office de Niger's rice processors (rizeries), peanut shell and cotton
stems). However, Mali currently has no fossil fuels, and petroleum product consumption is entirely
dependent on imports. In addition, hydroelectricity produced by the Sélingué and Sotuba dams
cover only part of national electricity demand (75% in 1989); the costs of developing new dams are
quite high.

Financial Constraints in the Sector

1.11 Development of Mali'a energy resources, whether for processing, tranaport, or direct
use, comes up against considerable financial constraints. Large dams require substantial
investments (for example, Manantali costs nearly US$ 3000 per installed KW), which would be
difficult for the country to shoulder under current economic and financial circumstances.
Decentralized power production is a potential alternative; but most rural collectives are not in a
position to purchase decentralized energy generators for their own use. Although the Government
itself is unable to offer substantial assistance, its Electricity Code of 1989 gves authorization to
private sector initiatives in this area. The costs of transporting woodfuels from forested regions to
towns or under-served regions are quite expensive. As a result, wood frequently is cut along access
routes by peasants (for their own consumption) and by forestry operators (for marketing in towns)
in order to reduce these costs. This practice invites overexploitation of resources, fiurther damaging
the local forest resource potentiaL

1.12 The cost of petroleum product imports represents a substantial burden for the
country, despite the relatively small volumes which are imported (less than 200,000 tons annually).
Petroleum product imports represented between 14% and 17% of total imports during 1984-1987,
and up to 46% of export earnings in 1985 (see Table 5 in Annex 2).

1.13 These financial constraints enforce the necessity of ensuring rational supply of
petroleum products and electricity and to optimize their final consumption. Mali also must take
steps to ensure rational management and exploitation of its largest energy reserve: word.
Widespread and intensive urban use of wood in the form of fuelwood or charcoal exerts increasing
pressure on forest reserves, some of which are already dangerously degraded (peri-urban zones,
northern regions).

Il Compad to Mari's maxnum power demand of 'mly 50 MW in 1989.
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1.14 Mals encrgy consumption is relatively low, despite the abundance of indigenous
energy resources. The energy balance for 1987 (Table 1.1) shows per capita energy consumption
of only 200 kg of oil equivalent (kgoe) per year for all consurning sectors and fuels. Fuelwood is
the most widely consumed energ source, even by urban households and by a non-negligble
proportion of the productie sector: it represents 91% of total domeuic energy consumption. Ihe
predominance of this fuel emphaizes the limited reach of modern energy (petroleum fuels and
electricity) in Mali: consumption of modem energy is leu than 20 kgoe pet capita per year.

akbte 1.1.: SECTOR ENERGY SALANCE 1987
('000 toe)

Petrotequ
Flrewood Charcoal Ulectricity Producte MOAL 

Transportation 123 123 6.6
mousui$oLd 1597 37 5 14 1653 91.1
Agriculture 4 4 0.2
Industry, Other' 4 1 8 26 39 2.1

Total Final Inergy 1601 38 13 167 1819 100.0

Prcent 88.0 2.1 0.7 9.2 100.0

*Others Informal Sector, CouNrce, Commnttlu/Organlzattons
lour.e: EUIAP estimatn, 1989.

1.15 Ac:ording to the energy balance, households comprise the largest enerV consunig
sector, representing more than 90% of total final energy demand - one of the world's highest
relative consumption rates for the household sector. Many factors contribute to the dominance of
the housold sector in national enerDy consumption data: the transportation fleet is small and
inter-regional trade is limited; most modern economic sectors are underdeveloped, and most of the
agricultural sector has very resticted acceas to petroleum fuels and/or electricity. Although nearly
90% of electricty consumption and 40% of petroleum product consumption is concentrated in the
capitaL in relative terms urban consumers are not the largest total consumers of final energr. in
general urban dweàlers consume less wood than the inhabitants in rural areas and medium-sized
towns, Y yet their acceas to modem energy services in many cases îs restlicted (see Table 12).

l Te siuaton oeuld dag tpdly If dm" use l Bhmo cotinues to grow et et m in terms of
prim en«M3, a coal us _oswm tbree to four nes more wood than a firewood user.
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1.16 Wood consumption - more especially, charcoal consumption - in Bamako and the
nain cities has a greater impact on the environment than does woodfuel consumption in rural areas.
In rural areas, the population density relative to available wood resources generally is low.
Exploitation of these resources is dispersed and non-commerciaL The sources of wood for fuel use
and the techniques used to collect it by nature have limited impacts on the environment: pruning
trees, clearing fields, collecting dead wood. Producers rarely chop down standing trees for use in
fuelwood production, nor are agricultural residues and animal wastes used; consumption of the
latter would reduce an important nutrient source for maintaining soil fertility. Commercial
fuelwood networks which are springing up in smaller cities use production techniques with more
detrimental environmental impacts, but the volumes of wood involved remain limited. In Bamako
and the main cities, by contrast, commercial networks dominate the market. Commercial
production often results in deforested belts along access routes. This is especially true in areas used
for charcoal production, which is consumed by increasing numbers of urban dwellers. Thus it is
important for these cities to limit and rationalize the production and use of woodfuels.

1.17 Beyond its status as the major consuming sector, the household energy sector also
has major impacts on household budgets, rural sector income, and the environment. Energy
expenditures represent on average 10% of household budgets; the percentage is certainly larger
percentage in lower income households. Even so, residential energy problems often seem minor
to Malian householders relative to other difficulties which frequently preoccupy them (access to
water, jobs, health services, etc.). Production and marketing of woodfuels plays an important role
in the national econoiny, with an annual estimated turnover of 10 billion CFAF. Peasants turn to
wood and charcoal production as a means of complementing their farming income. Finally, as will
be discussed in subsequent sections, the impact of woodfuel production on the environment is
undeniable: northern regions, where production is substantial, already suffer wood shortages, and
localied pockets of degraded forests are appearing in the South.

labte 1.2: Refdentitl Enmrgy Consumption In 1987

Rnffdenttal Energy Consumption
(in thousand t.o.e.)

Population Petroteum Per
('000) Wood Charcoal ElectrScity Products Total Capita

(kgoo/yr)

Bamako 646 75.3 14.8 , 5.1 5.4 100.6 156
fedfw,usfzed 387 73.3 14.4 0.6 3.2 91.5 236
VIltases

Suai -urbn Areas 516 100.0 7.5 0.1 3.5 111.0 215
Rural Areas 6071 1348.3 0.0 1.7 1350.5 222

watt 7620 1596.8 36.7 5.7 13.8 1653.5 218

Source: ESMAP estimats, 1989.
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Institutional Framework

1.18 Mal's institutional framework is relatively complex and disorganied, making it
difficult to implement a systematic, coh" *ent enersy policy. Approiimately twenty departments,
agencies, organizations or project teams manage the important parts of the sector. In total, nearly
flfty public or parastatal organizations are active to some extent within the energy sector. The
dispersed nature of sector responsibilities has led to the creation of multiple coordinating or ad-hoc
advisory committees.

1.19 Energy sector planning is the responsibility of the National Hydropower and Energy
Department (NHED) within the Ministry for Mines, Hydropower, and Energy (MMHE). This
department is mainly concerned with hydroelectric activities: of the 450 agents on the staff of the
Enerly and Dams Division, only 5 work on energy matters. The draft decree for reorganizing the
DNHEwill strengthen all planning, regulatoiy, and monitoring functions related to the energy sector
within the Ener0, and Dams Division.

120 In its management of the energy sector, thé NHED must collaborate with other
departments and with numerous operators with activities in the sector. Within the electricity
subsector - the subsector most directly supervised by the NHED - the major operators include
Energie du Mali (EDM), the national power company, and the Bureau for Hydraulic Resource
Exploitation in the Haut Niger (OERHN), which runs the Sélingué power station. lhe
Organization for Development of the Senegal River (OMVS), a small regional organization,
participates in activities related to the regional power project at the Manantali (under preparation).
The NHED also is responsible for promoting the development of i enewable energy in coordination
wîth two organizations: the nationaliy oriented Solar Energy Laboratory (SEL), which is under the
supervision of the MMHE, and the regionally oriented Center for Solar Energy Research (CSER).
Two ongoing renewables projects are the Special Energy Program (SEP) and the Solar Equipment
Maintenance Unit (SEMU). Finally, the secretariat of the National Committee for Butane Gas
Promotion is part of the DNHE. Ihis Committee was created in 1990 under a CILSS/EEC
regional program for using LPG. to substitute for woodfuels.

1.21 A project for institutional reform in the hydrocarbons subsector is under preparation
with World Bank financing and assistance. Tbe project's main objective is to bring together under
the authority of a single organization subsector activities and responsibilities which currently are
dispersed. This organization would serve as the planning, monitoring and legislative center for the
subsector. The project also includes components for ibcralizing petroleum product prices at the
pump and for simplifying petroleum fiscal poicy by adopting a single tax to be collected by customs
and deposited direcdy into the national treasury. Ihe subsector currently is somewhat notorious
within the energy sector for its lack of coordination and dispersion of responsibilities: lhe supply
and distribution of petroleum fuels fails under the jurisdiction of the MMRE, which heads a
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National Hydrocarbons Commission composed of various ministries, agencies, and two professional
orgnizations: the Petroleum Producers Group (PPG) and the Malian Importers of Petroleum
Product (MIPP). The former represents the main petroleum distributors (Shell, Total-Texaco, and
Mobil) and the latter is a newly created group representing independent Malian petroleum
importers. The secretariat for the Commission is housed in the National Transportation Office.
There are three agencies intervening in other aspects of the energy sector. Two agencies are within
the Ministry of Finance: the Department of Economic Affairs regulates petroleum imports, and the
Bureau for Price Regulation and Stabilization (OSRP) updates price structures and collects cross
subsidies on petroleum products. The third is the National Geology and Mines Departmnent, part
of the MMHE, which oversees storage depots and retail outlets.

1.22 Among the pribrities of the National Plan to Prevent Desertification (NPPD) are
management and control of woodfuels supply, and improved use of woodfùels. Implementation of
the Plan is being coordinated and supervised by an inter-ministerial organization, the Sectoral
Group for Monitoring the NPPD, which is headed by the Ministry of Agriculture, Husbandry and
Environment (MAEE). National Waterways and Forests Department (NWFD) within the MABE
is responsible for the forestry sector, including woodfuels. Its main functions are to monitor forest
exploitation, manage classified forests, and verifying the flows of forestiy products. The NWFD
staff numbers 780 forestry agents and nearly 700 non-foresters organized into eight Regional
Divisions and five "Operations". lhe latter are parastatal organizations and include the OAPF and
OARS which, in addition to its main management tasks, produces and markets firewood and
charcoal. The NWFD also is the headquarters for the National Advisory Committee for Improved
Stoves, which coordinates all improved stoves projects.

1.23 Promotion and distribution of improved stoves is the objective of several projects;
the main project is under the jurisdiction of the National Department for Social Affairs (NDSA).
Also of note, in addition to programs administered by the Regional Divisions for Waterways and
Forests, is assistance for stove distribution provided in the 1980s by the Mali National Women's
Union (UNFM). Promotion of butane gas is mainly the province of petroleum distributors (Total
and Shell), who have introduced portable butane cookstoves onto the market.

Justification for a Household Energy Strategy

1.24 Even in the context of the disorganized institutional structure described above,
various programs for improving the production and use of energy resources are underway or in the
planning stages in the energy, forestiy and environmental sector Reducing the risls engendered
by overexploitation of forestry resources is a primary objective of these programs. Some programs
are coordinated with each other as part of the NPSD; others are being administered independently.
Programs of this type frequently are confronted with contradictory objectives: how, for example,
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can wood or charcoal consumption be reduced through promotion of substitute fuels without
lcreasing foreign trade imbalances? How can endangered ecological zones be protected without
deprhivng rural populations who produce woodfuels of a major source of income? How can greater
value be given to standing wood without penalizing the poorest urban consumers? How ean acceas
to electricity be made lesu diffiut without burdening Energie du MaWls financial and technical
balances?

1.25 A series of coordinated action programs for the residential eneror sector must bd
implemented which bring together the investments needed for improving access to energy and
management of national resources, and which estabL;sh affiliated regulatoiy, tax and fiscal measures.
Thi action program should not be developed within the restricted context of household eneroy
problems. On the contrary, household energy problems should be placed in a larger socio-economic
context and within the context of natural resource management. Malls curent economic difficulties
should be taken into account, along with the economy's partiulaities and dynamics (strength of
the informal sector, for example). The interdependence of forestry and agricultural activities also
should be taken into account in order that specific programs for woodfuels can be defined to
strengthen the Go4vernment's global strategy for natural resource management. Finally, the
outcomes of this action framework should both simplify and improve of the public sectores
interventions in the energy sector, and strengthen and develop the roles of the private sector and
rural communities in the supply of household energy.
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I. MAIN SECIOR CHARACFERIS1ICS AND ISSUES

2.1 Several issues dominate and characterize the use of energy in the household sector.
A clear understanding of these issues is necessary in order to define a strategy for resolving the
major problems in the setor. lhis chapter is based on the analysis presented in Annexes 3 and 4,
which detail the characteristics of household energy 3upply and demand. Of these, the main
features can be summarized as follows:

(a) the dominance of wood consumption and the gradual growth of charcoal use;

(b) the successful market penetration by improved stoves;

(c) the existing differentials between prices and the relative economic costs of lhousehold
fuels;

(d) the relative markets for various fuels which could substitute for wood and their
eonomic impacts;

(e) the threat of environmental damage;

(1) the options for improving the situation in regions with wood resource deficits;

(g) an institutional, regulatoiy and fiscal framework Ili-adapted to managing wood
resources;

(i) the deficiencies in access to energy services, especally i electricity.

D ominance of Wood Consumptio and -Grow-th in Charcoal Mue

2.2 Wood currently the dominant energy resource, even in cities, and is likely to remain
so in the medium term. It is consumed primarily for cooking and fcr secondaty energy needs such
as water heating, preparing tea, or informai productive activities. In rural areas, caily per capita
firewood consumption varies between 0.7 and 2.4 kg for an average-sized family. lfs variation is
linked to the availability of wood resources and thus to the time needed to collect wood (for the
most part, firewood is not a commercial item in rural areas). With the exception of kerosene used
for lighting, modern fuels are rareiy used mi ral areas. In urban areas, wood also dominates as
the prhnaiy fuel, as shown in Table J. In Bamako, nearly 9 out of 10 households use wood, and
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the proportion is even higher in the cities of the interior. However, most families also use several
"amdliary" fuels, such as butane gas and charcoal.

Table t.1s Urbmn Fuel Use

X of households Samako S6sou Koutatea Nopti Cao

Primary Fuet:
Wood 87x 92% 100% 96f 100%
Charcoat 11% 8X 0% 4X 0%
cas 1% 0% 0% ox 0%

Secondary FueLat
Wood 2% 62 0% 4X 0%
Charcoat 56X 78% 60% 63% 90%
cas 172 1% 3% 9X 7%
Keroseno 1% 1% 1% 3% 0%

Not usfng seconxary fuets 34% 12% 38% 29% 10%

Source: ESMAP surveys, 1989

2.3 There also are major variations in urban firewood consumption levels, both in terms
of average consumption in each city (see Table 2.2) -- consumption which is linked to the price of
wood - and in ternis of the energy intensity of activities for which firewood is utilized. For

mxample, average wood consumption in Koutiala (which is located in the Sudanese area where wood
resources are abundant and where there are household activities consuming large quantities of
wood, such as brewing beer) is four times higher than consumption in Gao (located in the Sahara-
Sahelian area, with a firewood price three times higher than in Koutiala, and with few traditional
uses of firewood other than for cooking). Furthermore, these averages hide major variations in per
capita consumption based on household size. In Bamako and Ségou, for example, large households
only consume 0.7 kg per capita, per day, whereas daily per capita consumption for small families
is as high as 3 kg. Eating habits also contribute to major variations in consumption levels for
firewood and charcoaL Traditional Malian cuisine (grains and long-simmered sauces) is very energy
intensive. A number of recent modificatipns to traditional eating habits (coffee in the morningm
eating tô and couscous for lunch, cold evening meals, less energ intensive recipes, reheating plates,
etc.) - mostly in younger, well-to-do small households - have led to a decrease in consumption
levels. Some of these modifications, which often happen simultaneously with the household
switching its primary fuel, should be encouraged.

2.4 Despite the noted variations in consumption levels, the typical household
eqpenditures for firewood are relatively constant from one city to another, although slightly higher
in the capital (16 CFAF per capita/day, as opposed to 12 to 13 CFAF in other urban centers).
Based on these figures, energy expenditures in a typical household (8 people, firewood consumed
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as pri mary fuel, charcoal and kerosene used as auiliary fuels) are about 6000 CFAF/month in the
capital and 5000 CFAF in other cities. This represents a little lesm than 10% of total monthly
household expenditures (considering the DNSI statistics given in Annex 2); the percentage is sightly
higher for poorer households.

tIbte 2,2s Daily Fuel Consumption

(kg/personday) Bamako Ségou Koutiala Mopti Gao

Priuary Fuel:
Wood 0.9 0.8 2.4 0.9 0.6
Charcoal 0.33

Auxliltary Fuel:
Wood 0.3
Charcoal 0.095 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.06
oas 0.005

Kerosene (ltghttln, kindltng) 0.015 0.011 0.018 0.013 0.011

ource,: ESNAP surveys and estimates, 1989.

2-5 Urban charcoal consumption has grown quite steadily: in Bamako, the percentage
of households using charcoal as the primary cooking fuel went from 3% in 1978 to 11% in 1989.
Use of charcoal appears to hold a certain "temptation", since the fuel is considered more
commodious and adapted to modern life. Thus it is quite likely that it will gain prominence in
households in the capital and in the northern cities. Charcoal production induces further
environmental pressure because of low carbonization yields (approaxmately 8 tons of wood are
needed to produce one ton of charcoal with a calorific value only twice that of wood, whereas
efficiencies for charcoal cookstoves are similar to those for wood-burning metal cookstoves). Thus

it will be important to check the pace of charcoal growth and to imnprove the efficiency of its use
and production.

2.6 Use of butane gas (LPG) by the most affluent and innovative households and even
by a small number of middle class households also has progressed. About 20% of households in
the capital own single-burner gs cookstoves, 13% in Mopti and from 3% to 7% in the other main
cities: this corresponds to more than 20,000 cookstoves distributed throughout a three-year period.
This is a significant level of market penetration, given the obstacles linked to initial investments, the
cost of gas, and problems related to users' apprehensions about appliance safety. However, hardly
anyone cooks regularly with gas (1% of households surveyed in Bamako) and gas cookstoves are
used aLmost exclusively on an auiliary basis. The decision to switch to gas as a primary fuel is
restrained by its current price, which is not taxed or subsidized. As will be seen in subsequent
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sentios, gas co0t8 can be lowered by rationaizing supply arrangements and by dng advantage of
the economies of scale possible if larger quantities are imported. In addition, existng cooktove
models (Déméba and Guatéli) can be improved, both in terms of efficiency and adaptation to local
cooldng habits. Finally, use of kerosene for cooking i8 rather llmited for two reasons: kerosene
cookstoves are poorly adapted for use in Malian cuisine and râtail prices for the fuel are heavily
taxed.

2.7 There are other woodfuel consumers in addition to household consumern (industies,
smal craftsnen, informal service sector, communal food and beverage services) but their impact
on total woodfuel consumption i8 relatively small Altogether, they accounted for 4% of Bamakeos
total wood consumption and 10% of its charcoal consumption in 1989. In certain cities, these
figures are probably higher since these fuels are used for traditional actities such as drying f;sb
(Mopti) and brewing beer (Koutiala). Furthermore, infonnal sector producers are micro-consumers
- the largest among them, the iron masons, average a daily consumption of only 10 kg of charco
Sl expenMditures for dharcol can represent a signifîcant percentage of the turnover of small
producers such as iron maSons, jewelers or launderers, whereas expenditures for wood have a much
smailer impact on the family businesses' accounts (se. Table 23).

table 2.3: amuko - Energy Consuqption
ln the Informta Seetor.

Activfty Nu*er ln. Energy nemry as ergy s
SurveY Ijnditure Percnt of Percent of

Coots Ieisse Revues

lremson 42 750 66.7X 10.92
Jeweter 63 650 39.5X 17.21
Laoedorer 434 380 87.6% 21.9X
Dry Camner 197 480 1.5S 1.0%

Suaii Restaurants/DiOnef
Dibiterles 84 S00 5.7X 5.1X
Grflted/frfed Foods 4 ne na
Breakfast 32 285 5.1% ne
fast-food' 114 350 3.5S 1.7X

idsde Vendors
Dibiteries 59 550 26.2X ne
Ortlaed Foode 288 150 3.41 2.71
Deep Frtd/Fried foode 622 170 9.5X 7.1X
Breakfast 176 110 3.12 2.7X
*Fast-food 62 300 6.9% 5.41

Total ln Bunko 2177 310 3.82 2.6X

Smc EsI Surveys, 1989
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Successful Market Penetration by Improved Cookstoves

2.8 Mali's distribution rate for improved stoves is quite high relative to other Sahelian
countries. For example, 71% of the households in Bamako using wood as the primary fuel own at
least one improved cookstove; more than two-thirds of these are portable metal stoves (see Table
2.4). Real savings in wood consumption attributed to use of improved stoves amount to between
10 and 20%, depending on whether the household has one or several improved cookstoves (see
Table 2.5). These figures are even more remarkable when it is noted that in Bamako only 40 to
35% of the main meals actually are prepared using the improved stoves.

Tabte 2.4: Urban Distribution of Ilproved Stoves
(X of houehotds with et teast one stove)

Bamako Ségou Koutiata Nopti Gao

"Massif" 10% 9% 9% 0% 1%

Metat tic 49% 42X 21% 21% 3X

Louga 12% 32% 45% 68% 57%

Source: ESNAP Surveys, 1989.

2.9 Successful market penetration by metal improved cookstoves has proved been
achieved at all socio-economic levels of the urban population. lhere are several reasons for this
success. Firstly, the price differential between the most popular model of improved stove and a
traditional cookstove is only about 500 CFAF. This differential easily can be amortized in less than
a month on average, assuming the stove is used efficiently (wood savings of about 25%).
Promotional and educational activities sponsored by various institutional projects also have been
influential. Of special note are the SEL/VITA project, the DNAS/GTZ project and the joint
UNFM/DNEF program. These three projects were launched in response to a March 1986 law
requiring the use of improved stoves. (However, according to information gathered during surveys
conducted for this study, very few households are aware of this law.) Surveys record a high level
of satisfaction among female consumers with regard to the marketing network, prices and
performance of the stoves. The success of these formal improved cookstove programs has led to
the creation of an autonomous, private-sector market for cookstove distribution, especially in
Bamako, driven by the stove producers and informal sector marketers. Assistance for such private-
sector initiatives and enhanced consumer information programs should be continued la Bamako and
initiated or strengthened in the cities of the interior, especially in Gao, Tombouctou and Mopti
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Wood shortages are felt more keenly in day-to-day life in these cities; thus the need for improved
stoves programs here is more urgently and the programs are more likely to be succesful

Tabte 2.5.: wproved Stowes and Wood Savngs

Per Capita Per Capita
XNiber of lqproved Stoves Wood Wood
In Nousehotds Using Wood Conrouption Expenditures

(burdtes/d.y) (CFAFIday)

None 0.30 100% 19.45 100%
cme 0.25 83% 17.65 91%
TWo or more 0.23 77X 16.99 87%

Ave 1 n Sao 0.26 87% 18.55 95%

source: EUAP Surveys, 1989.

2.10 It also should be noted that these types of projects have a high economic rate of
return. Under conservative hypotheses of performance and use (10% wood savings), a minimum
annual savings of 15,000 to 20,000 tons of wood could be achieved by distributing about 50,000
improved stoves. lhis figure assumes both direct and *indirect' stove distrbution - the direct
distribution under 'official" programs and the indirect distribution arisng from spontaneous actions
by smnal entrepreneurs. The economic value of wood savings of this magnitude is estimated at US$
500,000 per year (8 CFAF/kg). ThI amount is far greater than te total annual costs for the three
projects mentioned in para.2.9 combined with the additional cost incurred when the consumer
purchases an improved stove rather than a traditional stove (about US$2 per stove).

Price Differentials and Cost Comparisons for Household Fuels

2.11 akle 2.6 below sunmaizes theoretic à/ and empirical / financial cots of
cooking fuels, induding wood, charcoal, kerosene and gas (see also able 27 in Anneç 2 for detailed

Ibo Theoe fnanll comt s computed «n the basis of a ona quantity of useful oe for ag oooking fi
undet composalo nd tme ar«g dfciq of cookmg equpm.t as mauomd duung tis study or in otier
Sahea cowitrcs.

'hesu ae tei. rosi costs of oeoklng, cakulated on the basis of muvs oenduted durg this tu. Ts method
gbes sdgbtly different res frontm tbe previous method std y&ds a smaUer diffe al bctwoea tibe oeos of
substution fuis and those of wood
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cost cacultions). In survey results using the current price structure, wood is the least expensve
fuel; charcoal is 13 times more costly than wood, and the prices of gas and kerosene are about 1.6
times higher than charcoaL Gas purchases are only marginally more expendve for the consumer
than purchasing kerosene. For moat Malian households, the switch from wood to charcoa is
considered a luxury, reserved for an elite group of amanl, relatively wellato-do households. Yet the
actual cost differential is quite modest, making charcoal well within the reach of many households.
Cooking with gas requires that the consumer breach a totally different cost threshold. For an
average household, using gas as a primary cooking fuel would require expenditures of about 20%
of the family budget (not including other energy requirements such as hot water heating, etc.), which
represents a substantial financial burden. Thus the fuel is not readily accessible to most households.

tobte Là: Prices and Economic Costs
of Cooking Fuels In Bamako (1989)

Wood Charcoal Kerosene LPO

FUEL COSTS (CFAF/kg)
Retait price 18 66 250 320
Price net of taxes 17 63 112 300
Theoretic «eoneic cost 17(a) 63(a) 94 275(b)

COST OF USEFUL EMERGY
In current prIces (CFAF/NJ) 5.3 9.1 12.8 14.0
foet relative to wood 1.0 1.7 2.4 2.6

price net of taxes (cFAFJ>) 5.0 8.7 5.7 13.1
cost relative to wood 1.0 1.7 1.1 2.6

theoretical econamic cost (CFAF/NJ) 5.0 8.7 4.8 12.0
cost relative to Wood 1.0 1.7 1.0 2.4

ANNUAL COOKINS COSTS
Total stove and fuel cost (CFAF) 38450 51900 76000 88600
cost relative to wood 1.0 1.7 1.0 2.4
cost relative to charcoal 0.7 1.0 1.5 1.7

notes,
(a) Minimum cost (assuming area with sustainable wood and charcoal production)

(b) Aassaing rationalization of the supply chain and not taking into account the possibitlity of
substantial Increases in cor4ption (which would Induce a drop In suppty and distribution
costs).

<c) According to results of housphold surveys.

Source: ESNUP estimates, 1969.
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2.12 Most urban households in the interior fînd it even more fînancially advantageous to
use wood as the primary cooking fuel than do households in Bamako. The northern region, where
the price of wood and charcoal are almost equivalent to prices in Bamako, is an exception. .Retail
prices for woodfuels vary significantly from one city to another, as shown in Table 2. The lowest
average prices are found in Koutiala, where a kilogram of wood costs 6 CFAF and a kilogram of
charcoal is sold for 40 CFAF. The highest prices are in Gao: 19 CFAF/kg for wood and 76
CFAF/kg for charcoaL almost identical to prices in the capital - 19 CFAF and 66 CFAF,
respecthely. These prices are comparable with woodfuel prices in other Sahelian capitals. It should
be noted that the price also vary from one neighborhood to aiiother, with differentials of 20 to 30%b,
and that the wood prices vary seasonally (10 to 20% higher in the winter). T'e evolution of wood
and charcoal prices generally have been stagnant throughout the 1980s; in real terns, prices
actually have decreased since 1984, the year that Mali joined the group of West Afican countries
using the CFA franc as common currency. Several factors contribute to this phenomenon, which
although contradictoiy to the increasing scarcity of the resource, is common in most Sahelian
countries: increased competition among producers and, to a lesser extent, among other parties
acting throughout the supply network; decreased opportunity costs of peasant labor and the drop
in the real price of petroleum products.

ablt 2.7: Wood and Charceut Prices

amko Ségou Koutiala Nopti ¢ao

Averae Price (CFAF/kg)
firewood 18.5 12.1 5.7 12.7 19.0
Charcoal 66.3 49.7 49.7 53.1 76.9

Ff rewood
Minimna price (CFAF/kg) 16.0 9.3 5.0 11.8 16.7
Maximum price (CFAF/kg) 29.1 13.7 7.5 15.2 21.0

Charcoal
infuum price (CFAfIkg) 47.8 36.3 25.4 44.0 66.7

Maximum price (CFAF/kg) 83.3 62.5 62.5 64.5 80.0

Note: A total of 4200 observatios In five cities (June 1989 in 8amako and August 1989 in other cities)

1o1Le: ESUP, 1989.

2.13 The price structure for wood and charcoal is determined by the structure of the
supply network. In most cases, the network ïs so complex with its numerous tranders and arteries
that it is only possible to describe tie price structure in general terms. Producer cos can account
for 30 to 60% of the retail price depending on the distance between the production zone and the
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urban consumption coenter. For example, round wood purchased along the roadside at a distance
of 30 km from Bamako sold for 13 to 14 CFAF/kg at the end of 1988, as compared to 6 CFAF/kg
for wood sold 60 km away from the capital (along the Bamako-Ségou roadway). However, distance
is only one factor affecting producer costs. Other factors include access to and type of transport
employed, access to wood resources, inventoiy levels of woodfuel resources and availability of wood
for purchase from roadside vendors T'e price of standing wood fluctuates between 3 and 10
CFAF/kg (not including the opportunity cost of the land). Ilus it would not be profitable under
current circumstances, with wood prices stagnating, to plant trees specifically for supply fuelwood,
even in peri-urban zones.

2.14 Margins for transporters and urban marketers also vary according to the number
of parties involved and the type of sale (wholesale, discounters, retail). lhe relevant statistics
suggest that urban retailers earn margins of about 30 to 50%, with transporters taking between 10%
and 30% of the retail price. Although the transporter and wholesale margins thus represent a large
share of the retail price, they probably reflect the real costs of supply since there is considerable
competition mi the sector. Simiar margins have been noted mi whre the markets for wood and
chrcoal are large and competitive. Likewise, the numerous small retailers (a majority of whom are
women) generate large margins; however net revenues are low, hardly exceeding several thous-tnd
CFAF/week on average.

2.15 Comparison of the economic costs of using various cooking fuels yields different
results from the comparois of financial costs, thus illustrating the distortions within the fuel
market. Retail prices for petroleum fuels are higher than their economia cots - significantly se
in the case of kerosene, but only marginally in the case of gas (se. Table 2.8). The prices of
household fuels (in terms of useful energy) were compared under two hypothetical scenarios of
market conditions: In the first scenario, the Government's current tax and subsidy policies are
abandoned; in the second scenario, the policies are abandoned and subsequently the supply systein
is rationalized. Kerosene becomes almost competitive with wood in the first scenario. Gas becomes
competitive with charcoal under the second scenario (se. Table2). Under both scenarios, the coast
of butane is more than twice that of kerosene, in tenns of useful energy. In summary, modifying
the terms for fuel competition appears to be a question of pricing policy, rather than economies.
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Isble 281: Price Structure for LPO and Kerosene (1988)

oas Kerosene
(CfAF/ton) (CfAF/ton)
ex-Abidjan ex-Dakar ex-Abidjan

Ex-Port 148700 41% 7863 39% 7359 37%
International Transport 33534 9% 2359 12% 3392 17%
Services 180749 5nxY 2529 13% 2509 13%
Taxes 0 7249 36% 6741 34%

Total 362983 100X 20000 100% 20000 100X

Source: OSRP, Totat-Texaco, 198

2.16 As indicated in Table 2.7, the financial advantage of using wood is even stronger in
mout regions of the country than in Bamako. The retail price for wood in other areas is lower, while
the costs of substitution fuels rise proportionately to distance. hie economic differential is even
more pronounced since wood resources are more abundant in southerm regions (and thus the
economic cost of wood is lower). By contrast, the financial comparison of costs mi northern cities
yields results almnost equivalent to those ln Bamako. In these cities, however standing wood has a
eonomic value considerably higher than mi other parts of the country (minimum estimates of 25
CFAF/kg). Thus the perspectives for substituting petroleum fuels for wood are more favorable in
these areas.

.Comparison of Markets for Substitution Fuels

2.17 Surveys of householde' fuel choices identified two paramuters which most influence
the decision to use a substitute fuel, the availability of local wood supplies and the household's
degree of urbanization. Women in Bamako, Mopti and Gao presented with a choice of cooking
equipment displayed a strong and immediate interest in the use of charcoal, as well as a long-ternm
preference for gas (sec Table 2.9 for consumer preferences).

2.18 Tbe potential market openings for substitution fuels in Bamako and the southerm
cities tend to differ froni those in the northern cities. Substitution in the south is based on a desire
for convenience and modernity. Households there and in Bamako are more likely to use gas
cookstoves and use of gas as the primazy cooking fuel us is on the rise in well-to-do households.
Since woodfuel resources are relatively abundant in these urban areas, kerosenets holds only a
minor market share, mainly among long-established middle-income households.
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2.19 By contrast, substitution in northern cities has more of a forced nature since
woodfuels are increasing scarce and expensive. In these cities, where 50 to 60% of the households
expressed a willingness to switch fuels, kerosene is better positioned than gas to become the primary
substitution fuel among welll-to-do and nmiddle income populations. 1 ibs advantage is conditional,
however: kerosene would have to be priced more closely to its economic cost.

Table 2.9: Preterred Fuels
(In % of houshoWds)

Vood Cearcoea Gas Kerouaen

TODAY
ako 61 22 14 0

Sgou 51 36 12 0
Kouttals 77 12 il 0
Mopti 59 21 18 1
Oso 54 42 3 0

IN THE FUTURE
8mako 26 27 42 0
Sgou 20 16 42 9
Koutiala 42 23 35 0
Mopti 8 29 40 18
080 7 70 18 3

ilitEND tO SUItCH SOON
Samako 13 18 5

gou 7 31 13
Kouttata 36 3
Noptf 12 38 5
Gao 25 28 0

Soue: ESNAP Surveys 1989.

Potential Environmen Impacts

2.20 Drawdown of wood resours to supply urban consumption of fuelwood and charoal
is a major factor affecting Mali's environment. Other factors interact with wood offtake to
eacerbate further its detrimental pressure on the environment: demographic growth, brush fires,
clear.cutting for agricultural use, droughts, grazing by itinerant herds, and finance and credit
problems n rural areas. It is dfficult' distinguish the environmental impacts of individual factors
and to measure their relative importa Nonetheless, two distinct regions in the country can be
identifled based on the affects of wo-, offtake on the local environment: the southerm area
(Koulikoro, Siluks, Ségou, and Kayes) and the northern region (Mopti, Gao and Tombouctou).
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2.21 The Southern Relon. Annual wood resource availability in the Sikasso and
Koulikoro areas 1/ is estimated at more than 4 million tons (sec Table 3.2 in Annex 4).
Combined urban and rural wood demand in these two regions (including Bamako) only reached 2.5
million tons of wood in 1989 (360,000 tons for Bamako). In the area immediately surrounding
Banamba, the available quantities of dead wood by themselves are sufficient to meet the capital's
firewood demand for a period of nearly S years. Thus, on a global level, the southern region has
no pressing problems with firewood availability, although some localized supply difficulties do exist.

2.22 Although there is currently is a general surplus in wood resources, the surplus is not
expected to increase or even be sustained in the medium- to long.term. Large plantations for
woodfuel supply are not profitable; less than 20,000 ha have been planted throughout the entire
country, with only limited tree planting by rural inhabitants. The extent of the forest cover mi
southern areas also is not expected to retract to any significant degree. Although successive
droughts have affected growth in these forests, they are not as vulnerable as the forests in the
North. Thus the tree mortality rate has been considerably lower, estimated at 8% in the South-
Sudanese zone and at less than 4% in the Sudanese-Guinéan zone. Furthermore, as a result of
frequent brush fires, there is a steady re-supply of the stock of dead trecs; the size and distribution
of this inventory cannot be quantified.

2.23 Another factor with potentially detrimental impacts on the forestry cover is the
expansion of agricultural lands. Certainly the combined pressure due to growth of the rural
population and continued, extensive use of low-technology traditional farming methods results in
gradual encroachment onto forested property. However, the annual increase in land area for
agricultural use in Mali is quite modest: an additional 30,000 to 40,000 ha/yr are put into use, a
growth rate of less than 2% annually. Studies carried out by the Land Resource Inventory Project
(PIRT) show that active agriculture occupies only 10% of the land designated agriculturaL
Furthermore, cultivated or fallow agricultural lands remain wooded and contain almost as much
wood on average as the so-called natural forests: 17 ml/ha on cultivated and fallow lands and 18
m3/ha in natural forests around Koulikoro, 24 and 27 m/lha respectively around Sikasso. It may
be possible that deterioration of the forest caver is more extensive in agricultural areas with
relatively small populations. Such is the case in the areas surrounding the Mailan Company for
Developing Texies (CMDT), where expansion of high density agricultural lands has resulted mi
to a decrease in woodfuel resources. More generally, wood availability is not likely to be affected
by agricultural expansion, especially given agro-forestqy plans for re-planting (the CMDT bas begun
a large program of linear planting (150,000 km) to introduce troes along the boundaries of its
pastures). This strategy is an important means of maintahing and reconstituting forestiy resources
and for asring rural self-supply in wood.

I/ That 18, tdm porton of the annual promton by naual formatons which is acoeusle for offtake.
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2.24 Increased demand for woodfuels linked to demographic growth appeas to have only
limited impacts on the supply-demand balance for the southern region (see Table 18 in Annex 6).
Although no measures have been implemented to reduce consumption or to promote substitution,
wood consumption in the Koulikoro and Sikasso regions remain well below the level of available
supply. An estimated 4 million tons of wood will be consumed in these two regions by the year
2000; approximately the same quantity of wood could be supplied from annual production of natural
formations in a surface area covering only half the Koulikoro region and 80% of the Sikasso region.
Southern areas thus can be assured of sufficient wood energy supplies for at least the next 20 years
(even without taking into account reserves of dead wood which should be put into use as soon as
possible).

2.25 Development the charcoal market for use as a primary fuel, espcially in the capital,
is another factor which could increase pressure on forestry resources In 1990, the quantities of
wood carbonized for supplying charcoal to Bamako was already the same as the city's total firewood
demand. A scenario for projected energy demand assuming large-scale market penetration by
charcoal (see Table 19 in Annex 6) - a scenario which is quite plausible in the next desade if a
household energy strategy is not implemented - shows 60% of Bamako's populatior using charcoal
la 2017. This corresponds to a 50% growth in demand -relative to the scenario which assumes no
change in the current demand structure (1,2 million tons versus 850,000 tons). However, Mali's
forests could absorb this large growth potential for wood if woodfuels are produced using wood
from the two regions citec, or if a rail market is developed for charcoal delivered from the western
region of the country.

2.26 It is important to note that the positive forest balance in the southern region does
not preclude the possibility of localized deforestation. Gradual oveploitation and degradation is
marked la areas surrounding the cities, especily along the paved routes connecting to supply
sources. Marketing and transport along these corridors is easier and the population density la lower
(see maps in Anngi12). Measures are urgently needed to combat localized deforestation through
proper supervision of commercial exploitation. Steps should be taken to make production
sustaiable, more efficient and lesu detrimental to the environment.

2.27 TIe Northern Region. By contrast with the situation in the south, foresters
unanimously agree that forest reserves in the Mopt region already are being degraded and that
other regions (Gao, Tombouctou) have distinct wood supply deficits. One quarter of Mali's
population currently confronts deficiencies in woodfuel supply, which in the short-term could
become full-blown local shortages.

2.28 lhe areas which have been hardest hit by drought are those most affected by
resource deficiencies. Forest reserves in these areas are relatively fragie, and successive droughts
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have tnaformed them into veritable cemeteries of dead wood. Estimates of tree mortality rates
reach 30% In the south-Sahelian area and 20% in the northSahelian area. Large reevres of dead
wood, such as tihe thousanda of hectres i tihe Douentza and Youwarou foresta, not far from Mopti,
often are not exploited because they are not in tih immediate pramty of commercial centera
is resource should be tapped before it is destroyed by damage friom imect and lumidity.

2.29 In the northern regions most affected by the woodfuel defcit (Gao and
Tombouctou), tihe wood and charcoal prices are quite high Wood prices i Gao, for oample, are
equivalent to those in Bamako, and charoeal prics are 15% h;her than comparable prices in the
capitaL Unfortunately the petroleuin fuels (gs and kerosene) which could be absttuted for
woodfuels alo are suibjea to the high pries and lited 8upply. Thereore there l no pricng
tbresioldw provided by petroleum fuel prices, as is the case in other countrieu, where the relativh

low comt of petroleuin fuels aUows for asier substitution and stabization of woodfuel demand.
Geogrâphil wood shortages - shortages which dao could be a functo of tdme - also give rise to
increasing use of animal and agricultural resources lse resouroos - straw, agriultural residues
or oow dung - are of inferior quality relative to wood, but thelr Ifs nature fcitates their use.

Qtion for Dg&" W-oed Conto in ka i^Di

2.30 Beyond the programs to promote substitution fuel or inproved sves, as descibd
îi the preceding paragrapha, there are two other options for improvhg wood uppl i ares with
resource deficits (mainly the northern regions): modlfy woodfiuel prices or develop new source of
supy (plantations, uanporting wood and charcoa from the southerm regeons). However, theso
actionsm wM have only a llmlted imipact on the situation. C.rt , urban consum« are responsive
to wood prices and tend to consve the fuel when it becomes scace and costb, thss la eident
from the differental between wood consumption levels in the northern cites and those in thie sout
However, heavy taxation of wood to reduce hosumptian las ita limits. lne price ebascity of wood
demand is certaiuy less than one, and for lower incame householda a large prie incresea would
substautial increase the relative share of wood editur ns t tihe total household budget. Ns
could even lead to fewer hot meals for the family, and to lms frequent stenlization of water,
potentialy with detrimental health consequences. Urban consumers ao could be supplied ulng
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wood transported from longer distances, if they are willing to pay higher fuel price &/. Another
option would be to use charcoal since it is more economic to transport, this fuel already is making
inroads against fuelwood in the northern cities. However, it is certain that forestry solutions alone
(tree plantations, transporting woodfuels from southern regions) would not proae sufficient to stem
the problems of the northern region. Thus emphasis must be given to developing infrastructure and
programs to promote improved stoves and substitution by petroleum fuels.

2.31 Various types of plantation projects - dry and irrigated, large-scale industrial and
small landholders - have been attempted in Mali (see Annex 4). These projects have met with
disappointment, both in terms of economic viability and participation levels by local populations.
Given current market prices and a cost of standing wood estimated between 11 and 13 CFAF/kg
it is not profitable for a peasant to plant trees to produce wood or charcoaL The orientation of
recent projects has been towards agroforestry wood production or management of existing natural
formations, such as classified forests (the Second Forestiy Project, and the Forestry Management
and Villagu- Reforestation Project in Koulikoro). Land management allows the natural forest to
bc preserved and enriched at a more reasonable cost than plantations. The Koulikoro project
estimates the cost of standing wood in managed forests at only 4 CFAF/kg.

2.32 Two outcomes are possible due to increased use of charcoal in Bamako and the
northern cities (a trend seen in most urban areas of the Sahel), depending on whether or not
development of the charcoal market is supervised by forestry authorities. Without supervision,
development of charcoal use can only exacerbate forest problems: charcoal requires twice as much
wood offtake and increased offtake in the meager resources in the north would have a strong
negative environmental impact (pockets of deforestation). On the other hand, supervised
development, partially oriented to use of dead wood cemeteries, could reduce pressure on forest
rese¢ves.

2.33 None of these options is are available to rural populations, who more or less must
make do with the resources available. In the delta region and in the northern regions of the

fi/ Bacl of the anelope alati show tha it is not fMnandable to tranmport wood or even ciarcoal prouod
in the suth to shortagomas hi de northL In th cas of Gao and Tombouctow the asso_ata diances ae 1000
kb, and trasort cosi (inform that u the leasm axpen*so) would amout to 15 CFAF/kg for wood and 30
CFAP/kg for dcwal The rcsult roa pioe (after adding in production oasts, marketing and taxes) wold be
oneble bige than cumnt pries in the two cities 1he cconomic ots of transporting wood produond in
soutirem regoa exceeds the economic value of standing wood in northera regons, and therefore the. oon also
is not ecoomically vable for woo4 but would be viable in the case of chucaL Howcver, alUough there also are
other associated advantagcs s"lu as gen«ad-; geWloyment ad savings inforg oechange, claroal transport from
the south might pnwlde an u_md incentb for uacontolWd diarmal producton m the notiiemn areas (onco
the malet uas bena created), with devasg onvromental conequens for those as In te case of Mopi
(and ve for Gao and Tombouno), the ony ptfion underwhich long distanoetnort is likey to beviable is
for woodfucls produœd from dead wood rserves along the Niger Rivr.
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country, the poorest households often resort to 'emergency fuels - agricultural and animal residues,
straws, etc. Tis is the case in other parts of the world where use of wood is a luuy reserved for
the most affluent (eg. cetain regions of India and the Andean countries). Use of agricultural and
animal wastes already ia common i some areas as a complement to wood during certain times of
the year. This traditionallr has been the case in the delta region during high water season, where
such use is based resource availability. Agricultural residues could be made into briquettes (easier
to use and market than the raw material) for use in northern cities. An initial study of market
potential would be needed (for example test trial to accesa the performance and user acceptance
of briquettes produced in an ctaftsman's preus). 2/

Poolv Apted Institutional and Regulato Framework

2.34 Faced with formalization of commercial wood production on a national scale and
with the enforcement requirements of a veiy restrictive forestry code, the NDFW finds itseJf lackdig
in ability and resources to manage the approximately 10 million ha of forests which are under
production. It is even les capable of protecting the forests from illegal incursions by wood
producers. In fact, prohibitng access to classfied forests for woodfuel production would be
tantamount to, in the absence of means to enforce such a prohibition, an invitation for clandestine,
uncontrolled and destructive offtake. Therefore the sevice needs to delegate partialky management
of protected forests, which in fact already are a major supply source for fuelwood sold in Mali's
cties (eg. Bamako and Ségou). In other protected land areas (the remaining wooded surfices,
icluding long-tern fallow lands), woodfuel production occurs on an even larger scale and i pcorly
monitored. Tuese so-called forested lands actually occur as the result of a dynamic equlibrium
between agricultural and livestock activities, demographic pressures, climate and soil fertiity.
Management of these areas thus must occur within the larger context of natural resource
management on vilage and inter-village territories. is would require implementaion of adapted
contractual frameworks to give local collectives a certain level of control over granting production
permits and guaranteeing exploitation rights. These arrangements are not possible under the
current Land Use Code or the Forestry Codes, but most of staff of the NFWD agrees with this
approach. An information study to consult the different protagonists - livestock raisers, farmers
and on-site forestry agents - wil be needed to help prepare the texs for such arrangements. Is
study could be initiated most effectively in the areas targeted by the the Natural Resource
Management Prcject.

2/ Hvoer, s$ee ob a re lIâwly to be .actrod In daoplng the us of the briquetts: fit, onsmr
acpoe (bu calorfc valse, d k to *ie, maut be cosel montoed wble in use); thn oelst - tho com
prie of briq«tes used In a project implemetd in N«er in the 1980s, for example, was 22 CFAF/kg (a_
tdat th pporq y cos for the re"dues wu zeo, w urely l the c), whereas the prie of wood duung tdo

me peiod was 15 CFAF/kg
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2.35 Under the new arrangements, the Farestry Services would adopt a new role as
supervisor of actions implemented jointly by the forest servce and the regional rural managers.
Legislation for production permits and for fiscal policy related to the forests should be modifîed
accordingly. In particular, the rural communities should be given the financial means required to
manage the use of their forest lands. This would be provided through a local tax on woodfuels.

236 The current woodfuel fsca policy, based on a uniform tax applied to the entire
country, does not provide incentives for rational management of forest resources. ln fact, under
this ystem exploitation of the scarce resource is taxed at a lower relative rate. As shown in Tabl

in Annesx4. the relation between the relative tax rate and the value of standing wood varies
inversely to the distance between the production center and the consumption center: the more
intensively wood is exploited near consumption centers, the lower its relative tax rate. Furthermore,
this relation varies directly with the retafl price of wood; this means, for example, that a producer
who supplies Gao, where resources are scarce, has a lower relative tax rate than a producer who
supplies Koutiala, where resources are abundant. Thus in order to provide incentives for conserving
forest resources, the woodfuel fscal policies must be reformed.

237 Strategies for relocating foI'estry exploitation must be complemented by assistance
for production and marketing wood. Although the Government need not manage wood
transportation and marketing directly (as was the case for certain foresy activities), it should
support and assist tie modernization of these activities. Operation of woodfuel transport and
marketing is effective at present but, with the exception of Bamako, these two operations remain
traditional and informal. Initial results of the market study for forest products conducted as part
of the Second Forestry Preject (final results were not avalable during preparation of this report)
confirm that the woodfuel supply systems for urban areas are relatively rigid and very informaL The
sectors need to be organized and modernized through creating guarantee funds, improving transport
methods and modifying the urban marketing structure. As a first step, sector participants with
desired characteristics for this type of assistance - demand and wliingness to participate, relatively
large-scale activities within the sector, high potential for improving their efficiency relative to the
cost of provided assistance - should be identified.

2.38 At the marketing level, the effectiveness of the program to geographically relocate
wood offtake wIl require that the mensms for monitoring and controling woodfuel transport
be strengthenea. At present, the Forestry Services can only keep tracl of less than one-fourth of
the wood and 10% of the charcoal entering Bamako, with no means of tracking its origin. There
are no woodfuel monitoring stations in other cities. TIe effectiveness of eisting stations must be
strengthened and similar check stations installed in interior cities to monitor woodfuel entries. lIhe
check stations should be provided with adequate personnel (with training) and equipment. Mobile
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teams could be used to minimize efforts to circumvent the check stations. Sanctions should be
established which are sufficiently dissuasive to fraud.

Deftiencies in Acce=s to Energy Suppvl. Particularly Electric Power

239 MalPs energy situation is closely hiterconnected with the general socio.economic
situation. Access to modern fuels such as petroleum and electricity is an indicator of a country's
level of development and wealth. Mali's present economic difficulties are similar to those of other
countries in the SaheJ, where expanding urban poverty is reflected in a deterioration in conditions
for access to modern enerîy service. The electrificadon rate in Bamako, shown in Table I2.0 has
declined in real terms, even though three-fourths of all household electric customers are located
there. In addition, consumption levels for household customers remains low, as indicated in Iabl
ZI.I. T.he distribution systems for petroleum products are satisfactory in tie main cities and
distribution margins for small quantities seem reasonable, but unit consumption is low.

ablte 2L10: Etectr1ticatton Rates In Samo

1969 1977 1981 1985 1989

Cormctton Rate 41% 41% 36% 28% 24%

Source: DNNE, £nerd=.

aklbe 2.11: Etectrfctty Expenditures nd Co«aption
In io

Electrlc bitts Percent of Averae Cons&upton
(CFAF/month) )Iousabolds it t (klh/W nth)

(CFAF/month)

Leus than 4000 20% 2.500 40
4000 - 10,00 44% 7.0o0 100
10,000 - 40.000 27% 17.000 200
More thon 40000 9% 65.000 900
Averae In Samko 100% 14.000 180

Sou: ceMP Surveys 1969
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2.40 Development of alternative energy sources (solar and other) has been attempted, but
has not proven successful. Although technically these energy sources provide somewhat original
options for rural populations, the same barriers are encountered in their use as for conventional
energy. Under current economic conditions, elevated investment, operating and maintenance costs
render these fuels inaccessible to most of the population. Most rural areas will not have access to
petroleum products for a long time to come, and thus will not have access to the variety of services
which could be provided by using petroleum fuels. However, existing dynamics can be used to
improve the rural energy situation. For example, greater use of small carts can be considered as
an energy improvement, since it eases transport of wood and water, traditionally done by women.
Relationships between rural inhabitants also are transformed by introducing monetized forms of
exchange. The development of hand or foot pumps also represents important energy progress.

2A1 If trends continue, large numbers of lower income households in the urban areas wil
continue to have limited access to services provided by household energy, as wli many in the urban
middle class. For the latter group, energy choices often has been between all or nothin& For
example, households choose between a four-burner cooker - epensive and ill-adapted to national
dietaiy habits - or the three-stone stove for cooking. For lighting, the choice is between expensive
(and sometimes impossible) connection to national electric grid or kerosene lamps. Experiencewith
;mproved stoves and the recent move towards LPG use shows that intermediate energy materials
could be distributed successfully to the middle class and eventually to part of the lower income
classes.

2.42 Urban households without electricity are not necessarily those without financial
resources. In Bamako an estiinated 2 out of 5 households with average income and 1 out of 5 well-
to-do households do not have electricity. Half of the low-income households also are not connected
to the grid. These households typically own one or two kerosene lamps. Middle income households
own three or more lamps and sound equipment (battery operated radio-cassette players). More
affluent households (more than 10%) alse own battery-operated television sets. Several thousand
units of battery-operated equipment is owned in Bamako and Ségou. Ia Mopti and Kouiala, typical
equipment owned by households not connected to the grid include sound equipment (half of these
households) and two electric lamps (two-thirds of them) (see Table 9 in Annex 2). Several dozen
small electric generators also can be found in medium- to high-income neighborhoods not connected
to the grid (Kalaban, Magnanbougo, etc.) A few brave householders have even used solar lighting
kits.

2.43 Pr-electrification: an Intern Solution Certain types of solar lighting
equipment could be used to provide lighting la households located in well-to-do periurban and rural
zones not connected to the electric grid Equipment was presented to representative consumer
groups for comment during this study. (Main characteristics of the equipment are summarized in
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Table Z12.) Analysis of cost and performance leads to the conclusion that the best, most economic
option is connection to the grid. Nevertheless, the financial conditions for connection must be made
more accessible to consumer. Since lighting options using disposable batteries are excessively
expensive, their continued use cannot be justified in the long term. Ibis is not the case for gas
lamps or lamps with rechargeable batteries, both of which provide much better lighting than'
competing kerosene lampa at a theoretically competitive price (assuming equivalent lighting levels);
the lumen-hour provided by a gas lamp costs two times less on average (costs of battery-operated
lamps are five times less) than one lumen-hour produced by a traditional kerosene lamp. However
in many cases, consumers make do with the inferior lighting provided by the kerosene lamps.

2.44 Lamps were presented to consumer groups in neighborhoods without electricity in
Bamako, Mopti and Gao, with positive results. Highest marks went to lamps operating on
rechargeable batteries. Consumers favored electric lamps over gas lamps, portable lighting over
stationary fixtures, and individual rather than colletive options. Consumers are not put off by the
large initial investments required, as long as credit plans are available.

2.45 lhe consumer choices observed during the study reflect consumer frustration with
electric service (niddle cass consumers, in particular). They also reflect the quality of service
provided by the lamps displayed in the presentation. Due to high initial costs for the lamps,
distribution may have to be limited initially te only the most well-to-do households in non-electrifled
urban areas and to governrnent officiais or merchants la rural areas. Ilere is deflnitely a market
for these lamps, just as there is for battery-operated television sets. They have an advantage as
orWnal, intermediate options, between inaccessible electricity and the makeshift nature of the
kerosene lamp. The former remains a lighting source for the masses, in the same way "popular
gas is used by many for cooking (however the single-burner gas cooker does not cost 12 times the
price of an improved wood stove, a comparable relation to that which exista between the pre-
lectification system and the kerosene lamp).
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YNa..lJ Nain Charocter1totco ot Los

Heurs of Duration Itwstmmt Coet pur Lf htf n
tttumration Heur Use Coot

(CFAF) (CFAF/
kath)

ClasOet Ltghtbutb 70 2000 4 6
Candie 12 S 50 10 8
Kerosene lop 20 12 40Q0 5 230

CAS LAMPS
wlth disposale

reit tle 430 6 9000 59 132

SATTERY-PERATD LA8
wlth d1ssable batteries 240 8 16000 268 1116
with rehargeabte batteres (a) 240 8 46000 7 31

STATIONY OPTIONS
bm* of tights and gerotor 540 18 27000 il 20

PORTABLE PNHTOVLTAIC LAMS (b)
Nditat Loup 95 3 35000 13 137
Large Laop 450 a 43000 20 43

Observations:
(a) Costa par heur of llttminaton do not include refit cost.
(b) The cosets of portabtle photovottaic ltws are net of tae.

Sources EISHP estimates.
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CHAPT UT: OPTIONS FOR INTERVENTION

Main Features of the Strateg

3.1 The main issues affecting Mali's household energy sector were presented in the
preceding chapter. Despite some localized pockets of depletion, resource availability in Bamako
and in southern cities is relatively satisfactory. In these areas, the objective will be to improve wood
production, while simultaneously (i) limiting or improving charcoal use and production, (ià)
regulating fuel substitution operations which are promoted by petroleum operators but have
detrimental impacts on the balance of payments and (1ii) improving general access to modern
commercial fuels. In the northern cities, by contrast, actions to encourage economic substitution
of wood and to arrest the growth of charcoal consumption are urgently needed. These actions
should be accompanied by improved techniques for woodfuel production, and by improved access
to moderm commercial fuels.

3.2 The objectve of the proposed strately is to define and implement a coordinated
framework of medium- and long-term policies (î) to improve management of national and imported
energy resources and (ii) to provide better energy service to the Malian people. The strategy
integrates energy and forestry policy, neither of which individually is capable of adequately
addressing the existing problems. Since wood and charcoal will remain dominant fuels for several
decades - large-scale substitution is not likely in the medium term - the national forest reserve
must be managed rationally. However, forest management solutions by themselves cannot redress
the deforestation problems associated with urban energy demand in some areas, especially in the
northern regions. Targeted substituton interventions also will be required.

3.3 ITe recommendations found in the strategy bring together several options which
have been presented to and discussed with representatives of the main ministries, public
organizations and large enterprises within Malits energy sector. Many of- these institutions were
represented in the Advisoiy Committee which supervised the strateMes preparatoly work. The
concerns and recommendations of households, as expressed through surveys and focus group
interviews, are also reflected in the strategy. In fact, it is the decisions made within households, and
more especially by the women in households, which will determine the strategys success or failure.
lherefore, household opinions about the current state of household energy use and production were
soL;cited, and the various options recommended for the strategy were tested and disussed with
household focus groups.

3.4 The strategy design incorporates curent effort to redetine the respective roles of
the public and private sector:
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(a) proposed solutions will strengthen and develop participation by private sector and
local markets, whether it be for promotion and distribution of efficient energy
equipment (manufacturers and NGOs) or for producing and marketingwoodfuels1Q/
(rural communitier, fuel producers and wholesalers) or even partial responsibility for
woodfuel marketing (local collectives); 11/

(b) the Government's role will be strengthened in areas such as integrated energy sector
planning, consumer information, supervising the petroleum sector or monitoring the
woodfuel supply network, and overseeing woodfuel production operations and
providing technical assistance;

(c) the price of household fuels will be brought closer to the levels of their economic
costs, without negatively affecting fiscal revenues generated by the household energy
sector.

3.5 Definition and implementation of the strategy components will require close
coordination between various public and private sector entities in the sector. The Advisory
Committee provided an initial forum for coordinating and organizing work by the representatives
of the various organizations involved in elaboratng the sector strategy. Cooperation between these
parties must be permanent, not only on an advisory level, but also on the operational leveL Ibis
can be accomplished by creating a Energy and Forestry Unit composed of specialists in these fields
and specialists in complementary sociological, economic and technical fields. This Unit should be
established as rapidly as possible: its first responsibility will be to set the stage for the strategy by
(i) mobilizing all relevant participants and necessary financing; (ii) defining the framework for
cooperation between the Government, sector professionals and the consumers; (iii) implementing
a permanent information and evaluation system; and (iv) initiating the most urgently needed
strategy components.

3.6 The options presented in the proposed strategy were developed in response to two
development objectives. The first is demand based: improve access to and use of household energy
- especially the modern, efficient fuels. 12/ Fulfilling this objective could substantially improve

Q/ The Govermment should no longer participate in production and marketing of woodùuels, activities in which it
c _rently engages under certain operations dnh as the OAPF and the OARS.

f/ In zones selected from suppIy master plans, these collectives should be authorized by the Goverament to delh er
and verify woodfuel production and transport, as wett as collection of taxes to finance part of the coats for managing
existing wooded areas in their jurisdlction.

W/ These demand-side actions are targeted maily for Bamao and the other main cites snce wooduel coenupdon
in these cities presents a greater enviromental risk tdam la rural areas. In addition, the urban area are better
potential markets for lwmed efficiency aid substitution based energ equlpment
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daily lig conditions for urban households, its target group. Ihe second objective is supply based:
modify the mechanlms for supplying woodfuels so as to foster economic development which is not
detrimental to the environment. Ia malnly wil be accomplisbed by rational management of
forestry resources. Women play a major roi. in the use and production of household energy, and
their contribution to improving the standard of livig within the household is sgnlifientt Ima
partcular attention has been given to ensure effective participation by women. Finally, an
organized institutional and regulatory framework as well as adequate price and tax poliqy wil be
needed for effective implementation of the Strategy. These features of the Strateg are elaborated
in the following sectons.

impovlng Acces to Ener

Proo Adaptd Equipment and Seve

3.7 If access to energy is to be improved, the strategy must propose and develop apecifc
situation appropriate solutions, based on preferences or consumer means. Options available to
householda should include the Mfll range of fuel supply and enero equipment so that each individual
may purchase and use tie cooking fuel, cookstove, and lighting system of his/her choice.

3.8 Enerly options adapted to the social realities of Mali's rural and urban societies are
not necessarily in conflict with economic criteria. For example, many urban dwellers can afford the
price of electricity; the kerosene lighting which they currenty is more costly. Likewise, batt«y.
operated television sets found in affluent households are more exensive to opeate thaan the
eectrlc-powered version. Ten years ago, the three-stone stove was pracca the only cooking
equipment used in Mali; today several tens of thousand women use improved staves, not only
because these stoves are fuel efficient, but also because they provide for easier and more rapid
cooking. Ahmost no one had acceas to gas before portable single.burner as stoves were introduced
onto the market. Lesu tdan four years later, one in five failnies owms a gas stove, although it cots
almost ten times more than a wood-buning stove.

3.9 Neither rural nor urbmn households display entrencbed habits with regard to
consumer behavior, lfeséyle, and equipment owned. Kerosene lamps, carts, radios, charcou new
* coolig habits, and other uenergy innovations ail have found their way into houscholds.
Households at a certain socio-economic level pay the market development costs for new products
due to their wâlingness to be innovative. Middle-income groups in particuly are wling to modify
habits or switch fuels if they feel it wlead to incrased convenienoe and social standin& They aijo
are wlling to invest in a product whc is appealing and adapted to their needs, if the price and
terms of payment are reasonable.
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Moi Existing Consumer Dynam

3.10 Surveys and discussions wîth focus groups indicate a number of current and potential
consumer dynamics which can be influenced by the strategy. Dietaiy habits, for example, typically
are considered flxed. In fact the dietary habits of Malis households are in rapid transition, and this
transition often goes hand-in-hand with changes in the household's choice and use of cookstoves.
The rapid spread of new fuels such as charcoal or gas is due largely to new dietaty habits:
introduction of coffee, pasta or vegetables (to replace millet) and taking light evening meals.

3.11 The dynamics of fuel and stove preferences wf ce revealed in comment sought
through surveys and foeus group discussions. Gas and charcoal were judged almost unanimously
most modern and efficient. A atrong consumer preference for charcoal was expressed, and general
data showing rapid growth mi charcoal consumption conflrms this preference. Consumers also found
gasfired cookstoves, quite appealing and they are purchasing and using these stoves in increasing
numbers despite the higher cost. By contrast, the appeal of kerosene is constrained by the
inconveniences which accompany its use. In order for kerosene to regain credibility and popularity
with urban consumers, these inconveniences wMll have to be addressed: new, better adapted ovens
are needed (the Chinese ovens currently in use are too small) and the fuel's price must become
more competitive with wood. Kerosene then could become the fuel of choice for average and lower
income urban families and for higher-income rural families.

3.12 Although most women surveyed consider use of wood to be bothersome and
incongruous with modern urban lifestyles, there has been widespread market penet-ation and
acceptance of metallic improved wood stoves in Bamako. Initial marketing success was due to
public sector initiatives, but now the market is driven almost exclusively by the private sector
dynamics. Survey respondents living in the interior cities show stronger interest in the metallic
improved wood stove, which presently are not widely distributed in those areas. Tlus, markets for
these wood stoves are likely to develop more rapidly in areas outside Bamako. In fact, improved
wood stoves could conquer partially the market share presently held by Louga stoves, provided that
an effective marketing network is created interweaving public sector promotion efforts with activities
by stove manufacturers and merchants in the informal sector.

3.13 A final consumer dynamic worthy of note is the general frustration towards electric
power service felt by the population at large. Households in the capital, in the interior cities and
especally in rural areas complain of lack of access to electricity. High connection costs were cited
as an obale by many, but in most cases, the power grid simply does not extend to the area in
question. Many households expressed interest in 'intermediate" solutions such as lamps with
rechargeable batteries. The operating costs for such items can be acconmmodated by most
households, yet the initial costs of purchasing equipment stili represent major barriers to their use.
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3.14 The strategIs objective in addressing this issue is to expand the range of energy
options and products available to the consumer. The range of available popularized energy
products (PEP) would include improved stoves; gas and kerosene cookstoves; electrc power for
small consumera; portable lamps and - if the concept were to be expanded even further - individual
or communally owned equipment in rural and peri-urban areas (carts, pumps, windmills, and cold
storage compartments for preserving produce).

3.15 More specifically, assistance will include (i) introduction of adapted kerosene stoves
in the high-priority urban areas to the north and in central rural areas; and (ià) introduction of high-
efficiency charcoal cookstoves in areas where there its use for cooking is developing rapidly, such
as Bamako. TIhe range of existing products will be diversified by introducing multi-burner gas
cookstoves and portable, metallic multi-burner models fueled by wood and charcoal.

3.16 T'e strategy also should assist the local sector with the distribution, marketing and,
mi some cases, manufacture of these products. Assistance would include: (i) aid to establish
commercial networks in priority areas and to define and implement divvrsifîed marketing strategies;
and (ià) promotion campaigns in support of distribution efforts. The public sector cannot and
should not take part mi the actual marketing, since Mali's private sector clearly is very capable in
this regard. Nevertheless, the informal sector, craftsmen and small-scale merchants do not have the
resources or expertise for certain activities - product development and testing, publicity, consumer
awareness programs. Tbis is where public sector assistance would be both necessary and welcome.

3.17 Government action to facilitate introduction of priority PEPs should include: (i)
establish apprepriate fiscal measures; (ii) define new supply systems for fuels (import mechanisms
for kerosene, for example); (iii) help formalize sales and distribution techniques; and (iv) fmance
promotion activities. The strategy aise provides for a government role in consumer education
programs for modifying consumer behavior (diet diversification and rational use of energ fuels).

3.18 Finally, the strategy should use economic and pricing policy where appropriate to
increase households' access to different energy products. In the case of electricity, the price per
kWh does not represent a major obstacle to the consumer. Thus lowering electricity prices would
hardly make sense. On the other hand, the pd'cing mechanism could be utlized appropriately in
the case of kerosene and gas. Optimzing supply arrangements with current suppliers or allowing
competition for imports, coupled with reductions in Government surcharges on these fuels, would
result in lower prices. At these lower levels, cooklng with gas and kerosene would become an
economicaly feasible option for a large portion of the population.
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3.19 It would be neither reltc nor adtou for the Goveamnt to ruqt dt
retal prie of enery product. Such controb would lImit Wupplier margin, thereby wuakenlg
private sector lnterst Nor would subsdies for stoves, lampe or onnectiom to tie grld be
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vahuable nainal reurce. Woodfel supply is a major economic actvlty, gmeratln reveue of
mor thaln 10 bMion CFAF annually. Les than 50% of di. raevue is reoverd la produr
margi aoruing to rural dwelerâ. Yet thdi puatn ders otier benets from ommecl
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exploitation, since they can supply themselves with fuel directly from th.ir own land. Thus
th^usands of peasants and workers in the informal urban sector benefit direcdy and indirectly from
wood revenues.

3.23 When localized over-exploitation occurs in some areas, such as those close to urban
centers, woodfuel supply presents a threat to the environment. Sustained forest exploitation in
these areas loses the characteristics inherent to exploiting a renewable resource and takes on the
character of mining exploitation. The damage which results is often irreversible.

3.24 Forest exploitation in Mali takes on both characteristics. In the south (Kayes,
Bamako, Sikasso or Ségou), the renewable nature of the resource has not been damaged. Thus,
priority should be given to rational development of the existing forest resource; forest land
management in villages; and modernization of production, transport and marketing networks for
wood and charcoal. For Bamako, special attention should be given to woodfuel production areas
along rail corridors. Rail transport costs are low (between 20 and 50 CFAF/ton-kn) and rail
capacity is under-utilized at present.

3.25 In the north (Tombouctou, Gao and even Mopti), forest resources are severely
degraded. Exploitation of forest reserves for woodfuel supply should be concentrated in preferred
production zones (particularly in wood cemeteries). This action wil complement demand-based
actions proposed in the previous section (develop use of improved stoves; substitution by gas and
petroleum).

Main oIntevention

3.26 The national strategy must be conoeived as a group of regic al strategies adapted
to the localized conditions for forest resources and woodfuel supply. Thu specific knowledge about
resource availability, resource use, commercial urban supply and non-commercial wood use will be
required for each major city and its environs. Only then can appropriate actions be defined for
relocating exploitation to the relevant wood production zones. Actions will take one of two
directions: improve exploitation (increase efficiency) of the resource, or relocate production to
other areas in order to salvage damaged reserves.

327 Fuel Supply Master Plans (FSMP) developed by each city should be based on
inventories conducted the PIRIL where available, on analyses conducted under the Second Forestzy
Project of the supply chains for wood and charcoal in the major cities, and on complementary on-
site inquiries. The FSMPs wIl vaiy case by case, but most will lead gradually to a system of rural
planning or to voluntary shifts of forest exploitation into safer preferred zones.
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3.28 Several basic components of Mali's new forestty policy will provide the framework
for implementing the FSMPs. The first component permits legalized, newly organized rational
exploitation in classified forests. The new arrangements are both technically feasible and adapted
to the economic reality of the peasants and local populations who currently exploit these forests.
Priority should be given to managing production in the classified forests surrounding Bamako ("rail'
forests, for example), Ségou and Koutiala, since these forests are already subject to considerable
illegal exploitation.

3.29 Another component grants protected status to rural forests and transfers the
responsibility for forestry management to local collectives. Local authorities thus become both
trustees and beneficiaries of the resource: 100 hectares located along a princp>al transportation
artery within 50 kn of Bamako, with a density of 15 m3/ha and productivity of 0.5 m3/ha/year,
represents a standing capital of 5 million CFAF and an annual rent of 170,000 CFAF.

3.30 Transfer of responsibility for protected forests to the local collectives should be
gradual: initially (as a special exception to the current Land Use Codes)"l authorities could be
granted temporary authority over the protected forests in the areas targeted under the future
Natural Resource Management project. lhe claified forests in these targeted areas also would
be given priority when land management plans are established. In order for the local collectaives to
manage effectively the protected forests, they should be given authority to grant permits for
commercial exploitation of wood subject to conditions negotiated with the national Forestry Service.
Tlhus, there would be a two-tiered supervision of forest exploitation: the producers will answer to
the local collective, who in turn will be supervsed by the Forestry Service.

3.31 The national Forestiy Service will have two areas of responsibility, one which it wil
exercise immediately and the other wiil be assumed gradually

(a) In its "macro" supervision role, the Service wili define the global potential of the
various national forests and wl assign corresponding cutting quotas to individual
collectives. The Service will assure compliance with the quotas by strengthening its
regulation of woodfel entries into main cities. Periodic checks wil be made to
verify resource conditions in supply areas so that quotas can be modified, if
necessary.

(b) In its "micro" supervision role, the Service will work in cooperation with on-site
NGOs, through its regional directorates, to assist (i) the local collectives in
implementing master plans for rational development and exploitation of forest
resources in their jurisdictions; and (ii) local producers in improving production
techniques and acquiring associated equipment (cutting tool, carts).
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and (b) ensure that women have access to the additional resources which will result from strately
implementation. This will lead to a more efficient distribution of the strategys resources.
Households' well-being will increase, since women's incomes are linked more closely than those of
men to the well-being of the family in general and of the children in particular (quality of
nourishment, schooling, etc.).

3.36 At the demand level, new energy equipment and substitution fuels should correspond
with the needs and preferences of women, since they are the primary users. Existing women's
associations and neighborhood groups should participate in developing and implementing the PEPs.
Ilis part of the strategy will support the development of income-generating activities in the
informai sector, such as food vending, preserving produce (cold storage), and the like.

3.37 When addressing the need to improve the supply system for woodfuels, there is a
greater likelihood that men - due to their control over credit and means of production - would
become de facto partners in any dialogue with strategy planners., and that women would be shunted
aside. This situation must be scrupulously avoided. A rural sociologist should work closely with
forest spcialits to determine on a localized basis the possibilities for and constraints to women's
participation in fîrewood production and marketing. Interventions which benefit women, yet do not
upset traditional social structures, should be deflned for each case. Opportunities for women should
be identified at the local level for managing rural markets, and assistance to the different
participants in the woodfuel chain should include women, as well.

3.38 Development of forested land in villages requires that local collectives be given
control over al forested areas. lhe rules for exploiting the lands should be discussed with the
entire village. The strategy should assure that women are properly represented at the village council
or, if that is not possible, that separate meetings be held for men and for women. Women's
knowledge of the forest species and vegetation and their multiple uses should be consulted at all
phases of forest exploitation, protection and restoration.

3.39 Ihe strategs Steering Committee wll ensure a more effective design and
coordination of surveys and market studies needed for the strategy. The presences of a sociologist
on this committee will ensure better integration of women in the strategy (based on socio-cultural
analysis). flue Steering Committee also should ensure that women's preferences and advice are
taken into onsideration through regular consultation with groups representing the interests and
knowledge of women.
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Framework

maQMdMmA h

3.40 Implementatlon of the varions stratew components req*ires a coordinated and
ooperat frameorkwch integates euerg sector and foresty seor, private and public setos,

project beneflclades and ongoig projecta. For example, denton and Iementation of the
Woodfuel Supply Master Plan for a pticar city should take into acoount public ard private setor
efforts to distribute g and kIosene equipment. Ie seus of these master plas depe on
the dege of partaton by private sector aperators, an the abUity of the regional diecorates
of the NWFD to provide techual aistame to rural cmmunities, and on the dogme of
oraizatio and motiaion witi these communities for improvig and montorilg wood
eploitation on their lads. In order for new eneuro products (PEPs) to socesfully penetate thie
market, the private sector should be rspoeble for their manuft and promotion, wih acti
partlclpati by existing consmer oiao Management of lassifled and protected foreats
ahoud b. lncludcd în the Malian Government's global strateg for managing natual resources,
exîly lu targeted areas under the future naturat resoure maaent proect.

3.41 nhe cutrent insutidonal framework Is caacterized by complexity sud disprsion,
a tuctr dlhotomy betweon energy and forestiy actiities, snd insuffclent resources (and cven
lac of tec espertie) * the pubic seor. 'u sessfl implementio of the. ateg
ls contingent on the fo g conditions:

(a) lne NED and the NWDs planing and supervisory abiities must be
strengtiened (ldidlg regional directa), wihout creating nw stucturs or
hi reurrlg fludal auarges;

(b) otplemhetatio . strategy components should be delegated as much as posie
to tihe piae sector and to localy acve orgnit in the fiek, and partatiOn
by stratem benefkaries (rual collecives, consumer ortions) hould b.
seaJred throi possble reorientation cf t strater,

(c) Constwybetedanidcomponents (energy) andsupply-slde-coponent
(foresay) should b. isred tirough hlghlevel c boten the two
partldpatcug niiiitries (MAB and MM1 E).

3.42 Stategr implementation uloud b. puvled by the orations reno d
la t. ES [AP en sear evaluatio" report: the Household EnerW Uni (Celue àeaoer

ED) -wltiDl the. N D, ud the Wood" Uni (Cdbe Combsl Lige x
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CCL) within the NWFD, with assistance from the regonal directoratea lhe CED should be
comprised of the following personnel: an energy economist, an energy engineer, a s0dologst, a
statisticlan/data proceaor, and support staff. The CCL should be comprised of the following
personnel: a forestiy economist, a forestry engineer, a soiolog a statistician/data processor, and
support staff IThe CED and the CCL should be provided with sufficient logical resources to
conduct their activities: vehicles, computera, operatng comts (seo budget in Annex 8).

3.43 Implementation of the strategy should begin with a preninay phase during which
the components are defined in detail and necessary financing is mobilized. A Temporary Steering
Unit (TSI) was created in October 1991 for this purpose; it wâl begin operations in 1992 (sec
Annex 10 for May 1990 note describing the Unit). Tle TSU wIl bo in place for one year. Its main
objective wiIl be to produce a detailed action plan for each of the strategy components for which
flnancing should be obtained from donor In 1993, the spec lat scconded to the 1SU by the
MMHE and the MABE will return to their respective minitries and take up post in the CED and
the CCL

Mechanisms for Evaluation and Con

3.44 It is essential to include within the Strategy itself mechanisms for evaluation and
controL because:

(a) tie Strategy wii bring together multiple partcpants, due to Uie diversity of
components and actions which wMl have to be coordinated and followed-up;

(b) the Strategy is based on a dialogue with these participants: sector profesionals
(from small peasant wood choppers to directors of petroleum companies) and
onsumers;

(c) the CCL and the CED should brief the Government and project lenders on the
progress of actions taken within tie framework of the Strategr,

(d) finally, the MMEH and the MABE must follow closy the evolution of the
household energy sector, as well as the outcomes of implemented measures, in order
to adjust strategy interventions if necessary.

3.45 Other bureaus within the NEHD and the NWFD (separate from the CED and the
CCL) will evaluate the strategy results and input from the public and private sector operators
affected by the projects. At the NWFD, the unit undertakdng this responsiblity wâl be the existing
Projects and Programs Division. At the NEHD, the Information and Evaluation Service (to be
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created upon recommendation of the ESNMAP Energy Sector Evaluation Report) will be responsible
for this activity.

3.46 The evaluation process must quantify the actions taken, the impact of these actions,
and their effects on different groups, especiaily women. In the case of woodfuel supply, results
which can be quantified include the number of rural markets in operation, thc surface area of land
used to supply these markets or the nuinber of managed forests and their surface areas. The
effectiveness of new arrangements also must be estimated; for example, the quantities of wood
originating from rural markets, quantities of wood originating from managed forests, additional
fiscal resources, the proportion of regulated supply among the woodfuels entering the city, and fs
fraud.

3.47 Ibe impact on the general organization of woodfuel supply also must be analized.
Areas to be evaluated include the distribution of supply traffic by mode of transportation and by
port of entry into the city; fuel prices in rural areas (market prices, producer prices, price of
standing wood) and in cities. Attempts should be made to measure environmental impacts by
comparing the evolution of the forest cover ini depleted areas not under regulation, in supply areas
for rural markets (referred to in the text as preferred exploitation areas, since these areas are not
under regulation), and in managed forests.

3.48 Finally' the effects of the strateg on the different groups affected by woodfuel supply
should be measured. These groups include: vilage communities mi areas where the strategy will
try to limit forest exploitation, with the agreement of local collectives; village cormmunities in areas
where the strategy promotes forest exploitation (supply zones for rural markets, managed forests,
wood cemeteries); and the various professionals in the sector, includingproducers, transporters and
distnibutors.

3.49 in the case of energy demand, the distribution of stoves and other popularized energy
products should be quantifled. A principal measure will be the number of improved stoves,
kerosene or gas cookstoves marketed during strategy implementation. In addition, other indicators
will provide more permanent information regarding the market structure and distribution potential
for kerosene and butane: quantities imported, origin and destination of the fuel, price structures.

3.50 Consumer behavior also must be monitored. Thle preceding information should be
combined with the results of regular, direct observations of consumer behavior. Consumers should
be categorized according to stove type and fuels used (primaiy and secondaiy); speciflc
consumption; attitudes and preferences (satisaction indexes, planning to buy). This iformation
wil be gathered using specific sumeys and through dialogue with permanent consumer panels. The
strategy should rely as much as possible on surveys which are ahready conducted regularly by the
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DNSI, and should try to "institutionalize" collection of the important data needed for the strategy
through use of these surveys.

Pricng Policles and Regulations

Wood Taxes and Regulation

3.51 Once systems for evaluation and control of the woodfuels sector have been
established, it will be possible to implement a new tax structure and a new regulatory framework
fir woodfuel production and transport. The new fi and regulatory arrangements should provide
incentives for the relocation of wood production to areas where it can be sustained, as well as
incentives for rural populations to manage the settlements in forested areas.

3.52 New regulatory arrangements should take into account the Forestry Service's limited
staff and resources. Direct intervention and control by the Service thus should be limited to truly
pressing problems, with a portion of its activities delegated to authorities in local collectives.
Specifically, implementation of regulations which cannot be enforced should be avoided.
Enforcement of measures agreed to in discussions and negotiations with the Government and
concerned local parties should be well within the abilities of the responsible party. A system should
be implemented whereby each party (the Government, the local collective, the sector professionals)
flnds it in its own interest to comply with the laws and where non-compliance is penalized
economically. For example, over-ploitation or exploitation in unregulated areas would be
"acceptable" (i.e. no direct restrictions), but penalties would be paid in the form of a tax differential
at the city gate (cutting permits would be used to monitor the origin of the wood).

3.53 Similarly, economic incentives should be provided to local governnients so that they
effectively assume control of natural resource management in their jurisdictions. Environmental
degradation is always the result of local social consensus. A new consensus on resource
management and protection can arise by developing the linkage between local economic conditions
and the commercialization of wood. Therefore the local collectives must benefit directly from the
sale of wood originating on their lands; the size of this profit will be proportional to the effort put
into organizing rational, effective resource management.

3.54 Tax differentials can be used effectively as a poliqy tool for the forestiy sector. A
different tax regime should be applied to the three main types of wood exploitation: uncontrolled
mining exploitation; exploitation controlled by local authorities; and preferred exploitation (wooded
areas in vilages or on managed property, dead wood cemeteries). Tbe maximum tax should be
applied in the case of uncontrolled mining type exploitation, where the orngin of wood is not
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regulated. Transporters will pay this duty at the city gate and the revenue will be used by the
Government.

3.55 In the case of exploitation monitored by local authorities, a lower duty should be
assessed. At least some part of the tax should be collected at the local level as revenues for the
local treasury. Thus a financing facility will be available to the collectives, with repercussions for
the exploiters and the transporters who supply themselves from these areas. The tax will only affect
quantities of wood exceeding a threshold to be determined based on resource availability and
potential. The progressive implementation of a system of annual production quotas will formalize
this linkage between wood collection and resource potential. The annual quotas will be re-evaluated
periodically and negotiated with the local population. They also will be reviewed when local
authorities begin to manage development of wooded land mi the villages.

3.56 The third type of taxation which is economically appealing should encourage
transporters to seek their wood supplies from managed forests or preferred zones, and push the
collectives to establish management plans for local wooded land. The tax rate would be lower, but
the local collective's share of the revenues would be larger than under the previous two regimes.

3.57 Success of this particular tax structure will require authorities to: (i) implement a
collection system for each mode of transportation which enters the city; (ii) negotiate and grant
annual production quotas to local collectives, who gradually will take over local forest management
duties in more and more areas; (iii) implement de facto quotas by granting preferential transport
coupons for wood supplied from preferred zones; and (iv) implement effective reforms to the
woodfuel taxing system.

3.58 Reform of the woofuel tax system thus comprises a general increase in tax levels, tax
differentials based on the origin of the wood, and improved tax collection methods. For wood
produced in managed, priority zones, the tax could remain (in real terms) at current levels (0.7
CFAF/kg), with a portion of this amount (to be determined) to be collected by the local rural
community. For monitored exploitation, the tax would be higher and would increase even further
for areas where exploitation in not monitored. The financial analysis of this strateds impacts
assumes that the average tax level across all exploitation areas will reach 1 CFAF/kg in real terms
within five years after the strategy has been implemented. In any case, a first draft of the new tax
system should be prepared by the TSU using the results of the market study for forestry products
to be conducted under the Second Forestry Project. The draft can be further revised once the
Woodfuel Supply Master Plans have been developed as part of the Strategy. In addition, the wood
tax system should be adjusted periodically to take into account the following fac#ors: inflation,
modifications in the prices of substitution fuels, modifications in the attributions of
priority/managed zones, monitored zones and unmonitored zones. The CCL should perform this
activity.
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Petroleum Product Taxes

3.59 The petroleum product price study conducted by the Malian Government in 1991
with assistance from IDA resulted in the following three main recommendations:

(a) hberalize all petroleum product prices in order to provide petroleum operators
(majors as well as independents) with incentives for rationalizing and decreasing the
costs of their supply and dLitribution systems;

(b) keep taxes at their current levels in real terms in order to ensure constant fiscal
revenues for the State and to avoid unsuitable substitutions among fuels (relative tax
levels were judged to be appropriate);

(c) establish a new Office to monitor and regulate petroleum subsector prices by
consolidating the several organizations which currently have responsibilities in this
area. This systenm, which is scheduled for implementation in 1992, should lead to a
decrease in retal prices, especially for LPG and kerosene.

3.60 The new price policy for petroleum products will strengthen the substitution potential
of LPG and kerosene in urban areas. The anticipated decrease in kerosene prices may be a
suffloient incentive to induce a number of consumers in the northern cities and in Bamako to cook
with kerosene, despite the consumer reticence noted during this study. This would be contingent
upon availability of adapted, energy efficient cookstoves and upon major promotional campaigns
and assistance to market these stoves. The financial analysis for the strategs impact assumes that
the tax levels for kerosene remain at current levels.

3.61 In any case, modifications to the fiscal regimes for wood, charcoal, gas and kerosene
are not independent one of the other, and thus should be coordinated. This will ensure that overall
fiscal revenues generated by woodfuel tax reforms could be used to decrease tax levels for kerosene
by strengthening its market position as a substitute cooking fuel, while maintaining the overall level
of revenues generated by the energy sector. The kerosene tax could be decreased so that kerosene
prices are equivalent to diesel prices (which currently has fewer imposed taxes than kerosene) so
that misuse of kerosene by the industrial and transport sectors is avoided. The ISU, during the
strategyes preparatory year, and then the CED and the CCL, during the active phase of strategy
implementation, should monitor the evolution of household fuel prices and associated fiscal
revenues and propose reforms to the tax policy for LPG and kerosene, as needed.

3.62 Finally, the CED in collaboration with petroleum operators should define options
for reducing costs related to LPG: aupply (new supply sources such as Ohana, for example), storage
and distribution (decrease depot charges and losses). It also is important that investments required
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in transport, storage and disatrbution infsuctur be identified to support the StrateWs efforts
to develop the LPG market. Ihe CED should work closely with the National Committee for
Promotion of Butane Gas, crated within tie MMHE in 1990.
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CHAPTER IV: THE STRATEGY

Objectives for the Year 2001

4.1 The active implementation phase of the Household Energy Strategy wil cover a five
year period, including one year to prepare the detailed action plant and to mobilize necesay
financing. The objectives, expected resuits, costs and benefits will be evaluated over a ten year
period. The second timeframe corresponds more closely to the normal planning horizon for energy
and represents a conservative approach, since the benefit/cost ratio increase with the length of the
evaluation period. The strateg's objectives are based on analysis of the potential markets for the
different household fuels, as identified in Chapter Im and detailed in Annes 6 and The
objectives can be summarized as follows:

(a) Reduce significantly (by at least 20% relative to projections of the current situation)
the pressure exerted on Mahls forest resources due to wood and charcoal
consumption in urban areas, specifically:

reduce the percentage of households cooking with wood as primary fuel to
50% in northern cities, and to 70% in Bamako and the southern cities;

elminate all use of three-stone stoves in urban kitchens and ensure general
use of metallic cookstoves;

support efforts to distribute owner-built stoves (Louga) in northern rural
areas.

limit the percentage of urban consumers cooking with charcoal to a
maximum of 20%, and ensure general use of improved charcoal stoves.

(b) Ensure general access to substitution fuels for urban dwellers in the north and those
in Bamako. Specifie objectives include:

ownership of a gas and/or kerosene stove by approimately 5 to 6 of eveiy
ten households, with 20% of these using the equipment on a regular ba for
cooking

ensure that kerosene is introduced successfülly into middle-class and lower
niiddle-class homes as a cooking fuel, especaDy la northern cites. Tbe goal
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is to have at least 30% of households owning kerosene cockers, with at least
half of these using kerosene as the primaiy fueL

(c) Ensure better access to modem energy service for the more affluent rual dwellers,
especially in areas where wood is already marketed commercially, through
developing the use of kerosene as a cooking fuel and promoting installation of
communal equipment such as pumps and windmills.

(d) Develop micro-electrification projects in tandem with the Second Power Project,
with the goal of providing access to more than 40% of Bamako households and 30%
of households in other cities by 1996, either via the national grid or portable electric
lighting. l/

(e) Define long-term woodfuel supply policies (FSMP) for the main cities (Bamako,
Ségou, Kayes, Mopti, Gao and Tombouctou) which accommodate the interests of
producers and consumers while protecting the environment.

(f) Provide the conditions under which professional a&sociations for woodfuel producers
can blossom; organize rural wood markets.

(g) Formalize and modernize charcoal production for supplying the main cities in
particular the capital and northern cities.

(h) Place a larger percentage of village and national foresta under controlled
management. 'MIe goal is to place 50% of the areas which supply wood and charcoal
to the capital and the main cities under direct local management; and 1 in every 10
villages should have detailed land-use plana for its wooded areas.V/

(i) Use reserves of dead wood in the three northern regions to supply up to 30% of
woodfuel consumption in Gao and Mopti.

Iliese quanave goals Include resuits of projecs akeady undoenw, such a the Seod Power Piojecs
wich plans 15,OO new connetons In Bmako bwmeen 1990 sud 1995, for an dee on rated of 33%
in 1995, aud more than 3000 new connections in Koutala, Mopd/Svar6, Su/Markala Mad SDoh, for
an aerage eletrification rate of 27%. W thl te frmerk of the Streg, newlic service
castmerswoultIlude a onalnew subeto EDM sece(a tedby peal facfitiesto asiat
the howehold in payng the hl cot of connection to tde grid) and purchass of prel&lcatfon
equlpment. The M tatem y component which encourage addition nneci to the ged mut take into
account potenal pacts on EDWs load aue

Over the ncxt decade, approdmately 2000 vilages wM podctpat in some cWplo"tation of wood resouces
(see Anne 75). This figure is baed on estimates of total urban otuntion of wood, the denslt of
woodfuels avalable for cWloitation per heare, and auret statti on uface aresm under ploitation,
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Expected Rbouit

4.2 A general outcome will be diversification of the fuels used for cooking and more
importantly increased use of petroleum products. Projected consumption of petroleum fuels by the
year 2000 are as follows:

(a) 22,000 tons of gaf, versus consumption of only 6000 tons in the base case
(continuation of current trends).

(b) 12,000 tons of kerosene, versus only 200 tons in the base case.

4.3 Part of the potential market for charcoal thus wil be eliminated by steering potential
consumera owards petroleum fuels. Projected charcoal consumption in Bamako wl be 40% less
than base case projections, which reflect continued strong market growth by charcoaL

4.4 Expecte results for the stove distribution components are as follows:

(a) nearly 900,000 portable metallic improved wood stoves will be put into use between
1992 and 2001; the 100,000 mark wIl be surpassed by 1996. About two-thirds of the
stoves wil be distributed in Bamako.

(b) 20,000 improved charcoal stoves wli b. put into use between 1992 and 1996, with
more than 120,000 entering the market in the succeeding five years.

(c) 20,000 kerosene stoves will be put into use between 1992 and 1996, and an
additional 60,000 stoves distnbuted in the second half of the decade.

(d) 75,000 gas stoves will be put into use between 1992 and 1996, and nearly 140,000
stoves in the following five years.
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4.5 Components affecting household lighting options will provide an additional 12,000
households 1J/ with access to electricity or intermediate preelectrifieation options4â/
About 80% of this number will be in the capital (equivalent to slightly more than 4% of households
in Bamako and the main cities).

4.6 For components with impacts on woodfuel supply, the following results will be
obtained:

(a) about 1.5 million wooded hectares will be placed under controlled local management
between 1992 and 2001;

(b) about 300,000 wooded hectares, 25% of these classified forests, graduayly will be
affected by land use and development plans by the year 2001 (these areas are
ineluded in the total cited in part (a));

(c) approximatel 100 associations for rural wood producers will be formed, organized
around rural woodfuel markets;

(d) 85% of all woodfuels entering the cities will be subjected to Forest Service controls.

(e) nearly 100,000 tons of dead wood in the noiTh wMll be harvested between 1992 and
1996, and more than 200,000 tons between 1996 and 2001.

Stratep Components

4.7 The Household Energy Strategy is divided into two modules: demand and supply.
Tbe demand module comprises three components for improving access to and use of modern
household fuels. The supply module has five components for better management of forest
resources. 'he components are as follows:

IV In adton to those plamed undc the Second Power Prcece

Wf/ fle rctv shwec for pro4lfficaod sd naleale élcurition arc difficuit to qr and wm depend
on the way the maect roeas to the two products during hnplmeatn of ts omponcnt. Thmmuate woi
intcfacewkth EDMs dcopm t programo (ccaHy dm Scond PowerPoejt)bycrncouaglng cwoonecio
along ating portios of the grld thrl lmioei pras ad incedvcs (for «eampl& subcont
Connecions to the primato Sctor, multiplenwo uuppy poits hi etain suburb (wlth lump-s pyents)
sail cedit mccbanunms, oonnecdon options wlh limitod pow«, etc.)
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I=apd Ugdule

Component 1: Development of New Popularized Energy Products (PEP)
Component 2: PEP Promotion
Component 3: Small Credit Facilities to Finance PEP Equipment

Dupply Module

Component 4: Fuel Supply Master Plans for Mali's Main Cities
Component 5: Assistance for Professionals in the Woodfuel Sector
Component 6: Modernizing the Charcoal Sector
Component 7: Use of Dead Wood to Supply Mopti and Gao
Component 8: Managrment of Forested Village Lands Near Bamako, Ségou,

Koutiala, Kikasso and Kayes

4.8 As described in the preceding chapter, implementation of the strateds eight
components wili be supervesd and coordinated by two sub-units created on the recommendation
of the ESMAP Energy Sector Assessment Report for Mali (November 1991); the Household
Energy Unit (CED), located in the NHED for the three components of the demand module and
the Woodfuels Unit (CCL), located in the NFWD, for the five components of the supply module.
All eight components wil be implemented by groups of national and foreign technicians and experts
superviscd by the CED and the CCL; the CCL will be provided long-term technicai assistance (an
economist specalzing in woodfuels, for three years). Personnel and budgets requirements for each
component (see Annex) should be revised during the first year of strategy implementation. The
Temporary Steering Unit created by the Government in October 1991 (see Annex_1Q) wil be
responsible for this task. The CED and 'Me CCL wil be supervised by the Strately Steering
Comnmittee. nuis Steering Committee will be composed of high-ranking authorities from the
MMHE and the MAEE and will meat twice a year to evaluate and provide direction for the
stratewy based on semi-annual reports produced by the CCL and the CED (sec the Strategy
implementation organigram in Annex 1.)

4.9 lhe success of the Strategy wMll depend on implementation of sp,edfic poicies and
a permanent monitoring and evaluation system for the sector. The &ppropriate policies and
programs wvil be defined the CCL and the CED and wil include:

(a) Monitoring prdes of household petroleum fuels (kerosene and LPO) after planned
price decontrol and, if necessary, prepare specific proposais for revig existing tax
policy (for example, lowering the suchars on kerosene and permanent decontrol
of LPG) or rationaliing the price structure.
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(b) In conjusction with (a), revised regulations and taxes for wood and charcoal (local
collection of part of the woodfuel taxes; introducing tax differentials);

(c) Assistance in the preparation and enactment of legal texts granting temporary and
conditional land management authority to local collectives in areas targeted by the
Strategy, including the respective responsibilities of participants;

(d) Implementation of a permanent evaluation and control system for the sector. As
indicated in the previous chapter, this task will b. conducted by the Evaluation and
Information Service of the Energy and Dams Division of the NHED for the demand
module and by the Programs and Projects Division of the NWFD for the supply
module.

4.10 The Temporary Steering Unit (TSU) wiil be in place during the furst year of strateg
implementation and will have the following main functions: (a) identify and mobilize the required
national and foreign fînancing; (b) prepare a detailed action plan for each component which is
financed. The TSU should also:

propose mechanisms to simplify interministerial collaboration and consolidate the
existing coordinating committees in the subsector;

establish linkages with ongoing programs and projects related to the strategy;

estabL;sh a network of private participants by identifying and/or organizing
specialized professional groups in the informal sector (stove manufacturers and
distributors; small-scale petroleum product distributors; wood and charcoal
professionals);

keep sector-related private and public organizations and institutions informed on the
content and objectives of the Strategr,

make specific proposals for regulatory and tax revisions.

4.11 The TSU will be placed under the supervision of the Ministry of Mines, Energy and
Hydropower and the IMIiniy for Agriculture, Environment and Livestock and will be staffed by the
following seconded personnel

(a) a project director, with at lenat five years eperience in the various aspects of Malian
energy poiqc;
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(b) an energy specialist, preferably with experience with improved stoves;

(c) a forestiy specialist, with experience in woodfuels;

(d) an energy economist, specalzing computerized energy data analysis;

(e) a sociologist with rural experience;

(f) support personnel

4.12 The lUwiil request occasional specialized assistance from foreign and local experts:
for revising the detailed action plan; for organizing and implementing surveys; for data analysis; for
socio-economic analyses of rural and urban centers. Annex 10 gives more details on the logisties
of the organization of the Temporary Steering Unit.

I2emand Module

om=ninn 1: mi3velopment of New Popularized Energy Products

4.13 The objective of this component is to research, develop and test in the Malian
market new and viable energy alternatives to replace inefficient traditional energy equipment. In
the short tern, this includes adapted kerosene cookstoves, multi-burner ovens fueled by charooal,
gas cockers based on a Nigerian model, and pre-electrification equipment

4.14 New PEPs wil be developed over a three year period (1993-1995). lhe group
responsible for initiating new PEPs will:

(a) identify and purchase (in small qut ties) equipment which could be adapted for
use in Mael, either from neighboring countries or from other geographic areas;

(b) perform technical tests to modiiy the equipment as necesay, and present the
adapted equipment to selected consumer panels; further adapt equipment after
conducting technical and marketing surveys;

(c) be responsible for importing, adapting or manufacturing accepted products in larger
quantities (several hundred units); identify distributors; initiate and monitor pilot
sales programs;
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(d) evaluate pilot sales to identify the most promising products; prepare promotional
materiabs for thes products, identlfy private Malian partners, assist preparation and
signlg of import and distribution agreements.

4.15 Staffing for the component will include specia1ïts recruited from outside tihe
Government. The group, which wül request occasional assistance bom other Malian and foreign
experts, wIi comprise:

(a) a marketing expert, with xpecifie experience with the marketing problems found in
the Malian context;

(b) a technical assistant, preferably with experience in popularized energy products, to
work on-site in neighborhoods in Bamako and the cities of the interior. Ibis
technician will be assisted by an on-ca! team of technidans who wi provide
technical support and maintenance.

(c) a head surveyor and product demonstrator, assisted by an on-call team to help with
surveys and demonstrations of products.

(d) support personnel.

QCmponent 2: PEP'Prornotio

4.16 Ihe main objective of this component is to facilitate consmer acceptance of and
icreased use of PEPs (both existing products and those developed under Component 1) by various
promotion and consumer education programs. lThe component wIl provide incentives to stimulate
changes in dietary habits (more diversified and modern diet with lower specific energy ronsumption)
and to promote energy conservation habits (proper, efficient use of cooking equipment). TIree
types of measures will be implemented over a three year period (1994-1996):

(a) media promotion, using conventional publicity to encourage use of targeted products,

(b) general promotion efforts to bring information to the genl pubLic through groups
and associations or by institutional means (neighborhood ationa, onoing
projects, etc.),

(c) assistance to develop and formalze private distribution networks.
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4.17 Spedalized assistance wil be needed to ensure effective use of classical publicity
channels (radio, television and, on a more limited basis, the press) to promote standardized
(guaranteed quality and energy efficiency) products and energy conservation measures. The media
in Mali has only a limited reach and publicity activities are not well developed. Therefore assistance
must be well coordinated and should be handled by communication professionals: a spcalized
team of Malian experts to be assembled by the strategy and supported by assistance from foreign
publicists with experience in similar markets (Ivorians or Senegalese, for example).

4.18 This componentwillprovide assistance to the more general promoters (neighborhood
unions, village associations, speialized institutions, urban or rural projects) for coordinating and
organizing sessions to publicize and circulate equipment. Training sessions, educational brochures
and speclfic demonstration materials can be provided by the team to these groups.

4.19 Finally, this component also wil provide assistance to formal marketing and
distribution circuits to develop decentralized ditribution networks and to organize trining course
for PEP sales, as needed. The team will advise marketing and distribution professionals on the
avafiability of speciflc support facilities (access to credit mechanisms in Component 3, for example).

4.20 Ihe stafflng for the component wIli include a team professionals recruited from
outside the Government, who wil request occasional assistance from other Malian and foreign
communication and publicity specialists. Ihe team will comprise:

(a) a professional publicist or advertizing expert, preferably with Malian eperience;

(b) a marketing assistant, preferably with experience in large-scale product marketing
in Mali;

(c) a nutritional specialist

(d) a trainer, with an on-call team of assistant trainers;

(e) support personneL

omIonent 3: Small Credit Facilities to Finance PEP Euipment

4.21 'Me objective of this component is to implement smail-scale credit failcities to
provide the financing needed to improve households' acoess to modern energy fuels lIie
component will make use of eisting mehanisms for mobilizing savings at the neighborhood and
vilage levels ('tontines and 'tons'), wherever possfile, and Cnk these with credit operations in the
formal banking sector. (Ibis will correct for the lack of such smal-credit facilities in the formal
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banking sector.) Ihe facilities identified or defined under this comaponent must be tailored to
individual (village or neighborhood) circumstances. A small unit for promoting PEP smallcredit
facilities will be formed to accomplish this. This credit unit will champion the interests of both
small and medium-sized producers and distributors (foresters, charcoal producers, wood transports,
èmporters, stove manufacturers and distrlbutors) and consumers. Assistance to woodfuel producers
and distributors should be provided in close coordination with activities proposed in components
5 and 6.

4.22 The activities of this component will be implemented from 1994 to 1996. hie
objective will be to develop, test and implement smal-credit facilities (manufacturing loans for
equipment, marketing loans, consumer loans) adapted to the products themselves and the local
conditions for distrbution and purchase. The existing, informal financing mechanisms which are
complementary with formal banking mechanisms should provide the basis for the new credit
mechani8ms. A guarantee fund (working capital for small, temporary loans) will be established to
improve access to formal banking credit.

4.23 The exdsting informal financing mechanisms which can be used are: (i) credit
granted to employees by companies, which could be extended to include PEPs through agreements
with individual companies; and (ii) collective savings societies (tontines and tons) found in city
neighborhoods and villages. Women play a major role in the neighborhood organizatiors, and thus
they could be tapped to promote financing formulas Other creative means of financing can be
used: entire neighborhood blocks organize to acquire running water, generally through initial
imvestments provided by the richest among them. 'he same is done for electricity.

4.24 Existing commercial credit mechanisms also will be used. More specifically, the smali
businesses in the sector must be given incentives to use financing mechanisms planned for private
setor productive industries under the Private Sector Development Project (being prepared with
AID assistance). Professional organizations should be created and supported (within the framework
of sector organization in Components 5 and 6). Also efforts should be supported to bring a
preference to the constitution and management of guarantee funds, administered by the
professionals themselves.

425 The specialists staffing tuis group should be recruited from outside the Government.
Staff wil request occasional assistance from foreign experts, especily those in countries where
similar finîcing mechanisms have been developed. The staff wii comprise:

(a) a financial expert, preferably with Malian experience,

(b) a sociologist, preferably with experience l the informal sector and rural and urban
as sociations;
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(c) a financial analyst;

(d) support personneL

Component 4: Fuel Supply Master Plans for Mali's Main Cities

4.26 The Fuel Supply Master Plans (FSMP) wiil be developed for each of Mali's main
cities: Bamako, Ségou, Kayes, Koutiala, Mopti, Gao and Tombouctou. Tbe objective is to
geographially relocate wood offtake for urban firewood and charcoal consumption. Maps
indicating both location of wood resources (PIRL Inventory for Mali's seven regions, PIRT data,
resuits of the planned Natural Resource Management project) and methods of wood offtake (study
of wood supply routes and markets for forestry products), as well as agro.socio-economic surveys
wâl be used to identify two types of areas to be targeted under the FSMPs for priority intervention:

(a) preferential areas for exploitation (relative to existing exploitation zones) and the
approximate quantity of wood which can be harvested annually;

(b) at-risk areas where current offtake poses a short-term or medium-term danger to the
environment. These zones will be monitored and protected under agreements struck
with the local collectives.

4.27 The FSMPs will defuie the terms and conditions for relocatng offtake for woodfuel
production to preferential areas:

(a) by establishing two complementary mappings: a mapping of the price of standing
wood (calculated based on the retail price, minus costs of exploitation and
marketing, and taxes 12/) and a mapping of territorial managers and their
jurisdictions (Government managed lands, village domains, etc.)

(b) by determining the. level of permissible exploitation in preferential areas and
reorganizing supply networks; and

(c) by defining summary specifcaions for woodfuel exploitation in the selected areas.

.Z/ Taking into acowit thoir varition, as soon as a tu differntal wem is put into place.
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4.28 Ih, FSMPs will define the principal regional parameters for tax policie that provide
incentives for directing eaploitation towards specific zones through the progressive Implementation
of quotas. The geographic framework for action programs affecting woodfuel supply (assistance to
woodfuel professionals, forestiy management) wil be provided by the Master Plans. A working
team wiâl be implemented to develop the FSMPs. Thie team must b. capable of evaluating buth the
woodfuel potential (through cartographic analysis and on-site studies) and the socio-economic
context of chosen areas.

4.29 The FSMPs also will set-up mechanisms to monitor geographic offtake by
strengthening the checkpoints for woodfuels entering the cities. Check stations wiâl be set up for
the five main cities other than Bamako (one dozen stations in total), and operating conditions at
the existing stations for Bamako will be improved.

430 The staffing for this component will include mainly staff seconded from the NWFD
and recruited from outside the Government. Tis group will be supported by medium-term
technical assistance and will request occasional speiaized support from foreign and local spedaliats.
The staff wli comprise:

(a) a forestry expert specalig in forest exploitation;

(b) a "stationary team composed on a forestiy inventory specialist, a cartographer and
an economist;

(c) a "mobile team consisting of a forester, an agro-economist and a sociologist;

(d) additional personnel to man the new stationary and mobile check stations; and

(e) support personneL

Component 5: Assistance for Professionais ni the Woodfuel Sector

4.31 Geographic relocation of wood offtake, as defined under the FSMPs, will further
trandorm the nature of wood exploitation and distribution. This sector already has been subjected
to considerable change due to the rapid growth of urban demand. Iherefore the otiective of this
component is to ait the sector professional who must adapt to these innovations and changes.

4.32 Assitance provided under this component will improve the organization and
operation of supply networks. ITee tp of interventions are planned for implementation during
1993-1996:
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(a) Implement a network of rural markets which will act as clearing houses for wood
originating from specific areas. Once organized, management of the markets
gradually will be transferred to local professionals as an incentive for complying with
the FSMPs;

(b) provide the selected forest exploiters, transporters and merchants (wholesale and
retail) affiliated with the rural wood markets with assistance to organize and equip
themselves;

(c) organize regional workshops to provide training and information for firewood
professionals, representatives of rural communities and forestry agents.

433 Staffimg for this component wili consist primarily of staff seconded from the Malian
Government. Some staff will be recruited from outside the Government. The group will request
occasional speialized assistance trom foreign and local experts (sociologists, trainers in simpliflied
communal management). Tne personnel will include:

(a) a forester spedalizing in forest exploitation;

(b) an economist with management experience;

(c) a team of on-site instructors;

(d) support personneL

Çmponent 6: Modernizing the Charcoal Sector

4.34 'he objective of this component is to control and improve charcoal production and
marketing and to arrest the pace of expansion, which represents a seriouc threat to the
environment. Specific action programs are needed for Bamako and the northern cities, where
development of the charcoal supply chain has skyrocketei. The following subcomponents of the
program, which encompass all links of the chain, are to be implemented during 1993-1996:

(a) rationalize and monitor charcoal production;

(b) improve crbonization techniques;

(c) organize charcoal transport and distribution.
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435 Component objectives will be achieved by taking a global approach. For example,
there wIl not be direct incentives to encourage use of efficient carbonization methods. Rather the
conditions affecting access to the resource and remuneration for wood used in charcoal production
will indirecty cause kiln efflciency to becomnie an important factor in the profitability of charcoal
exploitation. In fact, if rural communities control acceas to woodfuel resources and if the price of
standing wood increases, the energy efficiency level for kilns should become an important criteria
for charcoal makers.

4.36 TIe staffing for this component includes primarily staff seeonded from the Malian
Government. Some staff will be recruited from outside the Government. The group will request
occasional specialized assistance from foreign and local experts (kiln technicians, improved stove
techncins, pollsters, etc.). Ihe staff will comprise:

(a) a forestry expert specialing in forest exploitation;

(b) an economist, preferably with management experience;

(c) a team of on-site instructors;

(d) support personneL

Copoent 7: Recovering Dud Wood in the Fifth R_glon te S lx Mt Ga and Thomb

437 The objective of this component is to encourage short-term exploitation of wood
cemeteries to supply firewood or charcoal to the cities of Mopti, Gao and possibly Tombouctou.
These cemeteries, easily accesuble Mi the north, constitute a perishable and non-renewable source
of woodfueL

4.38 Features of the component, to be implemented during the period 1993 to 1996, are
to:

(a) define the areas concerned and perform an ecological analysis (state of the resource,
possibilities for regeneration, inmpcts of extraction);

(b) analyze the economiws of exploitng the available resources;

(c) define the modalities for exploiting and marketing woodfuels, and identify potental
partners;
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(d) assist the establishment of supply chains connecting areas of exploitation to the
urban consumption centers;

(e) define the complementary work needed to regenerate vegetation in the affected
areas and the modalities for implementation.

4.39 Staffing for this component will include staff seconded from the Malian Government.
Some staff will be recruited from outside the Government. The group will request occasional
specialized assistance from foreign and local experts (sociologists, cartographers, pollsters, etc.).
The staff will comprise:

(a), a forestry expert specializing in forest exploitation;

(b) an environmental specialist;

(c) a team of on-site technicians;

(d) support personneL

omponent 8: Manaement of Forested Village Lands Near Bamako. Ségou. Koutiala. Kikasso and

4.40 Management plans meeting well defîned criteria must be prepared to allow for the
rational exploitation and management of wooded lands in classified and protected zones. This is
the goal of the Master Plans, which will delineate preferred zones where commercial wood or
charcoal production should be organized and rationalized in the short-tern. Two criteria will be
used to identify these zones:

- ecological criteria, i.e. current and potential environmental risks;
- economic criteria: nearby location and easy accssibility of resource; potential

revenue generation for the local collectives.

4.41 Preferred exploitation areas will be subject to land management plans. The plans
will not be capital intensive, as is necessaiy in other degraded areas (restorative reforestation), but
instead will involve implementation of simple rules for exploitation, protection, maintenance and
reconstitution of forest resources. These rules should be easily transferable to rural authorities.

4.42 In order to define these management rules, three cases wil need to be distinguished:
forested areas located on vilage lands; inter-village lands under joint control of several village
authorities (necessitating inter-village agreements); and inter-village lands designated as Classified
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National Forens (necesltating agreements between vilages and states). A different form of
management wwll be required in each case, but general organization principles and procedures for
lmplementlng land management pl wlil be identicaL Agreements wi be signed between the
State (the current legal owner) and each villge, granting the Incal vilages management authority
over forest resources and, If the vilage so desires, allowing the gradual transfer of the property to
the village (aeception to curoent land laws).

4.43 lhe agreements wiül permit commercialization of local forest domain, through a
number of simple exploitation and management rules.l/ The villages agree to comply with
these rules, to respect annual cutting quotas and to implement local patrols (garde.champftre). In
return, they will be given immediate authority to grant cutting permits and to collect woodfuel
duties. Thus villages will be able to cover most of its management costs (with the eaception of the
cost of technical assistance by forest authoritiea.)12/

4.44 lhe Forestiy Service will abandon its current foreat patrol actir wl in the affected
areas and concentrate on:

(a) providing techuical assistance for establlshlng andi implementing vmage land
management plans;

(b) periodically monitoring the land management stipulations (initial check after the frst
year or two, then at longer intervals, such as when quotas are renegotiated).

4.45 The staffing for this component will include staff seconded from the Malian
Government. Some staff wll be recruited from outside the Government. The group wMl request
occasional speialized assistance from foreign ant local experts. lIe staff will comprise:

(a) a fore"ay expert, specazDg in forest exloitation;

(b) a legal team, composed of a judge (preferably with experience in rural land
problems), a sociologist, and an assistant;

U/ For maple, ontrl bru fire, roatrkt lIwtock grz for 1or2 years to alow regenotadon, Laetivelng
aud pru,& oecon sud pervaon of tho be "clos, plantaios to rWorco nustlngrow Whun cortly
applied, thes msr cam wo procy of natural formatos by mo¢o than 50%, as bas b shon i
ountifs suh as Nioe sud Burkina Faso.

]2/ TheI local cot of foret laud _anagme plag cn b usnated for tbh Bamako rego on to bsk of
ongoi actvis (se Am about CFAF/g of woo includlng patrol ot (S)
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(c) three *mobile' teams to provide on-st training and techncl a nce, each
directed by a forestry agent;

(d) support personnel

Eoenomlc Aspect

4.46 The timeframe for the strategy is five years (including one year for prepration), with
a total estimated cost of US $9.1 million (see Annex L for detailed budget) budgeted as follows:

DEMAND MODULE
mirnQUtL1

Household Energy Unit (MMHE) 376 4
Data Evaluation Service (MMHE) 120 1
Component 1: Development of New Popularized

Energy Products (PEP) 365 4
Component 2: PEP Promotion 510 6
Component 3: Small Credit Facilities to

Finance PEP Equipment 2

Subtotal 2211 24

SUPPLY MODUIE

Woodfuels Unit (MABE) 1142 13
Projects and Programs Division (MABE) 120 1
Component 4: Fuel Supply Master Plans for

Mali's Main Cities 948 10
Component 5: Assistance for Professionals

in the Woodfuel Sector 712 8
Component 6: Modernizing the Charcoal Sector 515 6
Component 7: Use of Dead Wood to Supply Mopti

and Gao 429 4
Component 8: Management of Forested Village Lands

Subtotal 5732 62

Temporaiy Steering Unit 335 4
Miscellaneous 828 10
TOTAL STRATIGY (Outside financing) 9106 100
Government flnancing (personnel) 58 6
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4.47 The demand module represents 24% of the strategys total cost and the supply
module 62%. Pteparation coats (MSU) represent 4% and misceflaneous costs are fixed at 10%.
Two-thirds of the cost is for implementing the eight components, whereas less than 20% is for
supervision/coordination (by the CED and the CCL) and data collection/evaluation (by the bureaus
for the MMHE and MAEE) combined. The Govetnments share of the costs (6%) comprises
personnel costs for staff seconded from the MABE and the MMHE. An average annual sum of
US$270,000 will have to be committed during the years immediately following implementation
(1987-2001) to ensure that the strategy,s initial results are maintained and developed. This sum
includes operating costs and reduced training and information activities by the CED, the CCL and
the two information/evaluation services.- staffing of these services will be half the staff levels
maintained during Strategy implementation. Smaller sums wil support these activities after 2001.
It should be noted that these subsequent costs ar all well beneath the additional revenues generated
by the Stratesy (see the financial analysis in the following paragraphs); thus ti.e Strategy wi not
impact negatively on the national budget.

Economic and Fina"cial Imoacts

4.48 The evaluation presented in the following paragraphs is based on a veiy simple
procedure: the main costs and benefits are estimated in economic and financial terns, as well as
the impacts on the varnous strategy participants, while taking nto account tihe risks inherent to
strategy implementation. the economic evaluation is made from the country perspective: the costs
for the Strategy are added to the addition imports of substitution fuels and cookers are compared
tO the economic value of wood which is saved through substitution and conservation, managing part
of the production area, and recovering dead wood. Ihe financial evaluation is made from the
Government's perspective and compares the costs of the Strately to the additional tax revenues
generated by wood and substitution fuels. Separate financial evaluations could also be applied to
individual strategy components (for eample, PEP promotion, dead wood recoveiy or land
management for forested areas), from the perspective of the various strategy participants
(consumers, forest exploiters, rural communities). iTese evaluations could be made by the TSU
during tie initial preparation year and modified as implementation of the components progresses.

4.49 Financial Analysis. As shown in the analysis in Table 4.1, the Strategy leads to a
dlit improvement la collection of forest duties, and thus has positive fiscal impact for the
Government. Auming no changes to the current tax policy for kerosene, a gradual increase in
wood duties (1 CFAF/kg in real terms by the year 2001) and a tax collection rate rising to 80% by
2001 wll generate a net gain in fiscal revenues (difference between the fiscal gains for wood and
new kerosene consumers and losses for current kerosene consumers) of US$ 30 million over the
1992-2001 period. lThe financial internal rate of retU under these conditions is 63%. lhe
financial rate of retur for the Strategy is sensitive mainly to the market penetration rate for
kerosene as a household fuel (and to the potential level of deregulation for ths fuel), as wel as to
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a leser degree, the effectiveneu of tax collection and the actual tax level However, without market
penetration by kerosene or deregulation of the fuel, the recommended Strategy still has a financial
rate of return of 11%. In addition, if the objectives for market penetration b' kerosene are attained
(with current tax levels), the Strategy is still profitable even without improvements to the collection
rate for woodfuel taxes.

4.50 As explained in the previous chapter, the tax policy for household fuels should be
coordinated 80 that consumers are provided with incentives to use the least (economic) cost fueL
The policy must also correspond to more general objectives for generating government revenues.
If price liberalization for petroleum fuels does not yield a retail price for LPO and kerosene which
is sufflclently low enough to encourage substitution, part of the kerosene surcharge could be lifted
without endangerirg revenue generation. Lowering the surcharge by 25 CFAF has neutral results
at the fiscal level (additional revenues from wood and new kerosene customers makes up for the
b8s of revenues from current kerosene customers).

4.51 E3onomic An" The main economic advantage of the Strategy is its
environmental protection factor: conservation, substitution and improved woodfuel suppl systems.
Featured actions - distribution of improved stoves, cookstoves using substitute fuels, promotion of
euergy-efficient cooking techniques and modification of dietary habits - translate into savings of
about 500,000 tons of wood by the year 2001. The average economic value of this wood is about
8.5 CFAF/kg 2Q/ Recovered dead wood is valued at 20 CFAF/kg, equivalent to the estimated
oosts of plantations in the north minus the indirect costs of recovely (environmental impacts). An
economic value was calculated for the strategys impacts on regulated forests (15 million hectares,
including 300,000 has in areas under land management), under the hypothesis that without the
strategy, the forest cover would be completely stripped in 10% of these areas. Ihe economic value
applied Ln this case is 14 CFAF/kg, the approximate costs of replacing the resource by establiàshlg
plantations in the southern region. hie economic cost of wood is estimated conservatively, taking
into account neither long term ecological advantages (indirect effects on agricultural production due
to preservation of soil productivity, likey annual increases in land area placed under planned
management) nor associated increases in the production of other forestry products (timber, forage).
Certain benefits - benefits due to increased electrification and pre-electrification, or th.se related
to improved charcoal production - canmot be quantified before the strate&y is implemented, and
heuce they have not been included in this analysis. lhese include, for example, the benefits of
improved charcoal production and also the benefits (and costs) of activities complementing
iuvestments to improve electriiction of the pernurban zone, as planned in the Second Power

ZQ/ Wood savi are divldsd betwe the nor& (12%) and the soutih (88%). Assummrg an ecciomie value of 19
CFAF/kgin theanorih (the equvet of k«osene) and 6 CF' ./g in Lia south (sarae valu f standing wood
in that region), tia averaW value is 8.5 CFAP/kg (sc doeaied asmwpdons for economi* and financial alses
in A«ner 75.)
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Project. Thse benefits should be evaluated during the preparation phas3 of the detailed action
plan for the Strategy.

4.S2 In addition to the total investment cost of US $9.7 million, the stratewy wifl require
Mali to incur increased import expenditures. The limited substitution by gas and kerosene
encouraged under the strategy will require additional import costs reaching nearly US $20 million
by the year 2001 (22% for additional kerosene imports, 71% for additional LPG imports and 7%
for additional imports of cooking equipment). This represents almost 10% of the petroleum import
bil in 2001 (1989 constant prices).

4.53 Under the preceding hypotheses, and assuming an economic cost of 90 CFAF/liter
for kerosene and 275 CFAF/kg for LPG, the economic internal rate of return for the strategy is
36%. Ihe strategys profîtability is sensitive to the follovdng factors: economic value of standing
wood; the proportion of uncontrolled to regulated exploitation zones; and the level of kerosene
deregulation. The strategy remains economically viable even when conservative values are used for
these factors.

4.54 lm a Applying differential taxes for wood and improving controls at the city gate
wli result in retail price increases of about 10% to 20% for urban consumers. For those who
cannot switch to substitution fuels - the vast majority of lower income households - the increases
will not have major impacts; expenditures for cooking fuels will still represent only a minor share
of the household budget. In addition, higher woodfuel prices will be counterbalanced by increased
use of improved stoves, use of more efficient cooking techniques and modications in dietaiy habits.

4SS For peasants in rural areas affected by land management (approximately 100
vilages), the strategy will generate additional local revenues through the mechanisms designed to
compensate village management (nearly equivalent to the tax differentials established by the
strategy). These additional revenues are estimated at nearly 100 million CFAF annually by the
1996.

4.56 Finally, the strategy wil have a positive, although non-quantifiable, impact on Malian
women. Lss time spent searchig for wood supplies in rual areas (the fruits of land management)
wil free women for more productive activities. LâewLse, urban women wiil spend less time cooking
if they use new cookling equipment or adopt less enere-intensive dietary practices.

4.57 In summary, the strategy has both ecological (natural resource protection and
prevention of deforestation) and social (improved standard of lig in average households) benefits.
Furthermore, delegating forestry management to the peasants themseves introduces a new
economic dynamic into rwal society and facilitates development of sustainable, rational woodfuel
exttion.
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4.58 Risks associated with strategy implementation caP be found at several levels:
tech xai social and institutional (other than the economic and financial risks anablzed in the
prbeding paragraphs). At the technical level successful market penetration of PEPs will hinge on
the success of tactics used to: (i) encourage private secor interest for marketing; and (ii)
dissendinate infonnation to consumers. Other risks include failure of forest management techniques
to stimulate sufficiently development of rural wood markets or dead wood recovery; the system for
monitoring and taing woodfuels, which should gradually be extended to ail woodfuel production
areas, could give rise to illegal woodfuel marketing activities; and finally, the number of beneficiaries
and participants of the Strategy (fuel consumers and producers; household equipment manufacturers
could also prove an obstacle of which Strategy ùnplementers should be wary. On the social level
fiscal reforms affecting wood will lead to an increased retail price for wood, although expenditures
for wood will remain a small fraction of the househol" 'Sudget, even in the poorest households. Less
wood exploitation in restricted areas means a reduction in income for the local rural populations.
At the institutional leveL the main risk will be the potential lack of coordination between the
demand and supply modules of the Strategy, and insufficient participation by the private sector and
the local rural communities during Strategy implementation.

4.59 The risks described above are rather limited relative to the environmental risks
involved if the Strategy is not implemented. They can be niinimalized by drawing on the experience
of the Household Energy Project in Niger (sec box); a project description and summary of its intial
results (implementation of the Project began in 1989 with assistance from AID), are given in Ann
1; a mid-term evaluation of the Project planned for the begming. of 1992 will provide more
detailed results which can be used to guide implementation of the present project. In addition,
during the initial year when the TSU is in session, the Strategy components can be modified and/or
elaborated based on a complete evaluation of the exiting risks and consttaints (this potentially could
be donc during a presentation seminar for the Strategy). Finally, supervision and coordination of
the implementation of '. ;-ratey components should be conducted by permanent, small organizations
which would be given occasional technical assistance.

Financin

4.60 As stated above, the Second Power Project (project implementation bgafn in 1990)
includes a sum of US$1 million for implementation of the Strategy. Disbursements will be handled
by the MM via the NHED. Part of this sum could be used to cover the costs of the TSU during
its year of operation, as weli as the costs of the CED and the Evaluation and Information Service
of the NHED from 1993 to 1996. These costs total US$915,000. Disbursements under the Second
Power Project over the sum of US$335,000 for financing the first year of the strategy is contingent
upon the Government's ability to obtain the additional financing needed for implementing the
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strategy (estimated at US$8.2 million) as well as on preparation of a detailed action plan for 1993.

1996
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coordination and consistency will continue to be the responsibility of the CED and the CCL Donor
interest ,ould be verifîed and a financing plan prepared during ESMAP's presentation of this report
to the Government. The financing plan would outline the source of funds (multilateral or bilateral
donor, Government, other) and the application (by component and category of expenditures).

4.62 Finally, the Strategy should be implemented in coordination with the AID Prtivate
Development Sector Natural Resource Management Projects. Additional financial or technial
assistance could be furnished through these projects: for example, credit could be extended to
private sector participants in the woodfuel supply chain or to commercial PEP marketers. Similarly,
in areas targeted by the Natural Resource Management Project (NRMP) which are also woodfuel
supply zones (iLe. the outskirts of Bamako and three areas pre-selected by the NRMP near Mopti
and Gao), the organizational structure at the village level (village council, local development
committee, neighborhood development committees) could serve both the NRMP and the Strategys
components for managing wood resources and controlling rural wood markets.
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The Study'8 consultants produced the following intermediate
documents, which were used to prepare the final report:

(a) Survey and data processing methodologies (Modibo Dicko)

(b) Report on surveys and group discussions (Aminata Traoré)

(c) Report en rroup demonstrations of equipment (Mariama
Gamatte)

(d) Socio-economic aspects of woodfuel supply (Hamidou
Magassa)

(e) Role of women in the Mali household energy strategy
(Jocelyne Jakob-Durany)

(f) Forestry resoirces and production systems (Ousmane
Sankaré)

(g) Wood supply and rational management of wood resources
(Henk Neuteboom)

(h) Stoves and lamps in Mali (Piet Visser)

(i) Test results for a sample of portable metallic improved
woodstoves (Fatim Guindo)
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The following surv,ys and field work have been conducted to
define the strategy:

(a) a survey of 470 households in 5 cities: Bamako, Ségou,
Mopti, Koutiala and Gao;

(b) a detailed survey of 90 households in Bamako over a
period of one week, including weighing of wood
consumptions;

(c) a price survey of household fuels (purchase and weighing
of wood and charcoal, with around 4,200 measures in the
above five cities);

(d) a census of small woodfuel-using activities in Bama .-
(2,200 activities recorded, out of a total estimated aL
2, 500);

(e) a survey of energy consumption for 95 amall activities in
Bamako;

(f) group meetings on the household energy strategy with 5
sample groups in Bamako (3 groupe of women and 2 groups
of men, from different socio-economic groupe), at the
beginning and at the end of the atudy;

(g) technical tests of different modela of lampe and kerosene
atoves;

(h) comparative tests of portable metallic improved
woodstoves sold in Bamako;

(i) presentations of new household squipment to consumer
groups in Bamako, Mopti and Gao (8 presentations of
stoves and 6 presentations of lampa);

(j) surveys and inquiries in about 40 villages in the areas
where wood and charcoal are produced to supply the above
five cities.
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TbtjJ 1; FORECAST POPULATION (in thousanda of Inhab1tants)

1987 Anmual ncreMmet 1990 1995
2000

1987-2000

Kayes
Rural 923 2.7 1001 1146 1312
Urban 136 4.5 155 192 Z38
total 1059 3.0 1156 1338 1550

Koult kouro
Rural 1066 3.6 1185 1413 1685
Urban 115 3.9 129 155 187

_mko 646 6.7 784 1082 1494
Totat 182? 4.7 209r 2650 3365

Sikasso
Rural 1128 2.1 1202 1338 1488
Urban 181 6.4 218 298 407
total 1309 2.8 1421 1636 1895

Ségou
Rural 1143 3.8 1280 1475 1700
Urban 185 4.6 212 266 334
Total 1328 4.0 1492 1741 2034

Mopti
Rural 1144 1.5 1197 1291 1395
Urban 118 3.3 130 154 181
Total 1262 1.7 1327 145S 1574

Toebouctou
Rural 369 (2.3) 344 305 271
Urbon 84 5.6 99 130 170
Total 453 443 435 441

Rural 298 (1.2) 287 270 254
Urban 85 9.0 110 171 264
Total 383 398 441 519

MALI
Rural 6071 2.3 6497 7238 8103
Urban 1550 5.8 1837 2447 3275
Total 7621 3.0 8334 9686 11378

CITIES
seaou 89 5.3 104 135 174
Mopti 74 5.? 87 115 151
Sikasso 73 7.9 92 135 197
Gao 55 10.1 73 118 191
Kayes 48 (0.4) 47 46 45
Koutials 48 10.1 64 103 167
Tcnbouctou 32 C.6 41 62 94

Note: The urban population lncludbs chief towns of dbpartments'
subdivtsors and cities of more than 5,000 Inhabitants.

Source: ORSI , ESNAP
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IaWa2.k NOT? 0f RURL P0ULATIO 111 AIN

Ragion INbitants reo District Dmnsity (inhab/ku3
(1(1000> (1000 km.3> sowag nial

ka>is 933 120 8 6 15
Koultkoro 1066 08.5 12 5 19
Sikaso 1128 76.5 1? 12 26
8$0ou 1143 6 19 9 29
Mopti 1144 89 15 y 23
toeètou 69 485 1 26
aao u mi 1 ' 

Total 6071 1240 5 29

- t Leu thon 1 inhba

ource: ~ortl ce population md houwsotds OIISI Proisory reutts, April
1987.

Tmkt X SOCIO-PO IONAL CATEolIES PUR CTY (lin poerontboe)

_1 *o amw nept1 Ktala 8o

igh-scaet Tradomun 17 20 10 1 13

Prof«ssiol/
Nilto-scle Traduav
Craftn 34 a8 40 35 47

Worker/im lo"
Ollt-cwlt Tradsmn .l B . . .0
total 100 100 100 100 100

Sources 8ouaehold s4wys * EDIM
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irabA: URSA POPULATION IV REGICI Of MLI

masion Urben population (1987> ote of urbanixetton
(en thousnds) X

Ugou 185 14
Nopt 118 9
Go 85 22
81k1' ' 181 14
Koultkoro (*) 761 42

(*) lreLudijin o m

JOS DU81

hlLe 5: INPORTED EIIE AND TRAE SALAC

(Mtions f CFA) 1984 98 1906 1987

(1> 01 i lqorte 25.2 36.1 30.9 23.1
(2) total Iqmorts 122.0 171.1 148.3 1i9.2
(3> total exporte 89.4 80.0 68.6 76.9

I1)(<2) 21X 21% 21% 15X
c1>/(3) 28% 45% 45X 30X

Smo as Centre Nalien du Conec extérieur
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Tâte 6:3 YEARLY HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES IN tuE NAIN CITIES (1985)

KOyes Koulikoro Sikasso mSou
Item CFAF % CFAF X CFAF X CFAF X

Food 361677 62.8 497233 50.2 343382 S1.8 473861 S0.6
Energy and Water 34765 6.0 56170 s.r 22102 3.3 48033 5.1
other 179240 31.1 436371 44.1 297647 44.9 414776 44.3
Total 575682 100.0 989774 100.0 663131 100.0 936670 100.0

Mopti Tombouctou Bao BmUko
Item CFAF X CFAF X C5AF X CFAF X

Food 370207 62.2 424746 75.1 572388 73.2 4335no 48.2
Enargy and Water 28900 4.9 28495 5.0 33900 4.3 43681 4.9
other 196532 33.0 112258 19.9 175182 22.4 422906 47.0
Total 595639 100.0 S65499 100.0 781470 100.0 900C87 100.0

SorIee1 Survey of urban household expenditure. DNSI. 1987.

Person par houshold
Koyes: 8.3 Pbpt: 7.0 Sikasso: 6.0 Gao: 7.4
Koulikouro: 5.1 Tonbouctou: 7.2 Seocu: 6.9

Bmako: 7.0

Table 7: YEARLY ERERGT EXPENDITURE OF HouSEHOLDS I THE NAIN CITIES (1985)

Koyes KouUlkoro Slkasso Seou
Item CFAF X CFAF X CFAF X CFAF K

Electriclty 4265 14.6 7483 15.3 1459 7.9 1236 2.9
LtquRd Fuets 2015 6.9 11897 24.3 3959 21.6 14705 34.1
Soltd Fuels 230S8 78.6 29565 60.4 12938 70.5 27238 63.1
lotal 29348 100.0 48945 100.0 18356 100.0 43179 100.0

Nopti Tomb=uctou Seo Dmako
Item CFAF X CFAF X CFAF X CFAF K

Elt0tricity 756 2.9 797 3.4 3306 13.8 9595 23.0
Liqufd Fuels 2966 11.5 1181 5.1 2563 10.7 7560 18.1
Solid Fuels 22116 85.6 21132 91.4 18099 75.5 24580 58.9
Totat 25838 100.0 23110 100.0 23968 100.0 41733 100.0

&U=t Survey of urban household expenditure. DNSI. 1987.
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Tabtl 8: ASUWPT IMS Of WOOF UNIT CCU T IONS

kgp.roWday

Kyqs Rural 1.4
Urban 1.61

Koutkouro Rurat 2.05
Urbên 2.7

Sikasso Rurel 2.05
Urbon 3.08

Seou Rural 1.4
Urbon 1.26

NoPtf Rural 1.05
Urban 1.42

Taeouotou Rurel 0.8
Urbon 1.2

Gao Rural 0.8
Urban 1.2

sanko 1 .b5

oeVrce: Yarlous surveys.
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Jable 9: HOUSEHOLD BUIPHENT 1N OtY OELL8 AND CAR BATTERIES

NOUSEN0L1n MOT COMNECTED TO ELECTRtCITY GRtD

8amak *o ct KÇ!dJk h

ln X of househotds not conmected

Ftlash ght 45 29 90 65
Iettery-operated radio 62 62 60 43
8attery-operated cassette-radio 38 73 66 55
Sattery-operat.d television 10 13 0 0

In % of total survemed househols 56 63 67 66

NoUSEHOLOS CONNECTED TO ELECTRICItYY ¢RtD

Iako *UM Mbat Koutiéal

In X of hoMeholds conmected

Flash light 55 35 80 72
Sattery-operated radio 6S 50 84 60
Battery-operated cassette-radio 16 35 16 20
Battery-operated television 1 0 0 0

ln X of total surveyed households 44 37 33 34

Source: EMAP Surveys, 1989
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Tabil 108z PRIOE STRUCTURE OF UTANE GAS IN ANAKMO

1988 1990 (*>
CFAf/ton X CFAFIton K

$ale Price et Sig Abilan 140,000 39% 110,000 37X

N tsctlaneous 8,700 2% 13,690 5X

Internationot Transport 33,534 9% 36,162 12X

Border Price 182,23è 50% 159,852 S3X

National Transport 31,M 9% 33,230 11X

NIscettaneous 20,047 6% 8,792 3X

Storage Bamako .d,940 10X 37,940 13K

Dottte depreciation/
mainttnnce 29,663 8X 20,143 7%

Losses 13,369 4K 4,796 2X

Ieporter margn 29,957 8X 17,972 6%

Di stributor margin 18,000 5K 18,000 6%

Str-total 180,749 50 140,873 47X

Retafi price in Samako 362,983 100K 300,725 100%

(*) Structure recommxendd by the Cormittee for the
promotion of butne ges, after conoulting oit
collpan'.

Sources DNNE, 1990
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DETALD DEMAND GHARACIERISTICS
FOR HOUSEHOLDS AND TE INFORMAL SECIOR

Rural Households

Socioc-Eonomir Characteriics

1. Rural Mali is a society in transition. The various phases of this transition correspond
to the different historic and political stages in the countrys overall evolution. Yet the stages in
Mali's evolution do not neesarily reflect the outside forces which supposedly have influenced them.
Thus, the nature of local governments and entrenched local practices, social linkages, and
production systems have developed as much as in resistance to, as in response to, external
influences. lhe socio-economic characteristics of nural householda stil are strongly shaped by
tradition; because of this, they vary noticeably from one region to another. Ts section will attempt
to underscore some of the features generally shared by rural households.

2. Mali's rural economy is basically a subsistence economy, although there have been
some rare exceptions ta this in recent times. Cash income levels for rural households are quite low,
ranging from 7000 to 15,000 CFAF per capita per year, depending on the region. On average,
about one third of houselaold income is derived from secondaiy' activities - activiies in addition
to farming or raising livestock, such as processing agrictltural products. Rural incomes and
purdcasing power are thought to have dropped during the past few years A non-negligible portion
Of the nural population has been forced into debt due to droughts and economic diffiuldties
throughout the countay.

3. Migration is another phenomenon which has changed the face of the rural world.
Movement towards cities in the interior, espedialy the capital, or towards more affluent rural areas
in the south tends to be permanent. Rural Malians also emigrate temporarily to countries along
the coast (mainly the Côte d'Ivoire) and to Europe. 1[here is also seasonal emigration during
drougit seasons. Several statistics illustrate the extent of emigration from rural areas: an estmated
15% of the rural population, mostly men, is absent at any given time; between 60% and 75% of men
in the 15 to 35 year age range are seand migranta As a result, women remnaining in the village
increasingly are responsible for maintaining both agrultual producdon and some semblance of
famly struure.

The Role of Women in Rural Householda

4. In rural areas, women shoulder heavy work loads: the average workday etends 14
to 17 hours in ail seasons and includes both household and productive activities. Women plant and
cultivate the fields during the rainy season; in the dry season they undertake numerous smail-scale
processing activities and market their agricultural products. Some of the houiehold chores which
women perform after returning from the fields, such as pumping water or collecting wood, also tend
to be quite taxing
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S. Within the rural division of labor, women - the primaiy users of woodfuels - are
responsible for ensuring the household's firewood supplj. Thus they are involved at both the
beginning and the end of the product;on cycle for a ufreen fuel which is gradually becoming
commercialized. Women collect wood in small teams. Wood usually is gathered within 5-km radius
of the village. Both dead and green wood are cut, preferably during the dry season, and left to dry
in the bush before it is collected and stored in the village. Ibis process alows women to better
manage their time. Three days spent collecting wood wiil net, on average, the equivalent of one
cartload (two to three cubic meters). In more affluent areas, the proliferation of caint means
women no longer must transport fîrewood (and other agricultural products), except during the rainy
season when carts are used for farming

6. Women also are responsible for supplementing the basic diet of grains with other
nutrients, such as karite nut butter or the "soumbala spice drawn from the nérê plant. In areas
where firewood is marketed, these condiments can be purchased with the income. In addition, such
mcome serves to maintain the woman's role as economic provider for the famly.

7. Despite the central role a woman plays in supporting the household and although
the income which she generates has a substantial impact on improing the household'a living
conditions, she remains of low stature. Women have very limited participation in decision maling
in the rural society, which is largely patllineal and polygamous. Access to property and other
factors of production is restricted in priority to men. As a consequence, the activities performed
by women tend to be underproductive and result in minimal remuneration.

R EDn ÇmnmpQ

8. Rural households use wood almost exdusively for cooking and associated houst-hold
needs (water heating or space heating in the cold season, lighting, etc.). Various bibliographic
sources provide estimates of unit wood consumption ranging between 0.7 and 2A kg per person per
day on average, depending on the area. Cooking giains (millet, sorghum, rice or corn) accounts for
most of daily wood consumption. In fact, about 80% of the rural calorific intake consists of grains,
normally in the form of a thin milet porridge eaten in the morning and eveninj, and sauce and
gains (to, fonio or rice) at ncn and at night. In some areas (such as the Niger region), there also
is wood consumption within the productive sector for uses such as drying fush.

9. The level of wood consumption is strongly dependent on its availability. As a result,
consumption levels tend to decrease in the northern parts of the country, as shown a Table l.
In northern regions where wood supply l limited, the local population traditionaly have used
agricultural (straws) or animal wastes (cow dung) to supplement the use of fuelwood.
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labmtl;2i2 ESTINATED MURAl CONSUCP#TICO oF 1w

Ecologcalt Zone Rural Population Wood Consmption
(lfn area *s)Inhab/day>

Desert and sub-desert zone S 0.7 - 0.9
Sahellan ad Soudano-Sâhetlan zone 14 1.4
Central Delta zone 14 0.9 - 1.2
Soudarlan zone sr 1.7 - 2.4
Soudbno-Gutnean zone 9 1.4
Rurel awvrage 100 1.8

Sorce: Vartous references, 1984-1989.

1Q. Charcoal (often obtained from firewood) is the most noteworthy among other energ
sources used in rural areas. Charo is consumed for small residential uses (mostly to make teu)
and for some crafts or smal-scale commercial actiities. In the latter case, the charcoal producer
taditionally has been the blacksmith, who uses the fuel to work metas Use of kerosene also is
widespread; rural uses are mainly for lighting, as well as for flashlights and dry battey-operated
radios or cassette players Finally, human energy is the primary resource used for gathering water,
processlng agricultural products, transportation, etc.

il. Tbe highly mefficient three stone stove is widely used in rural areas Various
programs to distribute a locally-constructed improved model, the Louga or "improved three stonet
stove, have met with relative success in regions where the programs are dosely supervs The
NWFD estimates that about 200,000 Louga stoves were distrbuted between 1986 and 1988. Even
though there is no question that quantifiable progress has made in the distnbution of improved
astoves in Mali's rural areas, these estimates are to be taken with a grain of salt. Various surveys
by a consulting firm (IT Power) show that in realitW, up to 40% of these stoves are abandoned
lmediately after they're constucted, and only a third are in regular use..

12. With the exception of kerosene, modem fuels are not found in mral areas. Rural
zones generally are not serviced by power grids and butane gas is practically unknown. In addition,
only a few rural communities - often communities which have beein trgeted under comprehensie
development programs - have aoeess to moder equipment powered by renewable energy. Exisg
equipment of this type includes more than 150 solar-powered water pumps, as weil as several domen
refrigeratorsm lighting systenis, televisions and radio-telephones. Whie this representa some
advancement in the use of solar-powered equipment, there are considerable limits to further
development. Only the few, most fortunate rural dwellers have means sufficent for acquring solar
equipnient.
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Urban Households

Scc-Ewonomic CRharacteristics

13. lic rapid expions of urban soiety in Mali is a birly recent phenomenon.
Bamako, thi main city with a pop-dation of 700,000 in 1987, had only 60,000 inhabitants in 1957.
lhe inhabitants of other towns and cities are mostly former rural dwellers: 40% of the heads of
household in Gao were born vi ilages Ibo urban ifrastructure (asphalt roads, ditribution
networks for water, electricity, sewage and drainage) and urban services (public transportation,
garbage collection) are rather limited in scope and often confined to the city coenter and a few
residential Yreighborhoods.

14. Living quarters for most urban inhabitants are communal allotments shared by
several households and individuals; less than 5% of the urban population lives in residential
neighborhoods composed of villas and separate dwellings. fie notion of 'household' mi Malian
socicty is quite different from that of fanul (which refers to an extended family, not al livng in
ane place): a household can be characterized as a group of people sharing the same living quarters
and the same meaLs. a1ble 12 below, which distiguishes between organized households with more
than one person and unmarried individuals, indicates the types of households found in the main
towns. In the rest of this report, the sunrey reswts which are presented refer only to organized
households of more than one person, cxduding unmarred individuals, some of whom often share
meals with neighbors in the allotment. Ihe averages given in Table 2.2 may give an erroneous and
overestimated impression with regard to household size: it should be noted that in Bamako, 25%
of households have between 2 and 5 people, and orDn 25% have more than 12 people.

lbe 2.2 URS NOUSEHOLDS

kmko Sgou Kouttata N@pt1 Cao

-o ueholt/Plot 1.8 1.9 2.1 1.4 1.6

Averag size <lnhab/household) 10.0 13.0 13.4 10.9 8.9
Bachelors/plot 1.2 1.3 0.5 0.7 0.3
Total householdiplot 3.0 3.2 2.6 2.1 1.9
Avwre fi ClnhabVhoeold) 6.4 8.1 11.0 7.6 7.7

Sourceh ESP Surv.ys, 1989.

15. Three prominent socal dicteristioc dltingush and stratify urban households: (i)
length of time resident in the city, (ii) social and employment catcgoiy, and (iii) hicome leveL fIc
socdal behavior of a hotwehold whicl has been urbanized for a while will differ from that of a
household which bas just arrived in the city. in the latter case, the household tends to remai
strongly dharatized by rural traditions. Households also wil differ according to how the head
of household ls employed: the contrast between those employed as bureaucrats (usually the most
modem and progreswe) and those in the inerchant dam (more traditional) also is easy to spot.
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16. Most importantly, household behavior can be distinguished according to income
levels. The eact income of an individual household can be relatively difficult to ascertain. The
household income frequently is the combination of individual incomes generated frcm multiplejobs,
many of them informa, held more or less on a regular basis. 1/ The Urban Plan estirnated that
the average monthly household income in Bamako was about 60,000 CFAF in 1984, with per capita
monthly incame varying between 5,000 and 15,000 CFAP. Other surveys (National Statistics and
Data Department, NSDD, 1985) put monthly income at a little less than 100,000 CFAF in Bamako,
and between 60,000 and 90,000 CFAF in the towns of the interior.

17. These avorages, maskc substantial disparities among households based on size and
employment category. Surveys conducted for this study show that about 15% of Bamako's
households are relatively well-to-do (head of household employed in upper management, as
transporter or as large-scale merchant), 35% are classified as average (in middle management and
average-sized merchants), and the rest - almost half of all households - are low-income. The
distribution in the towns of the interior are more or less the saine: between 5 and 15% of
householda are well-to-do, 35 to 459% have average incomes, and 50% are poor. (Sce Annex 2) In
terms of absolute inoome levels, someone in Bamako's upper clau is estimated to earn more than
50,000 CFAF monthly, whereas someone in the middle class earns between 25,000 and 50,000
CFAF.

18. However, these figures do not reflect the household's true financial standin& lhe
basic household income is frequently supplemented by additional income from informai occasional
employment. Furthermore, a good income provides an incentive or frequently constrains the
entertaining of an increased number of unemployed indMiduals.*** As in rural areas, urban areas
have become poorer, which constrains the growth of income sources and mechanisms for mutual
assistance.

Urban Women and the Familv Budget

19. Compensation for work performed by women is a major source of additional income
for urban households. In Bamako, for example, two hirds of all women work outside the home.
In other towns, 50% to 60% of the women have income-generating employment (with the eoception
of Gaa, where only one-in-five women work for monetary income). Some women are employed in
the modem sector (an estimated 25% of staff in Bamako are female, generally employed in lower-
level posts), but the majority are employed in the informal sector: small businesses, small-scale food
and drink, crafts. For the most part, it now is necessary that women work in order to ensure
sufficent incame for the household. Contrary to other African societies, where women's incomes
generaDly fmance personal purchases for herself and her children (clothng and other items), in
MaWs towns and cities womens incomes finance the majority share (about two-thirds in Bamako,
and 50% to 60% in other towns) of the family's daily subsistence expenditures (food).

1/ The household suwes attempi to evaluate income levels ao ra io dltYiclty due to clasc reioenoe aid
becau masy of the womn survyed wae not knowledgeable about ther huband's icome. Neverdeleos, the
swtvsfguem fo household budges, foodpurcases, equtpment oserip, number of activelyoeployedperaon,
etc. provided sufficent isdicators of hIoehold income.
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20. In most cases (more than 80% of households), the head of the household allocates
a budget for daily expenditures which is managed by women. Households which budget their
current expenditures on a weekly or monthly basis are rare. They generally are the more modem,
well-to.do households, often with connections to government service. The daily budget, between
5000 and 1000 CFAF, fiances the household's current expenditures -in priority, food
("condiments) and fuels which will be used during the day.

21. Ihe status of urban women is clearly silperior to that of rural women. Leus harassed
by work than their village sister, urban women also find their households more open to discussion
and compromise. Within the urban environment, women have greater participation in household
expenses and new responsibilities (school education for children). These, along with the
strengthening of the nudear famy to the detriment of the extended family, all give women a new
margin for initiative, even a new power in decision-making Ihis is espqially true regarding
purchases of oertain household equipment such as household appliances (but not for leisure items
such as televisions).

Urban Fuel Consumption

UrbanEatingPatterm

22. Urban cating habits until recently were similar to those in the countryside. Only
gradually have they become more distinct At breakfast. for example, many urban dwellers stif eat
millet porridge, but la increasing numbers they also have taken to drinklng coffee. Coffee is a
factor of social differentiation: more than half of the well-to-do households in Bamako drink coffee
at breakfast, in contrast with 30% of middle can households and only 15% of the poorest
households. Coffee drinking is a relatively new habit, already well established in affluent
households, and graduaUly maklig its way into the middle strata. This la espeialy the case in the
older neighborhoods of Bamako, where first the head of the family, then other adults, take up the
habit Coffee drinking also has spread into the towns of the interior, more so la those in the north
(Mopti and espel Gao) than la those la the central region (Ségou and Koutiala).

23. By contrast, the meal eaten by all households at lwn is still the traditional midday
meaL More than 83% of households in the capital eat the traditional rice with sauce on a regular
basis. This meal is eaten by the affluent bouseholds as well as by a large majority of middle- and
low-income households. Sometimes, tô or couscous are eaten at midday, but these dishes have
tended to be replaced by rice in middle- and low-income families. In the more innovative, and
affluent households, the traditional meal has been modified with new sauces. Vegetable-based
sauces (lettuco and pilnach, for example) and saucer borrowed from neighboring countries (Yassa
from Séngal or Sakasaka from Guinée) have been brought lato use. Although tô is no longer
caten in the capital except by the most disadvantaged householai, it is stI the main midday dish
for towns in the interior. Nonetheless, here also rice is becoming the main midday food.

24. It should be noted that Malian cuisne -based on simmered grains and sauces as
in other Sahelian countcies - is hWily enery intensive. The food is prepared in two parts, with
grains and sauce cooked in separate pots and often even over two separate fires.
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25. Dinne tends to be a diversified meal: the main dishes are tô and cousCOus, but with
many variations according to family income and size. 'he larger the family, the less diversified the
foodstuffis: the diet of 85% of large households (more than 12 persons) is based on couscous and
tô, whereas only less than half of ail households have less than 9 persons.

26. It also should be noted that more than one third (35%) of the poorest housebolds
in Bamako do not cook a separate meal in the evening; thcy reheat the midday meal. A small
fraction (about 12%) of middle-income households do the same. Thus, approximately 20% of
Bamako's households prepare only one major meal each day. Ths is also the case for comparable
percentages of households in Koutiala and Gao (20% to 25%). In other c:ities of the interior, the
percentage of households cooking only one principal meal daily is even higher (40% in 6Sgou).

27. At the other end of the social spectrum, dinner is the meal where women have
introduced a certain diversity into the daity diet through preparation of "Europeana dishes (fried
or grilled meats, salads, etc.). This tends to be the case in thé more innovative and affluent
households - especially those in the capital, and more often than not those which are younger and
smaller. Two sample meals and their costs are presented in Table . One meal is typical for a
small affluent family, the other for an average family of more modest means. In the latter example,
the traditional dishes are prepared in a more simple and less costly fashion. The table shows that
the new dishes consume much less fuel and cost about the same for the smal family as the
traditional meal prepared in "quality style (tô with double gombo and tomato sauce, for example).
Ihis is not the case for larger, moderate-income families: with preparation of traditional dishes,
the household can enjoy economies of scale (or simple savings due to use of a simple sauce) which
are greater than those possible when preparing modem dishes.

ImtW±2J TRADITIOSIAL NO DER COOCING
Costs In CFAF per mel

Smll Nousehold Average Hcusehold
(4 persons) <10 persons)

IngrNdtents charcoal Total Ingrdients Wood Totat

Trsditional cooking:
Tot sauce 1380 150 1530 1195 150 1345
mll tLt couscou 1195 150 1345 850 150 1000

Ndmrn cookinr:
Potato ste. 1225 75 1300 2040 100 2140
Spshettlmamatsuatud 1100 75 1175 1830 100 1930

5r: ESAP Survey, -199.

i ypesof Fuels in Use

28. TabLe 2A gives classifies the consumers in the five towns studied by fuel used. A
disatinctn is made betwetun the primary fuel, that used mainly for midday and evening meals and
other everyday cooking and seeondary fuels used for smael cooking" (grills, small dishes) or for
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assodated needs such as hot water heating, heating baby bottles, preparing tea, and ironing It was
not possible to produce a reliable breakdown of fuel consumption by fînal usage (cooking versus
other uses) based on the data collected £-om surveys and previous projectas.

Ibe..L URBN fUEL USE

(2 of hoqIseholde> Imalo S6gou Koutilel Nlopti Gao

Prfmary Fuel:
Wood 87% 92% 100% 96% lOOX
Charcoal 11% 8% 0% 4% 0%
LPG 1% OX OX 0% 0%

$condary Fuels:
Wood 2% 6% 0% 4% 0%
Charcoat 56% 78% 60% 63% 90%
LPC 17% 1% 3% 9% 7%
Kerowle 1% 1X 1% 3% 0%

go secondary fuel 34% 15% 38% 29% 10%

Sourc: ES:UP Surveys, 1989.

29. The table shows wood's dominance as a primary fuel in Mali's towns: 9 of every 10
households in Bamako and almost ail urban households in the interior use wood. TIose which do
flot tend to use charcoal. Gas as a primary fuel is found almost exclusively in expatriot,
international households (diplomats, technical assistants) and in smaller, very affluent howeholds.

30. Ime figures in the table also Lidicate the typical pattern of.most households, where
several different fuels are consumed for specific uses. For example, charcoal commonly is used
from time to time in households which consume primarily wood - perhaps more commonly than
irdicated by the estimates in the Table. In fact, women frequently recycle firewood coals for use
in small ovens or irons (household charcoal). Some charcoal users still use firewood when pregparig

specifîc dishes. Part of the population also uses gas or kerosene on an auxiliary basis. A mall
fraction of households stfll use the latter for cooking; however, kerosene is primarily used for
lighting and to kindle firewood during the rainy season.

Fue ConsumpdoQn Levels and Expedituresi

31. Etimates of average consumption for each type of fuel are gken in Table2. 'hIese
figures are based on surveys of fuel expenditures in different towns. Consumption levels were
confirmed by actual measurements taken in nearly 100 Bamako households during a one week
period, as well as by other previous studies. The surprisingly high level of household energy
consumption in Koutiala can be explained in part by the relatively low price of wood in this area,
and by energy requirements for preparing the traditional local beer (dolo). By contrast, in Gao,
where wood prices are equivalent to those mi the capital, consumption levels are one third lower
than those in Bamako, Ségou or Mopti.
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tabLte 2.i DAILY FUEL CONS(UJPTION

C-.AF/pereonlday Damuko 8igou Koutfate Noptî Omo

Prlnury Fues:
Wood 0.9 0.8 2.4 0.0 0.6
Chercoal 0.33

Auxll1ery Fueai
Wood 0.3
Chercoal 0.0ff 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.06
ces 0.005

Kerosom (Ughting; ignIti1n) 0.015 0.011 0.018 0.013 0.011

Sources Survey and MEnrdom Estimtes, 1989.

32. These figures are averages, and thus tend to mask important variations due to
household 8ize. In Bamako and Ségou, for example, the larger households only use 0.7 kg per
persan per day, whereas smaller families use up to 2or 3 kg (seees X 1d 2inAnn which
indicate fuel consumption levels and expenditures according to household size). Nonetheless, the
overail average figures of 0.9 kg of wood and 330 g of charcoal consumed per person per day in the
urban households that cook with the fuels are comparable to statistics mi other neighboring
countries such as Niger and Sénégal (which consume about 1 kg of wood and between 250 and 350
g of charcoal).

33. Despite variations in consumption levels, the expenditures for wood are relatively
uniforin throughout Mali, except mi Bamako where they are a bit higher. Daily per capita average
are 16 CFAF hi Bamako, but only 12 to 13 CFAF in other urban centers. (Fuel exenditures are
compared in Table 2.6) This phenomenon would tend to prove the existence of a certai price
elastlcity in demand; households, by choice or by force, adjust their level of consumption based on
their financial means relative to *the price of fuel According to these figures, the energy
expenditures of a median household (8 persons, wood consumer, autiliary use of charcoal and
kerosene) would be about 6000 CFAF in the capital and 5000 CFAF mi other towns. This
represents a litde less than 10% of total monthly household expenditures (based on DNSI statistics)
although the percentage most IDkey is considerably higher for poorer households.
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tabte 2.6s DAILY FUEL COSTS

CFAF/person/dsy Semeko 8gou Kouttala Mopti Gao

Pr1mary fuel:
Wood 16 12 13 12 12
Charcoat 22

Auxittiery Fuel:
wod
Chercoat 6 2 3 3 5
Gas 2

Kerosee (ltghtfng; Ignition) 4 5 4 4

Sou r: Surveys end Enerdom Esttmeatn 1989.

Relative Fuel Costs

34. Tabl 27 compares the cooking costs of wood, charcoal, kerosene and gas on a
theoretic basis (useful energy) and on the basis of survey results. Tbis comparison is actualy one
of the principal measures available to the consumer for making fuel choices. In terms of price,
w od currently is the cheapest fuel; charcoal is a little leus than twice as expensive as wood, and gas
and kerosene are about 1.5 times more expensive than charcoaL Gas, which on all counts is
preferable to kerosene, is only slightly more costly. For Malian households, the switch to charcoal
is already a luxury reserved for an elite class of small, relatively well-off households. To cook with
ga would entail crossing a new cost threshold that is even less accessible: tde average household
would have to devote about '0% of the family budget to cooldng (without taking into account other
energy needs, such as water heating etc.).
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LSLbt -2.7sCOAI OF OKIOt C$OO 118111

A. TlIlOREfC CoTSr 0f USEfUL EII Wooi Chartoul Kroene LP6

Fust prise (CFAVIkU> 1 46 250 320
Calorifis value (NJ/kg) 17 29 43.5 45.7
Ip.mnt off Icimiy CX) 20 25 45 S0
Cost of usful energ (CFAF/N) 5.3 9.1 12.8 14.0

Ceut rotative to uwd oits 1.0 1.7 2.4 2.6
cont relative to charoutl coute 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.S

ASSMWT m
Cookino Equipmmt

Wood un Chartoals portable otetl cookere
oas portable oooktoe (3 or 6-kg camistaen)
Kérosenes pressure oooketove

B. COOKINI OMM FOR TYPICAL EL
ACCO fI o TOUSEOLD MMSY$)

Fuet Price 18 66 250 320
umtityumMit Noas 2.3 0.8 0.3 0.3
mutauigut 41 5 80 96
Cost rotative to wood outs 1.0 1.3 2.0 2.3
cost retative to chcol colts 0.7 1.0 1.5 1.7

C. ANEUL COOKIlN COMT
<ACCXOS TO NOUSN SURVITS>

Fuel Cotts 37800 51100 73000 86000
Nuâ of stowes 2 2 2 1
Prcoe per stove 1250 1500 7000 16000
Life of îtove 2 2 4 5
stove aaity 650 800 300 2600

Total Coet 38450 51900 7O00 88600
Cost relative to eoai oot 1.0 1.3 2.0 2.3
Colt relative to dm tl eout 0.7 1.0 1.5 1.7

ASLIMT .N<Prts C md C)
Fu lty of 8
muI s rice with UOIuc; .tdisY muaI
Uood conaptions 0.9 kg per c«pita/day; 0.12 kg usad for cookinig
uith 40% of oooking conrt1on usd ln the .idisy mal.
Chercoal cowt1 n 30 g per capta/day; 26 g for oooking,
uith 40% of cooiuvn ut1 on uai in the iddsy mal.
Ker ooesstio .10 l per capitady; 0.125 l for cookino.
with 40% of cookm const on usi d tln . tddsy muI.
ai co« ptimons 115 g por oepit«ldy; 92 g for cooAInoo with 40%
used ln thu mi"dy ml.
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35. The comparison in Table 2.7 is based on current market prices in Mai, not the
economic costa of fuels. In fact, the prices of pe4roleum fuels are higher than their current theoretic
economic costs (significantly in the case of kerosene, more modestly in the case of gas). Table 2.8
presents price comparisons for household fuels under the two hypotheses: in the finrt, the
Government discards current levies (real taxes and cross-subsidies); in the second, the supply chain
is nationalized and price controls are Ufted. Under the fîrst hypothesis, kerosene would be
competitive with wood. Under the second hypothesis, gas would become competitive with charcoal
(see âbIlL2). The results indicate that the current terms of competition between fuels are not
economi;, but rather are politically induced.

labte 2.8: FUELS PRICES AND COSTS 1N OAKO

A. FUEL COSUSod Charcoal Kerosene LP6 (CFAF/kg)

Retail price 18 66 250 320
PrSce net o' taxes 17 63 112 320
Econoeic cost 17(a) 63(a) 94 275(b)

S. USEFUL ENERUY CGSTS

Retall price (CFAF/NJ) 5.3 9.1 12.8 14.0
Cost relative to wood 1.0 1.7 2.4 2.6
Cost relative to charcoal 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.5

Price net of taxes (CFAF/mJ) 5.0 8.7 5.7 13.1
Cost relative to wood 1.0 1.7 1.1 2.6
Cost relative to charcoal 0.6 1.0 0.7 1.5

EconomSi c06t (CFAFINJ) 5.0 8.7 4.8 12.0
Cost relative to wood 1.0 1.7 1.0 2.4
Cost relative to charcoal 0.6 1.0 0.5 1.4

Notes: (a) œinimum cost (in the case of an area with sustainable
production of wood and charcoal)

(b)

Source: ESNAP estimates, 1989.

Traditional and Inproved Wood Stoves

36. Traditional cookstoves, whether it be the three stone stove (in widespread use
throughout the Sahel) or the tripodal metal stove used mainly mi the north (Gao), are used
extensively in Maalis towns and cities. Nearly 57% of Bamako's households stili use a three-stone
stove, and 20% use a tripodal stove.

37. Even so, an impressive number of improved stoves has been distributed, as verified
by the statistics presented in Table 2. Tbe Louga stove is the model most commonly distributed
in the towns of the interior, whereas improved metal stoves are conmmon to Bamako and, to a lesser
extent, Ségou. Approximately 70% of the households in Bamako that cook with wood have at least
one improved stove: the metal model, the Louga model in neighborhoods i the outskirts, or the
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older, large model with a grate and smokestack Half the owners of improved stove have at least
one metal model about 20% of these own two or more metal stoves.

Tabte2: IMPROED WOOSTOVE DISSEMINATION 11 CITIES

(X of households wlth et amko Segou Koutiala Nopti Gao
teast 1 1.prowd stove)

Soltd 10% 9% 9% 0% 1X
Netalttic 49% 42% 21% 21% 3%
Louga 12% 32% 45% 68% 57%

Source: ESIUP Surveys, 1989.

38. Although the legislation effective in March 1986 requires onle a small number of
içwseholds to use improved stoves, dissemination of improved stoves has been a primary objective
of intensive efforts/rioects? ! with neighborhood demonstrations ? carried out by the National
W'omen's Union in various towns and vilages. Female consumers generally seem satisfied vith the
marketing network, the price and the efficiency of metal stoves. This alone resutts mi a high level
of market penetration in all socio-economic classes in Bamako, as shown in Table 2.1

blte 2.10: IMPROVD NETALLIC MOSTOVES OUNERSNIP
SY INCOCtE LEVEL IN DAMAI .

Incoa. category ot X of total house- % of househotds
households cooking hotds In the owning tproved
mainly with wood cateoory stoves

High 15 86
N,dteiu 35 70
Low 50 63
Avwre Seamako 100 68

Sorc: ESNAP Surveys, 1989.

39. Household surveys in Bamako taken during this study were anabyed to compare
consumption and expenditures in wood-consuming households based on the number of improved
stoves within the household (none, one, more than one). The three sample groups polled each
contained 60 pesons with comparable sized households. Surveyed households preseated energy
savingp of 5%-10% or 10%420%, depending on whether the household owned one or more
improved stonves. Table 2il below summarizes the average consumption (in bundies of firewood)
and expenditures (in CFAF) for the three sample groupa.
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IMte l,11s INPROVED MOOOSTOVS AND MOO SAVINQS

Ivproved woocdtoves Mod eonswumption Expenditure
owne rshp ln hous.- (BOnd.es/pwpor/d.y> (CFAF/person/doy)
holds cookino wlth
wood

0 0.30 100% 19.45 100%
1 0.25 83% 17.65 91%
2 mnd ore 0.23 77% 16.99 87%
Average lameko 0.26 87% 18.55 95%

Source: ESNAP surveys, 1989.

hote Wood savings lndicated ln the table represent an average for
each household etegory, with a rather late d apersnio however.

40. Ile saving generated by iproved stoves are considered substantiaL espedaly in
iht of the fact that improved stoves often does not replace other stoves, but rather complement
them - and the household cooks uss them anl when preparing meas Only an estimated 40% to
45% of the main meals (lunch or dinner) are prepared improved stoves, about 25% using the
metallic stoves. Ial 2.12 below wnmnarizes the use of improved stoves in the preparation of 1500
meals, as sorveyed in 90 households in Bamako.

tabte 2.12: INPWED MOSTOVES UTILIZATION RATES

-reakfast Lunch Dinner

Three-stone stove 50% S3u 49%
Netallec fprowed stove 23% 28% 27%
Loug npcved stove 10% 10% 10%
Solfd upfovAd stove 3% 7% 4%
Total fnurovd stoves 35% 44% 41%
Other stoves 15% 2% 9%

purce: HSAP Survsys, 1989.

41. The metallic improved stoves in use in Bamako households were observed to be in
veiy good condition (most had been recently purchased). In generaL it appears that women have
adjusted to using them with relative ease. However, a study carried out by the consulting firm IT-
Power yielded contraiy results for tow^s of the interior there, the Louga stoves in use are poorly
maintained, and they are used infrequently and mi an ineficient manner.
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S9i Fuel to Replaœ Wood

42. The coexitence of several fuels is an indication of the transition undervay in urban
cooking practices. lbis transition affects primariy and most noticeably im the capital but has not
by-passed interior towns and cities. Ail indications show a gradual switch to charcoal as the primaxy
fuel and gas as the seoondaty fel Tlhis movement toward "higher" fuels, highlighted in Table 2.13,
occurs mainly in smaller, hgh icome households living in the more established residential
nei«hborhoods or in new housing developments As for kerosene, it is used as a cooking fuel only
in a few households, being reserved for lighting purposes in areas not served by electricity.

Tlqt j2.1: CCOAL ANSD LPG PENETRATION RATES lu BDI

Puwtratloei rate Charcoal s secouary fuel
by category prinary fuel Charooal LPG

nousehoLd sîze
2 to 8 15 55% 19%
9 to 12 10% 55% 18%

Nore thon 12 4% 61% 12%

iner leveL
Nigh 33% 48 57%
"edu 6% 69% 12%
LoW es 48% 8%

Districts
Old 19% 54% 23%
mm 8 75% 29%
Rsidmntial 12% 65% 18%
Sutt 9% 52% 9%
VYlltadistricts 0% 25% 8%

Averep 11.5% 56% 17%

Sources ESW NurSwys, 1969.

43. Use of charcoa as a primary fuel - normally to fire 'malgache" stoves - can no
longer be considered (marginalenl given its growth in the past decade. In Bamako, 11.5% of
households (7500 ia total) now use it for cookin& as opposed to 3% in 1978 and 8% in 1987. The
households which cook with charcoal still bave a partilr profile: in general they are smaluer and
more affluent than average. But the different analyses conducted (recent or hoped for substitutions,
opinions on fels and stoves) reveal a certain temptatione associated with using charcoal, which is
considered very **comfortable and well adapted to modern life*. The foreseable growth of
charcoal use is thus one of the fundamental parameters in the development of the household enregy
seaor, notably due to its potential impact on national forest ressources- an impact which is greater
than that due to direct use of firewood.
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44. Gas has made considerable inroads in the richer, more innovative households, and
a fraction of average households as well, due to sevel single-burner cookers promoted by
distribution companies. These include the Déméba (6 kg) and the Guatéli (6 kg). These stoves,
which only have been hi distribution since 1986, have been very succesf more than 20,00 stoves
have been purchased in a little less than three years. Approxlmately 20% of ail households in the
capital, 13% of those in Mopti and a non-negligible number in Ségou (7%), Koutiala (4%) and Oao
(25%) are equlppd to use "popular gas". Ibis market penetration levelis quite significant, given
the constraints associated with initital investment costs, the cost of gas and user apprehensions
about the safet~ factor of using gas.

Tabte 2.14: BUTAUE PE?iETtATION IN HALI

1986 1987 1988 1989

Stove salos (units) 5500 6800 4900 suC
Stow stock «units) 5500 12300 17200 20M0
Refit( tes (units) 38000 62000 84000 8amo
ces soles <tons) 106 201 308 m
Oa salos/stone (Kg/yar) 19.4 16.4 17.9 14.5

sowef: Sheol, Total-Texco, 1989.

45. Oas rarely is used as a primaiy cooking fuel (only 1% of the survey respondents in
Bamako). Gas stoves are used almost exclusively on an occasional basis, for preparing coffee and
light dishes and for heating water. The average consumption of someone using a Déméba cooker
is about 20 kg of gps per year - less than one tenth the amount needed for cooking. Gas
consumption when using the Guatéli stove is even lower, without doubt due tu the larger "budgetary
shock" required to replace its resevoir. The growing share of Guatéli models among stoves in
circulation accounts for the gradual decrease in average gas consumption shown in Table 2J3. Gas
consumption now averages about 15 kg per cookstove per year.

46. It is not atypical that first uses of gas are only auxlliary; this can be considered a
normal phase in the first years of gas distribution. The switch to cooking principally with gas (which
one could call the "second butanization", the first corresponding to the purchase of gas-fîred
appliances) could occur in Bamako and Mopti 2/ simultaneous with market penetration by ps-
fired cookstoves, under certain favorable pricing conditions. Gradually, use of ps for cooking could
then spread to other towns in Mali

2/ Whorc a botling plant was talled in 1990.
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47. Kerosene has tieen distributed in Mali on a limited basis for several years, but its
use is in decline. Some households continue to use it on an auxllliary basis (approimately 5% of
the households in Bamako). Use of kerosene has been abandoned primarily because the cookstoves
are too smali and not adapted to the Malian cuisine à/. They also are not easy to use (smelly,
smoky, difficult to install the wick) and the fuel itself is costly. The latter makes kerosene acoessible
mainly to small, well-to-do families, the same customers who are likely to use charcoal or gas.
Nevertheless, the fact that kerosene can be purchased in small quantities and mi the imnmediate
neighborhood gives it a certain advantage over the use of gas.

M&k-t Potentia for Substfiion

48. .oshold P Ta 215 summaries thepreferences of householdspolled
during the survey with regard to selection of fuels. Two main parameters of substitution can be
discerned in this data: the supply situation for wood and the degree of urbanization. ****'e data
also highlights the development of behavioral patterns to the extent that substitution fuels are
known and avallable.***

49. At one end of the spectrum is a town such as Koutiala, where wood supply is
ufficient for the most part, and where consumer habits are very traditionaL Wood currently is the
best fuel for 3/4 of the inhabitants and will remain thus in the future for almost half of them: less
than 40% would be ready to change fuels. At the other end of the spectrum are towns in the north,
cspeOEally Gao, where wood already has been replace by charcoal and other fuels. Between SO%
and 60% of the inhabitants of these twons would be willing to switch fuels.

'l Tisdng keroseno coksovcs ln Mal are a ma Chiwne model wlh widca, ad tihe Primus presu ook«.
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TIabte 2.1: PREFERRDE FUELS
InX f household

Uood charcoat LPO Kerosom

Currentty
DaOmko 61 22 14 0
Se"ou 51 36 12 0
ICoutiala 7? 12 il 0
Nopti 59 21 18 1
Gao 54 42 3 0

In the medium to long tero
umko 26 27 42 0

Sgou 20 16 42 9
Kouttala 42 23 35 O
Kopt 8 29 40 8
Gao 7 70 18 3

Sbstitution ptaamed ln the
short torm

Samko 13 18 S
gou 7 31 13

Koutiata 36 3
Mopti 12 38 5

a80 25 28 0

80ure: ESP Survey, 1989.

50. Between the two exremes is Ségou, where 50% would be wllig to change, its
consumer habits being a bit closer to those of the northern towns (***that which translates its
intermediary situation with regard to wood supply**]) and the capitaL In the latter case, long-term
use of wood wIl be abandoned by 3/4 of the inhabitants, but the push to switch to another fuel is
less urgent and pronounced here than im the northern tows (only 35% wilhing to chnge).

51. Two fuels wl be the prmary beneficiaries of the desire for change: gas and
charooaL Between 7% (Ségou) and 25% (Gao) of households state a preference to switch to
charcoal (for use as the prtim fuel). In Bamako, 13% are considering a switch to 13%, with 3%
to 4% intending to do so in the next few months. Ilbiis a tendeny which should be taken into
acoeount when projecting future household energy consumption.

52. in addition, nearly 20% of households polled in Banako intend to purhase g-fired
appliances (20% already own gu appliances); the percentages in other towns for intended purchases
range from 30% to 40%. It would be reasonable to expect 40% to 50% of houeholds to be
equipped for gas use by the year 2000, at least in areas where there is an adequate distrbution
inflastrture - above all in Bamako. By contrast, kerone was not cited as a potential future fuel
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by respondents in Bamako or Koutiala; it wu mentioned only rarel by respondents in Ségou and
in northern towns.

53. H2uvehgd PELffmm for Various types of cookves fueled by
charcoal, gas and kerosene were presented simultancously to groups of women in Bamako, Mopti,
Gao. The opinions gathered during these presentations indicate a strong immediate interest in
charcoal, as well as a preference for gas over kerosene. These results are summarized in 2abl1e 6

t e 2J.a: PREFRRED STO$ES

Bamoko Mopti sau
(Cn % of householda)

Ftrst choice

Ilproved woodstove 0 38 1?
iqproved charcol stove 35 27 28

Oas stove (Demeba) 0 a il
Gas stove <Ouat.U) 4 2 4
Nigerien sas o tove 49 il 28

SU>-totat gos 53 1S 43

Indonrsen kerosene stove 7 7 9
Cotalan kerosene stowe 1 4 4

Su*-total kerosene 8 il 13

Second choice

Iqroved woodstove 7 9 1S
Irprovec` charcoul stave 28 29 30

Oau stove (Demebe> 4 2 il
aus etow (Guateli) 8 7 9
Nfgerien gs stovQ 26 24 20

Siu-total as 38 33 40

Indonosian kerosene stowe il 4 2
Colorbian kerosene stove 8 4 7

Sub-totat kerosene 19 8 9

Stove ratine

Irroved woodstove 4 5
tptroved charcoat stove 3 4 3

Gas stove <Domebo> 5 5 3
Gas stove (Guateli) 2 3 2
Nfgerien gas stove 1 2 1

IndonssIan kerosene stove 7 6 6
Cotombimn kerosmne stove 6 7 6

Source: ES#AP Surveys, 1909.
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54. The portable metallic wood stove has been very well received in towns where it bas
only minimally been in distribution, such as Mopti, proof that the product is veiy well adapted to
local needs. However, considerable interest was shown in SEL's prototype stove, a multi-burner
charcoal cooker which receive 30% of the first choice votes from presentation participants. Interest
in the stove was generated not only because it can hold more than one cooking pot, but also
because it uses charcoaL

55. The different gas cookstoves also generated strong interest, espedally at Bamako and
Gao, where the combined first and second choices votes for gas accounted for more than 80% of
the total votes. It should be noted that among the different gas cookstoves presented, the 6 kg
model clearly was prefern d to the 3 kg modeL The Nigerian multi-burner prototype - which is
distinguished from the 6 kg only by its supporting stand - was ranked far superior to the competing
models: it was ranked first among al} cookstoves tested in Bamako and Gao, and second in Mopti,
after the improved wood stove.

56. hie kerosene cooker was only chosen by a limited number of women: it was the first
choice of between 8% (Bamako) and 13% (Gao) of the respondents. Combined flrst and second
choice votes ranged from 20% to 30%. These are not negligible percentages, despite the poor past
performance using this fueL Of the two cookers (both ranked nevertheless at the bottom) the
Indonesian cooker appears to be better accepted than the Columbian model, which is a little too
exotic in shape and usage.

57. In-depth interviews of approximately 100 women in Bamako underscored the nature
of women's reticence towards kerosene. Between 20% and 30% of the respondents consider
kerosene an acceptable fuel, whereas 30% reject it totally. Between these two extremes, a hesitant
[fringe] is deterred by the kerosene prices (30%) while a lesser number are [turned offj by the
stoves poor adaptation for use.

58. Potential Marklets. In summary, there appear to oe a number of potential markets
for substitution distinguished firstdy by the size of markets in each town: larger potential markets
exst in Bamako and in the northern cities than in the south. 1There is also a difference in the
impetus for substitution in Bamako and that in the northern cities. In Bamako, substitution is based
on desire for comfort and modernization. Thus, gas is preferred to kerosene as a substitute,
portable cookers are the sought-after household equipment, and a gradual switch to gas as the
principal fuel is found among the most affluent households. Since woodfuels are relative
abundant, kerosene remains somewhat stuck between charcoal and gas, able to conquer only a
minor market share - poor man's gs" used mainly by established urban middle clas populations.

59. On the contray, the populations in the northern cities are compelled to substitute
due to increasing scarcity and expense of woodfuels. Under these circumstances, it is possible for
kerosene to carve out a larger niche for itself. Observations in these cities show that 50% to 60%
of households are ready to switch fuels (Tl &2.1 ): this represents a large potential market for
kerosene, since relative to gas, it can more easily gain influence as a principal fuel by substituting
for wood among the well-todo and middle class populations. However it wuill be necessaiy to mount
a major drive to promote and distnibute appropriate cookers in order to eradicate this fuel's poor
current and past image.
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Household Electrlcly Consumption

60. Ace to leçtrijç . An infinitesimal small number of households have acces
to electricity. As shown in Iable 21J EDM's current low-voltage accounts number a little more
than 35,000, of which 32,000 are households (90%). Tlie balance is composed of accounts in the
small-scale and residential productive sector. Thus Mali's national electrification rate is only about
3%.

7Ta -2.1? LOU VOLTAGE ELECtRICITY CUSTCP£RS

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

Interconrcted Grlp
ako + Kati
+ Koultkowo 15518 17115 18511 19818 21773 22223 23800 24978

Isotated Systens
Sogomn 350 377 400 414 432 434 437 444
fana 101 122 136 158 180 189 205 227
onav 761 829 842 879 932 928 921 954
KXayos 1551 1639 1722 1722 1761 1734 1769 188
Koutataa 537 563 579 579 614 633 673 676
Kita 59 126 167
tbpt1-Sevare 1305 1311 1301 1346 1363 1339 1316 1422
Segou-Narkale 2177 2309 2306 2395 2416 2425 2468 2492
Sikas 751 832 862 889 942 960 989 1093
Tonbouctou 640 728 747 809 867 882 894 860
Sub-total 8173 .8710 8895 9191 9507 9583 9796 10163

Total 23691 25825 27406 29009 31280 31806 33598 35141

Sour.ce: DIN. 1989.

61. For ail practical purposes, there is no access to electricity in rural areas, and the
electrification rates for cities in the interior are limited. In 1985, only Ségou and Kayes had an
electrication rate greater than 20%, wth rates in other cities ranging between 15% and 20%. In
addition, because of frequent breakdowns and [ruptures] in fuel supplies, load shedding and power
cuts are common occurences. In Ségou or Mopti for example, only the administrative neighborhood
is assured of continuous power; the other neighborhoods receive power on a rotational basis.

62. Nearly 70% of all electric customers are located in Bamako, accounting for about
90% of total low-voltage consumption. Yet the proportion of households served by electiity i8
relativey low here, also. Households within a common dwelling often share connections to the
power grid: slightly more than 40% of these joint' households receive electric service, or 24% of
all households mi Bamako when taling into account one pesn households (according to household
wuveys). The rate of electrification has decreased steadily in Bamako, as shown in Table 2.18.
With only about 1000 new accounts each year, population growth has easily outpaced the number
of connections.
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Table 2.18s RATE oF ELECTRIFICATION 1N ANAKO

1969 1977 1981 195 1-989

Cormetion rate 41% 41% 36%9 28% 24%

Source: ONHE, ESAP Surveys

l,Ilctriq Consuiption artd ,ousehold plAIlÇ

63. Electric consumption by household customers is quite low, averaging about 50
kWh/month/account in the cities of the interior (in Ség4uu the average is even lesu than 20
kWh/month) and a little less than 200 kWh/month/account in Bamako. Tie higher averages in
Bamako are due mainly to the regularity of power service and to the existence of large household
consumers (occupants of vilas), rather than to higher consumption levels of individual consumerm.
In fact, more than half the electric customers in Bamako use less than 100 kWh/month.

64. Analysis of ownership rates for electric household appliances in Bamako yielded the
following breakdown for households connected to the grid: Just over one-fourth of the households
are micro-cnsumera who use electricity only for lightipg. Another 60% have additional appliances
or equipment, typically a television (the one piece of electric equipment owned by the greatest
percentage of households), a refrigerator, a fan and a radio-cassette player. Finally, the affluent
minority - the larger power consumers - own freezers, air conditioners, hot water heaters and
irons. hie bis for 70 household accounts were analyse4 during surveys in the capitaL yielding
comparable information, as presented in Tale 2.19.

Tsble 2.t9: ELECTRICITY CONSWIPTION AND EXPENDITURE 11 SAJAKO

Electrlcity bil % of hous»olds Averme bi l Consuption
(CFAF/month) CFAF/nonth (Kuh/uonth)

Leos than 4,000 .20 2500 40
4,000 to 10,000 44% 7000 100
10,000 to 40,000 27% 17000 200
More than 40,000 9% 65000 900
Average _.ko 100% 14000 180

Sourc ESNAP Surveys, 1989.

6S. Ownero(m p rates for electric household appliances varies markedly between Baiako
and the cities of the interior, as shown in Tab1l2,2Q. T.he electric appliance owned by the greatest
percentage of households is the television (in areas served by Mali's broadcast network), followed
by refrigerators, which frequently double as a business [tool] for women (for selling ice or cold
refreshments).
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tgabl 2.20s APPLIANCES OF HOUSEHOLDS CONNECTtD TO HIE GRID

Appt tance Damako Seou Kotiat opti Gao--

tetevisIon 34 28 8 0 il
Ventitator 29 22 21 21 18
Refrigerator 28 20 15 18 17
Iron 7 5 3 ' 5
Deep-freeze 5 5 4 9 il
Air-conditlontnm 5 4 1 1 9
Hgh ftdeitty 2 9 0 3 7

Sourcos ESMAP Survys, 1989.

Consumption in Householda Without Electricity

66. The other category of households, those withe,ut electc power, is not a homogenous
group, and it would be erroneous to assume that a lack of electricity in a household is necesuarily
synonomous with a lack of financial means. In Bamako, an estimated 2 of every 5 middle income
households and 1 in 5 well-to-do households do not have electric power. Included among the
households not connected to the power grid are half of low-income households, with one or two
kerosene lanmps; an almost equal proportion of households who comfortably satisfy their lighting
needs (three lamps or more) and own sound equipment (battery.operated radios and cassette
players); and finally more than 10% of wefl-to-do households, which own battery-operated
televisions. There are several thousand batteîy-operated appliances of these types in Bamako. The
distribution of non-electric equipment is roughly the same in Ségou. However, in Mopti and
Koutiala equipment in households not connected to the power grid includes only battery-operated
sound equipment in half the households and, on average, two kerosene lamps in two-thirds of them
(see Table 9 in Amne-). One also finds several dozen small electric generators in some middle.
to high-income neighborhoods where households are not connected to the grid (Kalaban,
Magnanbougou, etc.) In these same neighborhoods, solar-powered lighting kits [have made a timid
appearance].

Wood and Charcoal Consumption In the l Iforl Sector

67. To analyze urban wood and dharcoal consumption, it is necessaiy to determmne a
consumption for a series of uses other than household consumption: industries; small-scale crafts
production; small-scale service sector (food and drink establishments; commercial dry cleaning,
dyeing and steam pressing; blacksmiths and soapmakers, etc.); food services for health institutions,
schools, mnlitary mess and prisons. The use of wood and charcoal for these activities constituts
a non-negligble share of total woodfuel consumption in MaWs cities.

68. A survey taken speciulcally for this study shows an estimated 2500 small trades or
professions using wood or charcoal in Bamako 4/. Table 2.21 gives some information about these
actities and their energy consumption levels. It indicates primardly that informal sector trades are

41 A total of 2177 wee SUvoe
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ail micro-consumers. For example, the larger consumers in this group are blacksmiths, who average
10 kg of charcoal per day, and dry cleaners and grilled meat vendors, with 25 kg of fuelwood
(equivalent to the consumption of 2 or 3 charcoal.consuming familles). Charcoal expenditures can
comprise a non-negligible share of charcoal users' expenses and turnover (in the case of the
blaclsmiths, jewelers or laundries) but expenditures for wood generally have only a small impact
on the accounts of family-owned businesses. Finaly, it should be noted that roadside food vendors
and dry.cleaning/fabric care businesses are run almost exclusively by women.

table L:21s ENERGY CONSUMPTI0N OF THE INFOMAL SECTOR IN BANAIO

unita Emt.'y Enrrgy/ Energyl
expmnditure operatino Turnover

costs
<CFAF/dy) (X) MKI

1 roi a son 42 750 66.7X 10.9X
Jleieler 63 650 39.5X 17.2X
Laundarer 434 380 87.6X 21.9%
Dry Cle&-*r 19? 480 1.SX 1.0O

Omatt Restaurants/Diners
Dibiteries 84 SOO 5.7X 5.1X
GrtIIed/Fried Foods 4 NA NA NA
Breakfast 32 285 S1X NA
"Fast-food" 114 350 3.5X 1.7K

Roadeide Vendors
Dibiteries 59 550 26.2X NA
Grtittd Foods 288 150 3.4X 2.7X
D.ep Fried/Frled Foode 622 170 9.SX 7.1X
Breakfast 176 110 3.2X 2.7X
"fast-food& 62 300 6.9X 5.4X

Total in Damako 2177 310 3.8X 2.6X

ilot: 95 informal enterprises have been surveyed <including 17 launderers>.
The total nurber of these informat enterprises in Bamako la estmated at
2,500.

sou: ESAP Surveys, 1989.

69. It is difficult to identifr small informal sector businesses as they often are operated
from homes and communal dwellings j/. Thus, it is becomes difficult to a certain etent to obtain
an accurate aoeounting of the number of small informal businesses and their contrbution to urban
energy conaumption. In some cities, activities such as drying fish consume substantial quantities of
wood. However, it is estimated that this type of woodfùel consumption for both informal or modern
sector actitines remains proportionally mamL As shown Table 22 which summaries wood and
charcoal consumption in Bamako by category of consumer, the household consumera represent
approxmately 96% of wood consumption and nearly 90% of charcoal consumption in the capitaL

/ sthisn e, ta dfficultto dngishwooo lonawumed for mau buine rpb(ospeçiaIy for sales of food)
from that reservod speciflcaliy for household noeds
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Table L.UIZ 1a4 An CHARCOAL CIUNPTION Y SYCTOR lu SAI4AK

W-ood Charcoal
(100 tonso/y.r) X (100 tons/year) X

Hlouseholds

Prtmary tuel 184.0 94.5% 8.9 38.1%
Secondary fuel 2.0 1.0% 12.5 53.4%

Total 186.0 95.5% 21.5 91.5%

PUbllc sector 1.1 0.6% 0.0 0.0%
Industry 2.3 1.2% 0.0 0.0%
Informal sector 5.3 2.7% 2.0 8.5%

Total Samako 194.7 100.0% 23.5 10n.0%

Source: ESNAP Surveys and estiates, 1989.

Demand-Based Strateges

Imoroved Wood and Charoal Cookstoves

70. The most widespread cooklng tradition, both in rural and urban settings, is use of
the three-stone stove. An exception to this rule is the northern region (especyl Gao): there
metallic triped cookstoves from the Sahara are used. Initial introduction of improved cookstoves
was through introducing an artifact, equipment to be used in Malian cooking????

71. Improved cookstoves were flrst distributed in Mali in 1980, with introduction of
cumbersome models, some of which are stiln i use. The pace of stove distribution accelerated in
1985 with the arrival of two models still in distribution, the Louga [en banco] and the metal portable
cookstove. By 1989, approximately 300,000 improved cookstoves had been distributed in Mal,
including 200,000 stoves [en banco] in rural areas and 100,000 improved stoves in urban areas, half
of these metal portables (85% in Bamako).

72. Distribution of the Louga stove [en banco] is decentralized and carried out by a
number of public or development assistance organizations who also train craftsmen in their
construction. In some towns, individual private craftsmen now are promoting their services to
construct a slightly different modeL The Louga stove is a stationary cooker, with construction billed
at about 250 CFAF, not including material, for a total cost of between 750 and 1000 CFAF. In
rural areas, distribution efforts often are assigned to the Regional Departments for Waterways and
Forests (an assigniment more mandatory than [inactive]??, based on the Law of 1986 which requires
use of these stoves).

73. Other progams to promote portable improved cookstoves constructed from metal
have been launched in Mail. The two main mistitutional distribution projects are the following: the
LESO/VITA project begun hI 1985 i Bamako, with asistance from the UNFM, has effected the
cumulative distribution of a little less than 10,00 stoves; and the DNAS/GTZ project, which
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currently has been distributing about 1000 stoves each mnonth since September 1988. The two
projects promote the same stove model, although one is constructed from new sheet metal and the
other from recycled materials (DNAS/GTZ). This particular model can only accommodate one
cooking pot, and thus the household must purchase several stoves corresponding to the size of their
pots. The price of the most commonly used cookstove of this model (the number 3 pot size)
currently is about 1250 CFAF, but it can be found for about 900 CFAF. These prices are
considerably less than those charged in the initial stages of the stove promotion (often more than
2000 CFAF per unit), but they still provide sufficient margir.- to encourage and develop
participation by private sector distributors /.

74. Institutional projects have played a primordial role in the first phase of developing
the production and marketing of improved metal stoves and they today obtain their objective, that
of being overcome by the automatic logic of the market. Craftsmen not officially trained through
these programs already have taken the initiative and constructed more than two-thirds of the
inproved metal cookstoves currently in use (15,000 to 20,000 stoves were distributed by these two

titutional projects, whereas the total number of stoves in distnbution is estimated to be about
50,000). The economie profitability of these activities is quite high. Under conservative hypotheses
(wood savings of only 10%), the 50,000 improved cookatoves distnbuted both 1irectly and indirectly
(incentives for spontaneous construction by craftsmen) under these projeets wli generate annual
savings of 15,000 to 20,000 tons of wood. The economic value of this quantity can be estimated at
nearly US$ 500,000 (8 CFAF/kg), that is to say certaily much more than the total annual costs of
the two projects combined with the additional cost of the improved stove to the consumer relative
to thei traditional stove [surcoût des foyer amnlioré par rapport aux foyers traditionnels]. In
addition, marketers have organized their own distnbution networks (door-to-door sales, for
example) and have cause the prices of these cookstoves to drop considerably.

75. The cookstove models distributed through spontaneous efforts by craftsmen are
slightly different from those promoted through institutionalized projects (espeial DNAS/GTZ),
with a triangular bar to support the cooking pot. A test of 14 stoves undertaken for this study, some
of which carried labels identifying them as part of the LESO-UNFM or DNAS-GTZ project, and
others made by unaffiliated artsans, has shown that the stoves produced by unaffiLrted artisans are
at least as efficient as the models which received quality labels from the projects. hie "three-bar?
model also presents an advantage for women: they can use it with several cooking pots of different
sizes, which makes things more practical for her, even if this is not optimal from an energ
standpoint (in fact, the [***espace***] contact between stove and cooking pot should be constant
for an ideal [***rendement***]). Tne SEL has developed a conical, multi-Lurner stove which is not
yet in distribution.

w T-e 8csf ma*et penetion by motal improvd stove8 also is due to their Ihnited [uroût] relae to
traditiona! cokstoves (about 500 CFAF for the mot firequently ued model), which is amortized on average in lasm
thn a month if the stove is used efficiently, albowlng an approuimate 25% conseaion of wood conswnpon;
insona1 projects to prmote and educate conswners have conrbutd to maklng this consevation levd
obtainabbe in practico.
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76. It also is important to note that most of these stoves are constmcted from recycled
metal dnuns, especially those use to hold pesticides. Although the risk of contmination is minimal
for buyers of the final product, the same cannot be said for the blacksmiths who manipulate these
drums, which often are still tainted by traces of chemical products.

77. Finally, because of the low usage rate for charcoal as a prima¢y fuel, measures have
yet to be taken concerning the distnrbution of charcoal stoves. In conjunction with projects for
multi-burner wood cookstoves, SEL has developed an improved charcoal stove, for which the
estimated price is 2250 CFAF, which is a reasonable price relative to the price of the traditional
»malgazheu stove, sold for between 1000 and 1500 CFAF.

Gas and Kerosee Coksose

78. The rapid distnbution of gS cookstoves (more than 20,000 stoves since 1986) shows
that the new single-burner stoves distributed by Shell (Déméba, the *useful model) and Total-
Texaco (Guatéli, the "rapid model») are good products, better adapted to the traditional Malian
cusine than the classic four-burner gps cooker, whicb is inappropriate for the open-air cooking
naeded for currenCt* * Malian dishes; it is better used for European style dishes.

79. Ihe Déméba stove was introduced into the market more rapidly than its 6-kg
counterpart and enjoyed immediate success. Sales have sagged, however, due to competition by the
Guatéli model, which by 1988 had gained up to 80% of the market for cookstoves using popular gas.
The 6-kg model effectively has proven itself more attractive to the Malian housewife tdan the 2.7-kg
model because of its sturdiness and durability. Total-Texaco's marketing strately, which
concentrates especiall in the [***petit credit-entreprise a la consnmation**J] is paying oft In
order to regain sales, Shell is planning to market a new stave model which is larger and more
sturdy.

80. The sales price for these cookstoves (se à &2) are 14,000 CFAF for the Déméba
model and 16,000 CFAF for the Guatéli and the newer model Déméba. Apparently conumers -
primarily members of the urban middle cla - do not view these prices as a major constraut.
Initial barriers to investment d not exist, at least in the prediminay penetration phase for
"innovative" households.

81. Presentations of different gps and kerosene cookstove models (se Illustration 4.1)
were made during the course of this study to selected groups of consumers in Bamako, Mopti and
Gao. Observatons of consumer reactions and prefermnces lead ane to believe that still further
technical improvements are possible. lhe women were seduced particularly by a Nigerian model
using bottled gas (6-kg cannisters) with a conical support. Appreciation of this model was far
superior to that for the two Malian models. Various women also s.ggested modifications to the
Malian models, epeially with regard to their burners, which often were considered diffcult to
regulate at lower cooking intensities (for simmering).

82. The kerosene cookstoves which are distributed in Mali at present are judged severel
by the consumera Consumers also were not particularly impressed by the foreign-made kerosene
cookers, although these models are widely diseminated and used in countries in Asia (Indonesia,
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India) and Latin America (Colombia). Only the Indonesian cookstove recehed a certain amount
of interest and could potentially enjoy success in northern cities. This oven, which only costs 3000
CFAF in Indonesia, could be marketed for about 10,000 CFAF in Mail 1/

ReB ale Energy

83. Several research and development projects are being carried out under the auspices
of the NHED. For example, experimental cultivation of "pourghère", an oil-yielding plant whose
oi could be used as fuel hi special motors, and research on charcoal from cotton stems - as yet
inconclusive - are part of the SEP. Also of note is work carried out by the SEMU with solar
pumps, as well as with pre-electrification using portable lamps and solar batteries. This project,
which principally targets rural regions, experiments with varnous credit formulas for disseminating
these materials.

84. However, given the preponderance of wood and charcoal in the household energy
sector, most of the measures undertaken in the sector are related to forestiy: forestxy planting and
management, taxation and monitoring forest exploitation and marketing woodfuels. lhese measures
are presented in Annex 4, which covers the detailed characteristics of woodfuel supply.

2/ An Indonesian model of the impnnved k«osene cocker is being promoted and dinbued in Niger, mainly in the
ceserm regions of the county, as part of the Household Enetg copone wil the EneW Il Pro#ea (wh
asaanoe from AID). lnitial resuts are en «uri demand for the cookes eeeds projeat projections
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ANNEX4

DETAILED CHARACIERISTICS OF HOUSEHOLD ENEROY SUPPLY

Woodfùel Supply

ing Wood Resuroe

1. Mali can be subdlvided into six distinct agriltural and ecological zones (see Iabb
, ). The country's ecological diversity is reflected in the variety of ve,etation types which make

up its wooded areas, from the scrub savannah found in the north (producing less than 10 m3/ha)
to tangled undergrowth covering 25% of the southem part of the country (production volumes of
20 to 40 m'/ha) to the forests of the Sudanese-Guinean area (production volumes of 50 to 80 m'/ha
on average, with maximum levels rising to more than 100 m&/ha in the great forest of the west.)

Iable 3.1: AO-ECOLOGICAL ZONES

Raînfelt Ares Wood
(m) (fittfons Stock Productivfty

fn NMax of leZ> X /a uB/ha/y.er

ZMn

Nsert/ahelfan 400 0.89 72 3.9 (a) 0.13 (a)
souduo-Shl1an 400 600 0.09 ? 5.4 0.18
North Soudanien 600 900 0.11 9) 1.2 0.24
South S«odanon m 900 1200 0.10 8 8.7 0.29
Soudanr-Guinmn 1200 0.05 4 10.5 0.35

Total 1.24 100

a>) for the Sahef an toe
Sourçe: NEE/DNEF

2. Several analyses 1/ have drawn attention to woodfuel deficiencies which are
affectng large sections of MaIL A detalled inventory made aS part of a summer 1987 project
(Project to Inventory Wood Raources in Mali - PDRL) gives the most reliable ovcview of the
potential of Mali's forest. According to the resuits of this inventoiy, thi current situation is not
as dratic as previously thought, especialy in the soutb The Saso and Koulkoro regions, for
example, are heavily forested: 60% to 80% of the surfce area is covered in old growth timber
(about 10 million hectares). Annual prductity of the aoeessile portions of these natural
formations can furnish substantial quantities of wood, suffident for asrng supply to rural and

I/ Tis report rles on the 1902 applss of wood avaiabi by zono, u dtoemld dung a p«o$ spa ed
by FAO.
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uban populations (800 Table 32). lius, t most popated regions in thie south, Koulicoro (where
t, capital Is looted) or Sikasso, as well as the. ls populated Kayes are the regions wlth substantial
wood surpluses wood can be eploited over the long term a a renewable resource, whereas curtent
e oitation methods encourage pockets or bands degradation along acoesm roads ow in thie aeas
with hige population density. In compàrison, northern regions which were hard hit by the drougbt
have woodfuel deficits wood exploitation is conducting in tihe same fashion as mninig eploitation
which, If no other actions are taken, wfll lead evtually to resource exhauston.

lIt. 3.2s . oodfuel Aval abtlfty In the Koulikoro
and Skauso meulons

Koulîkouro 81k...o Total
<bl (e>

Lad Aroea <1000 h«ectre.>
Naturel forests 3719 4440 8159
Cultfvated or ftalow tend 811 1042 1853

Den.fty of standing wood (U/t.a>
Naturel forets 18 27 23
Cultivated or ftallow land 17 24 21

Votaus of standng wood (l0C00O
Maturat foreets 67507 118763 18S270
National foreets 6109 8763 14872
Cultivated or ftallow lnd 13850 24550 38400

MaturaI growth (1000 T/y.ar)
Maturea toruts 1566 3727 5295
National forests 159 280 U 9
Cultivated or ftlIow land 330 716 1046

Moodful Avaltability (1000 T/yr)
MaturaI forests 939 2236 3175
xNtional forosts 9f 168 263
Cultivated or ftallow lad 99 215 314
Total 1133 2619 3752

Deéd wood (1000 T)
Standing wood <1000 3) 5m0 3743 9143
Available (1000 T) 2268 1572 3840

Stocks on cult1vated ltnd (1000 T) 7373 3243S 39080
Maturat growth on uculttvated land 675 7373 8048

OBSERVATIONSt

(à) 84k... Regions ithout th. Siksso e1rcle (1.5 diltion ha)
(b) Koulikoro reégon: 'iothout thé Mare and Dloil circla (3 million ad 1.3 million ha,

raqpect1vely)

A8USPTIO#sz

Avaltabitlty of naturel forests and dbad woaSd 60X
Aval abi tty of uood on culttvated or fallou lands: 308

Iui:s PIRL Inventory; ESNAP estimats 19M.
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o economic Characterisic of Rural Woodfuel up

3. La . On the basis of the very theoretical Land Code, Malian rural space is
highly regulated: all territory has a nominal owner, and codified land practices, written or
otherwise, organize village and inter-village territory ownership. Tbe actual organization varies from
region to region, even between neighboring regions, for various historic, ethnic, and other reasons:
ownership is generally collective in the southern regions, with individual ownership most frequent
il the Mopti region. Certain villages are establ;shed with fil authority over their land; other more
recently established villages have fewer land rights delegated by another collective. As fallow land
disappears in the south, where land reserves are decreasing their reduction in other zones leads
to solidification of local land controL In certain areas near cities, large land areas are being lost
to urban expansion: most notably near Bamako, and in particlar along rivera

4. Peasants manage use of these areas, while local authorites are responsible for
guaranteeing local confornance to regulations. The village chief chosen by the general vilage
population (and sometimes by the administrative authority) and the ilage counsel - four to eight
persons selected by the vMagers - play this supervisoiy role. The village chief assigna land and
supervises sales, regulates land disputes, problems between farmers and ranchers, controls outsiders,
etc., and seves as intermediary between the vilagers and administrative authorities. Forest
exploitation, even if conducted 1by outsiders, i8 done under the supervision and with the support of
the local authorities.

5. Ta presence of an effective local guardian and organization contrasta with the
difcuties which the State encounters for reguLating and managing ural areas. Contrary to what
ls written in the property and land code, it can be said that 'the State's rights take precedence only
when the population has no need for land upon which the said rights would be enforced&: not only
la the State incapable of overseeing but a small fraction of the lands aver which it has rights, its laws
are often denied la acton Classified forests, for eample, become routes for the flocks or the
purveyars who supply nearly ai of the firewood for vilages like Segou.

6. There is no spexifcally designated forest space: any section of land ean be used for
farming or grazing. The forest is the part left over, whatever grows in the space temporarily
abandoned by farmers and ranchers. hie tree therefore is one of the elements of the agrarian
peasant systemr, itself a source of various products the tree's exploitability competes with possible
expansion of farm land. The manner in which trees are esploited for consumption by vilagers is
a reflection of the difficult conditions of rural life: in impoverished areas women must search for
the wood wherever it ean be found, often at a distance of several kilometers. Still, there has been
a certain amount of progress - carts are now used for agriculture in some locations are also uned
ta transport wood. Ihere remains a relatively complex relation between the means of producdto
men taken a role in the collection of wood, and rural monetaiy micrcuits have been created.

7. 'he Importanc of Wood£uel Extraction for the Rural Economy. Given the fraglity
of the agro-pastoral production system in the wake of the drought, commercial firewood and
cal exploitation is a source of appreciable revenue for the localites situated near cites and
major roads which are heavily trafficked. Rural surveys conducted within the framework of this
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study show that the monthbly income of an independent forester can be in the range of 6,000 tto
8,000 CFAF. Ibis indicates the importance of this activity in relation to other rural activities: it is
not lély to replace agricultural work, the subsistence activity of peasants which occasionally even
produces a minimal cash surplus, but it aslows the peasant to double his monthy income and as
such is completely indispensable.

8. Trees are "bonus' items for the peasants, who eploits it as an investor, not a
professional forester, even though in the areas near cities, cutting wood can bring in profits up to
four times greater than the wages to be earned as an agricultural day laborer. When the peasant
intensifies his production, it is in fact often difficult for him to move his merchandize, since there
are no established transport and marketing networka In areas where wood i abundant,
tasporters are better off taldng advantage of spot opportunities rather dman establishing ongoing
links with a production zone.

9. There is another dimension to forest exploitation: the dynamic element in rural
migration. la the same way that the informal sector in the city i the place of entry for recent
aivals into the productive system and allows them to establbh themselves and bring their families,
forest exploitation seves as a small first step for a number of emigrants towards the south. lne
tentative initial step - seasonal exploitation- becomes more pernanent as the producer moves to
'wood vmages where, within an informal but permanent land rights situation, they and their
families farm the land and exploit the forested areas.

10. Contraiy to what one might think, the arrival of these newcomers is always viewed
vesr positively by the indigenous population 2/ who benefit from the new labor provided by these
arivals and who often find ways of generating additional second income from the newcomers' forest
:xploitation actities (renting carts, for example). Rural areas are generally at a disadvantage due

t3 the low population density (less than 30 inhabitants per knm in the mout popuated areas - see
Annex 2). Imigration ta Uhe cities deprives vilages of young men and leaves some village on the
verge of disapance.

11. Ihe possible gains for the urban population due to forest exploitation now gives
incentive to a more systematic exploitation of the foret resources. Ihiis l the case for charcoal in
Bamako, where manufacture has passed to professionals and is concentrated in the hands of a few
commercial specialists who control the all of the supply chaid from production to marketing in the
city these professionals have already been identified as strategy participants by the forest authority.
Although firewood exploitation is extremely dispersed, the use of chalnaws by urban companies in
certain zones is also a sign of profeusionalization and emerging systematization.

12. &KU" caTa ho Woodfuel ETain In a number of areas, the
women participate at ail levels of firewood producdon and marketing; they thcmselves sometmes
organize networks, hiring laborers to cut, carts for transport and going to sell the wood in secondary
viages or under arrangement with retailers. Within the family production strategy, it i beit to
reieve women of their agricultural work so that they may devote themseves full-time, even during

2/ As ls thscae cm f h(ioa dieOb arVoul poduoem la ScacgL
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agritural soason, to forestry activities. This relatively active participation by women helps situate
forest exploitation into an intermediate position for the peasant: it îs a suffîciently important as
a secondary activity that it is worth releasing part of the agricJltural labor to conduct it, but it is not
yet an entire job unto itself.

13. In other areas, where production is intensfying, men have taken up commercial
firewood exploitation - especaly the cuttig and conditioning phase of production. Elsewhere,
accesa to and use of mechanical means of transportation (bicycles, carts, trucks) is dominated by
men, as ls wholesale marketing of firewood and charcoaL

~md»ç~gLdnMarketi

14. sectot rx r . Although the ony important survey of the commercial fîrewood
and charcoal sector way conducted more than 10 years ago (1978) à/ information collected
during in-field investigations and the results of some previous (recent) studies given an overview
of the main sector characteristicé. A firat observation is that m general ternis, the sector functions
marvélousyr. with rather rudimentary means and minimum investnents and financing tie system
serves nearly 1.5 million consumers, delivering the daily fuel requirements practicaly to the door
at a reasonable price which has not varied for years.

15. T'e second observation notes the economic imnortance of the production and
marketing sectors for firewood and charcoal: the annual turnover is estimated at about 10 billion
CFAF (see "l U3). Ihis figures is leus than half the net-of-tax figures for the petroleum sector
and about equivalent to EDM's total figures for all cutomera For residential energy, it is the
highest figue. By comparison, the residential sector represents a net-of-tax annual turnover of
between 3 and 4 bilion CFAF for the petroleum sector, and between 4 and 5 billion CFAF for

tÀblt 3.3: TUIUOENR OF THE M ANID CH"AR SECTOR

Wood CharcoaL Total
1000 lNlllons 1000 littions ittons

tone/y.ar CFAF/y.r tons/year CFAF/Iyar CFAF/y.r

kmako 195 3600 23 1600 S200
Iousehotd corsuption In samko 186 6700 21 280 9500

edfwu-sized citi.. 181 1700 21 1100 2800
Sll ctties 246 1600 il 300 1900

Total 622 6900 55 3000 9900

Srçce: E#UP surv.y, 1989

A ma"et ay for foresty produ as onductd in 1990 under the Second Forestry Project; te reave
to bo used hi the formulation of the household energ strtegy. Howaver, bcause of data analys problen,
det. results from tblf Mwver not avab hen ths report was under prqeaton.
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16. This figure i9 compared immediately to other statistica issued by the forestry sector.
tie revenues of the For"ty Management and Production Operation (Opération Aménagement et
Production Forestière - OAPF) for example, which amouated to 50 million CFAF in 1987 for
firewood alone, equivalent to 1% of the sector actiity in Bamako. Also to be compared ls the
product of forestry taxes which are applicable to the sector: just under 100 million CFAF, or about
0.6% of tie total revenues of the sector. If the public authorities sucessfully applied the same tax
rate to wood and chcoal that it applies to kerosene (se. dison below), approimatel S billion
CFAF would be generated for the National Foresy Fund.

17. . Wood fuel production is organized around the principal road
axes serving the main cities and consists of both village and spealized producers. Village
producers run independent, subsistence level operations to supplement their family budgets.
Average prodcvity for these operators is one cardoad per man per day over a maximum radius
of 10 km. They normally work 7 hours per day during non-agriltural seasons according to their
own weekly rhythm. The spcialized producers generally are from outside the vMage. lhey have
contractual arrangements with the cart owners, who they pay cither in cash (7500 CFAF per month
in Koutiala, for example) of in kind. Other specalizd woodcutters are recruted by Jargecompanies
(for example SONATAM near Bamako) which use wood for fuel. Organized in two man crews,
they work 10 hours per day and can cut up to 10 tons in less than a week. Along the supply routes
for Bamako, wholesalers generally recruit workers organized in two to five man crws who are paid
about 10,000 CFAF per 15 ton-load in a truck.

18. Forestry exploitadon, whether undertaken by outsiders or the vDIagers themselves,
is left entirelyo othe ictiave of the producer who cut acoording to their means and their
immediate interests. Trees are mutilated and damaged because of the rudimentary tools which are
often used, and because of ecsive trimmig or improper cutting which docs not allow for
regrwth. High trunks to weak to exploit are abandoned and easily aoemsible areas are
overexploited, although ln other areas lre reserves of dead wood remain unused.

19. Woodfuel Irp_ aii Tne sUly sectaor for flrowood and charcoal las become
increasingly diverslfied, rural and more formaL In the past only urban dwellers were interested in
marketing woodfuels; they would go into forested areas themselves to exploit wood or would hire
cutters to fil their carts and trucks New supply networks and ora inal strures have
appeared as rural dwellers recognizewood exploitation as a remunerative activity open to them also.
Here and there, associations of rural wood exploiters are established, and village entrepreneurs
monepolize the rural market. In numerous case£, women are key pardcipants in production and
form asciations to exploit and sel the wood.

20. Several modes of transport are used to bring woodfuels to the cities. In locations
where wood is available at a short distance from the consuming center (ess than 20 to 30 km in
general), carte are the pre' 'iuant mode of transport: these areas include Falra, Fanzana, Bougou
or Doukoloma for suppl> Ségou, and Koba for supply to Kouti"a - ai dcslfied fores.
However in other metropol . , areas such as Bamako or the northern cites, cartu are rarely used.
wood transported by car into the capital represents only 2% of total consumption. 'e peenae
cf wood supplied using various modes of tranport presented in abulA should be viewed as
purely representative, since the figures are based on data gathered by the forestry check stations
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at city entrances; this data is hr from exhaustive and has a tendency to underestimate inormai
modes of transport

Zabla.4s MCOES OF TRAUPoe FOR MC A CUHO
lm PERCN

Smako Kayus sikauso Koutialal ouaount
1969 198 1965 1965 1985

Fre ght trucks 83 32 21 3
Coenred opobdtrucks 9 21 r 5
Other vhicles 0 7 3 2

ubtotal 92 54 60 31 10

Train 6 6 0 0 0
Cmnoo 0 6 0 ô 0

Subtotat 6 12 0 0 0

Carte 2 28 32 64 69
Saut tranqport O S 8 5 21

Subtotat 2 33 40 69 90

Charcoal
Fretght trucks 74 0 0 0 0
Covered open bed trucks 25 O 9 0 O
Other vehictes o 0 6 1 3

8ubtotat 99 0 1S 1 3

Train 1 6 0 0 0
tio O 4 O O O

8btotal 1 10 0 ° °

Carte 0 42 6 92 14
Stt transport O 49 79 7 83

&Mhtotak 0 91 85 99 97

gur.fm: DNEF, UISO, AS.

21. Motorized transport is the major means of supply to the capital and the northern
cities. Small covered open bed tnu and larger freight trucks are sent on ever longer distances
i search of wood; Bamako is now supplied by large trucks or tractor tralers which bringwood from
over 150 km by way of the Bamako-Ségou route. These trucs often load wood duing a retura trîp,
thus keeping thoir cost lbw. In addition, the coss cf tansporting charcoal by these means
(informal transport) are very oompetitive and up to 30% lower than the costs of a t formalr modem
tasport company dedicated to charcoal transport ( T Iable 3). Some have cutting crew and
occasionail modem equipment Chainsaws are now used in rural Mali for general felling of timber.
However in general terns, there are stll no real large private entrepreneurs who specalize in
foresty exploitation. Most entrepreneurs have come into the trade as a result of having
occasonally marketed wood to fl empty trucks returning to the city, and now operate rather
precarious operations of thei own with aging equlpment and litde orgnization.
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Tabtg L.s COM PICE FOR rOeIZED tlUNUTPORT

PAVED UNPAVED
Informat Informa

Soctor Modem Informat /odem Modem informa /mOtrMn

Transports

Covered open bed 160 134 84%
ouwmieoed trucks 490 338 69%

Largo-tod trucks 512 353 69% 707 46 66%
Tractor traiter 830 S66 68% 1054 704 67%

I0aa: Transmnerg, 1984

22. There are also other means of transport: canous (pirogues) are stil an important
mensim of Wpply to Mopti, but no longer to Bamako; rafi tranport bas taken on importance for
suppIying Kayes and the capital 4/ from the forests in the western part of the country. Rail
taport s used mainl by women, who use it rather effectively to market wood and other products
bath localry and internationally (between Sénépgl and Mali).

23. Poduction and lr t o aroL Charcoal is produced in earthen kdins by
traditional charcoal makers and occasionally by cast-iron craftsmen (although their numbers are
dereasing; demand has provided incentives for more unaff;liated craftsmen to take up char"oal
makdng). Taese rudimentay kIlns have an efficiency of between 10% and 15%. Two types of
charca producers are found mi the supply chain: the small vilage charcoal maker and the
professional chardoal producer. The frst uses email kIilns, usually located beide his or her home,
which produce two or three bag of cbarcaL ihe quantities of wood exploited fur this operation
are limited and do not infinge on resource productivity. Ihese part-time cbsrxon makers are
seeking additional incorne; many are women. Bags of charcoal (35 kg on average) are sold to
distributors for about 250 CFAF (1989 data) and resold on the urban market for 750 CFAF. lie
professional charcoal producer is more speialied and wellintegrated into the suppy chain; they
are mostly men. These producers are representative of the new type of rural entrepreneur who
undertakes secondaiy business activities during non-agricutural seasons. A true lumberman, the
professional uses only the species which produce the beat charcoal - the Burkea Africana (siri) the
Prosopis Africana (guélé) and the Terminalia (wolo) - and which are also important species for
ecological balance. lhe trees are cut and transported ty mule.drawn carte t the carboniation site
Iocated in the exploitation area. Charcoal in thon transported by various means, depending on the
level to which the market is developed in the destination city. For cities in the interior, the
producr himself anspor the product on foot, by bicycle or by cart. In Bamako, where craftsmen
and household consmere require large quantities, charcoal i8 transported by large and emall trucks

'lbM tormg of wood tapoe by ra to the caa quntupled bto 195 aM 1988, yat rores only 6%
Of die 19m totl
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24. Urban Marketing and iibution. Ibe urban marketing system for wersd is
relatively diversflied: it comprie wholesalers, who sometimes have means to transport wood and
can store large quantities; distrnbutors; and an extended network of neighborhood retailers
Retaler are sometimes even occasional workers, saving money to make a certain purchase. 'le
conveyance from transporter to urban merchant can also take various formn: it is not rare for a
large truck to spend several days in the capital to pasn its production along to small retailers. The
charcoal market in Bamako is more structured, with ten larger distributors who control most of the
supply (originating mostly from the Banamba area) and who often sel by the bag to large
consumera Tiere are also many small retailers who sell charcoal in small bundles.

W-oodfuel Price Siructur

25. Current Levels and Past Trends. The retail price tor woodfuels varies widely from
one city to another, as summaried in Table 3.6 below (also see TAble 11 in Annex 5). l'e lowest
average prices were found in Koutiala, where wood sells for 6 CFAF/kg and charcoal for 40
CFAF/kg. The highest prices are in Gao, where the two fuels seal for 19 CFAF/kg and 76
CFAF/k& respectively. Fuel prices in the capital approach those in Gao -19 CFAF/kg for wood
and 66 CFAF/kg for charol - and are comparable to prices recorded in other Sahelian capitals.
It should be noted that fuel prices vary considerably from one neighborhood to another, with
differentials of 20% to 30%, and that the price of firewood varies seasonally (increases of 10% to
20% in the winter).

ale 3.6: Firewood and Charcoat Price«

Bamko SgOM Koutital Nopt Oaa"

Averege Price CCFAF/kg)
Plrewood 18,5 12,1 5,7 12,7 19,0
chrmoot 66,3 49,? 49,r 53,1 76,9

firewood
Ninimai price (CFAf/kg) 16,0 9,3 S,0 11 8 16,7
Nhximma price (CFAf/k) 29,1 13,7 7,5 15,2 21,0

Chercoal
Minima price (CFAF/kg) 47,8 36,3 25,4 44,0 66,7
Naxima price (CFAF/kg) 83,3 62,5 62,5 64,5 80,0

Notes 4200 total observations In the ftve cites <June 1989 In Bamako and
August 1989 In the other cities).

Iirfl: ESUAP Surveys, 1989
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26. lie put trends of flrewood and charcoal prices are difficuit to estimc ..e, since data
on woodfuel pricos is scarce sad unreJiable. It is probable that, after a period of stagnation, fuel
prices jumped in 1984 when Mali converted to CFAF currency, as wus the case for numerous
Malian products. TIe price has dereased gradually in real terms and now lies at levels comparable
to or even les than those at the beg1nning of the 1980s. TIe contradiction between stagnating or
decreasing prices and increasing scarcity of wood resources has been noted in many Sabelian
countries. Several factor explain this phenomenon: the increased competition between producers
and a decrease in the opportunity cost of peasant labor; and the signpficant decrease in the reai
price of petroleum products. lhe ratio between the price per kilogram of charcoal and that of
wood has nonetheless remained fairly stable, between 3:1 and 4:1.

27. £du Given the complexti of the woodfuel network and the numerous
transactions which take place before the fuel reaches the retait market, it is often difficuit to make
a detailed analysis of the price structure for wood and charcoaL The producer's component can
vary between 30% and 60% of retail price, depending on the distance between the production zone
and the urban conter. Round wood delivered to roadside wus selling in 1988 for 13 to 14 CFAF/kg
at a distance of 30 km from Bamako and at 6 CFAF/kg 60 km from the capital (along roadways
to Ségou). Distance is not the only parameter affecting producer price, however. lhe avalability
and mode of transportation, accessbility of the production zone (paved or unpaved roads),
condition of the resource (quantity and density), proxiiity of the resourco to tii roadside also are
determinants lu the price, espedally since woodfuel transport often is a econdary activity for most
tranporterm

28. Similarly, the margin between the transporter and the urban distributer vaiies
according to the participants and the type of transaction (bult, semi-bulk or retail). Avallable
fgures suggest margins of about 30% to 50% for urban wholesalers, with the transporter taking
between 10% and 30% of the retail price. Margins and profits for trsporters and wholesalers are
high, but not unusually so: when a resource is scarce, the owner of capital (available cash, truck)
wli make a profit when the price is high and thus has a large margin for negotiation vis-a-vis the
producer. It should be noted that these transporters and narketers provide the best service at the
best price - and attempts by the public sector in Mali to administer woodfuel marketing proves this
point. Retail sales of wood and charcoal generate large margins but small absolute income for tiie
retailers: the average retailer eams only several thousand CFAF per week.

29. llus it i primarily the conditions for transporting woodfuels, specialy the distance
from the consumption center, which deterQine the price of standing wood (which is equal to the
producer price minus his actual compensation). Aceording to the estimates in Table 3 the price
of standing wood ranges between 3 and 10 CFAF/kg around the capital, depending on the location
fr3m which the wood originates, equivalent to 20% to 50% of the retail price of fmlrwood and 5%
to 15% of the retait price of a bag of charcoal in Bamako. It is interesting to compare this price
to the cost of planted wood, esdmated at 11 to 14 CFAF/kg (without taking into account the fixed
cost of the land). Given the present stagnation of woodfuel prices, it i not profitable to plant trees
for fuel production, even in pet-urban zones.
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I&le 3.7: Price of Standing Wood Near Bamako

Wood Data collected fron road side

Producer price (CFAF/kg) 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5
Price of standing wood (CFAF/kg) 3.5 5.0 7.5 10.0

Charcoal

Producer price (CFAF/kg) 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
Price of standing wood (CFAF/kg) 2.3 4.0 5.8 7.5

ASSUNPTIONS

Production rate - forest exploiter: 200 kg/day
Production rate - charcoul producer: 70 kg/dey
Carbonization efficiency: 12X
Daity labor cost: 500 CFAFIday

b»* ss ide lgst for N»dfiel

Tree Plantations and Forest Managment

30. Various types of tree plantation projects - dry and irrigated, large.scale industrial
and small landholders - have been attempted in Mali. Two major non-irrigated industrial
plantations projects, designed to supply Bamako and Sikasso, accounted for three-quarters of forest
investments under the last fîve-year plan: the OAPF of the Second Forestry Project, financed by
AID (3400 hectares planted, 600 additional ha planted each year) and the Sikasso Management and
Reforestation Operations (SMRO). Other activities have been attempted on a more modest scale:
for example, attempts to use surrounding growths abandoned by the Office du Niger as industrial
tree plantations, as well as vilage reforestation programs in various locations.

31. These projects have met with disappointment, both in terms of economic viabllity
and participation levels by local populations. Tree plantations, whether they are irrigated or not,
industrial or peasant, are veiy costly. The most expensive option is, without doubt, non-irrigated
industrial plantations, with costs per hectare of about 13 CFAF/kg. Rural-based operations do not
really cost much less; the costs are simply distributed differently, and the local smallholder is
required to contribute in terms of land and labor. Still, the land and labor of the Malian peasant
each has an opportunity cost: when a tree plantation is established on agricultural land, the cost
of standing wood is about 1I CFAF/kg Given current market prices, it is more profitable for the
peasant to cultivate the land or even to let it lie fallow. Thus it would be advantageous to modify
strategies to reflect an agro-forestiy orientation, and various programs of this type, such as the
Office du Niger program, have been introduced.

32. With the exception of projects to identify and protect classified forests (fire breaks,
etc.), few management programs have targeted the natural forests. Ibe costs of managed forests,
while not ins nt, are stil less than the cost of tree plantations. Thus it is somewhat
surprisng that this strategy has been attempted so rarely - especially since some forested zones are
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not exploited at all, while others are plundered in a chaotic manner. Land management is a means
of pre8erving and enrching the forest at more reasonable costs than plantations: the cost of
standing wood in managed forest if 4 CFAF/k, or three times less than the cost of planted wood.
Forests could be identified for management using the major inventory conducted by the PIRL,
which has developed detailed forestry maps for the Koulikoro, Ségou, Sikasso and (soen) Kayes
regions, as well as in other (non.desert) parts of the country.

33. The Second Forestiy Project includes a component for managing classified forests
located along rail lines, especialy the Mont Mandingues forests. In order to obtain more
information on classified forests, socioeconomic studies and aerial photographic missions. were
conducted in 1990. The results of these studies were used to define preliminary forest management
plans which have been used to implement pilot managed sites, where management mecanisms and
strategies can be tested.

34. One project deserves special notice, given that it exemplifies the evolution of the
forest sector towards new approaches: the Forustry Management and Vilage Reforestation Project
for Koulikoro. Tis project wIl employ simplified land management and village supervsion of local
natural resources to implement systems for fîrewood production. Thus revenue generation for the
local population is preserved, while simultaneously protecting the forest capital and its reproduction
potentiaL After an initial stage during which the land affected by the project was delineated, the
project entered its operational phase in 1990.

Es=Resulton andSoto

35. Regulation and control of Mali's forests constitutes a large part of NWFD activities
and affects both rural communities and wood professionals. Forestiy texts are based almost
axclusively on protection of forested areas - protection of classified forests, protection against forest
fires, protection against exceme exploitation - with the NWFD acting as a spxialized police force.
Revenues from collecting taxes and fines constitutes more than half of NWFD's financial resources.
Fines levied against 3000 offenses charged in 1987 brought 160 million CFAF to the National
Foresty Fund, a sum eqivalent to revenues from forest tax collection. However, these fines did
not have the full effect intended: prohibitions against exploitation generated revenues for the
Forest Fund (2200 charges between 1986 and 1987), but had no effect on constraining illel
commercial exploitation.

36. The jurisdiction of the Government and the local rural populations with regard to
posseion and management of lands and forests has long been ambiguous. Use of poor foresty
methods by the forest agents themaclves has encouraged poor management and exploitation
mcthods on the part of the locals: increasing use of brush fires for clearing land, a main culprit in
the degradation of the forest cover (1500 cases recorded in 1987), is evidence of the ignorance of
both lcals and forestiy agents with regard to proper forest management

37. A permit must be obtaied and a fee paid by those who exploit the forest for wood
productin and who produce charcoaL In 1987, 25,600 cutting permits and 8,600 carbonization
permits were granted, giving the State control over only a fraction of the true woodfuel market:
122,000 tons of wood and 5,200 tons of charcoal, equivalent repectively to 12% and 5% of MaIis
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urban consumption for the fuels. In order to strengthen control of woodfuels entering the capital,
the Forestry has established six check stations along the principal roadways entering Bamako (see
Aium. ). rnese check stations have lead to only a marginal improvement in control of woodfuel
influxes: in 1989, quantities recorded in Bamako represented only 20% of the actual entries for
wood and 10% of those for charcoaL

W-oodfuel Tax Pla

38. Woodfuel taxes amount to 200 CFAF per stere of wood and 250 CFAF per 100 kg
of charcoal (0.7 CFAF/kg and 2.5 CFAF/kg, respective). lhese levies are constant and do not
take into account the real value of wood in different production areas. As shown in Table 3i wood
taxes represent from 5% to 20% of the value of standing wood, depending on the area; similarly,
4% to 12% of the retail price of wood and charcoal is attributable to taxes. The uniform tax leads
to the following unfavorable conditions: (i) woodfuels produced in areas dose to consumption
centers, that is in areas where ecological risk is the greatest, have a lower relative tai; (il) producers
who supply Gao are taxed less (in relative terms) than those who supply Koutiala - although the
distance between production zone and consumption center is the same in both cases. In summary,
the more scarce the resource, the lower the relative tax rate for its exploitation.

Tabte 3.8: Uoodfuet Taxes

A. IOOD

Rolative to rotail price Bsmako Seou Koutieta

Rotait Price (CFAF/k) 18.5 12.1 5.7
X tax 4 6 12

Rotative to producor price mnd price of tmndino wood

Producer Prico (CFAF/kg) 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5
% tex 14 9 7 6

Price of Standing ood (CFAF.kg) 3.5 5.0 7.5 10.0
% tex 20 14 9 7

B. CUARCOAL

Retative to retait price himeko Segou Koutiela

Retait price 66.3 49.7 40.6
X tux 4 5 6

Retative to producer price and price of standing wood

Producer Pric (CFAF/kg) 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
X tax 13 8 6 5

Price of Standino Wood (CFAF.ke) 2.3 4.0 5.8 7.5
X tax 13 ô 5 4

ASSUNPTIONS:-

Wood Tax: 0.7 CFAF/kg
tharoost Tex: 2.5 CPF/kg
Carbonixatian efficiencyt 12Z
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39. Ile tax often is paid as a lump sum, determined by the mode and frequency of
transport and estimated transport expenses. It is often the ransporters who obtain the exploitation
rermit, thereby carrying the expenses of the rural producer who supplies him. lhere are two
consequences to this arrangement. On the one hand, the transporter armed with this permnit could
search for fuel wherever he pleases, without being monitored by the foresters. On the other hand,
the permit gives the transporter a certain measure of authority and controi visa-vis the rural
producer: he has the authorization under State seal to legplly cut wood, yet ultimately the peasant
pays indirecdy by forgoing part of his profit. Neither transformation to charcoal, nor transport nor
marketing are required to pay this tax

L iitations of FoLrç= Plg

40. 'he authority and regulations of the Forestry Service were defined to meet
conditions of forest exploitation for woodfuel production which have since evolved: woodfuel
production is no longer primarily a modest, small-scale operation undertaken by lobi craftæmen.
The Forestry Service is illequipped and its authority poorly adapted to current conditions. Now
that commercial exploitation has become relatively widespread throughout Mali, tie NWFD no
longer is able to manage adequately its 10 million ha of foresta and protect them from illegal
outside incursions - despite the fact the NWFD is one of the oldest and best structured forestry
services in West Africa. By continuing to claim the contrary, the service mercl discourages efforts
by others, collectives or individual organzations, who could more effectively take over some of its
operations.

41. Prohibiting access to classified forests for woodfudl production would be tantamount
to, in the absence of means to enforce such a prohibition, an invitation for clandestine, uncontrolled
and destructive offtake. It would also deprive public coffers of the revenue which could be
gcnerated by better organized exploitation of forest resources.

42. By centralizng the system of granting permits for and taxing forest exploitation, a
measure of control is exerted over an informal, fragmented sector which tends to naturally slip
through regulatory cracks. lhe affect would also be to deprive the rural population of one of the
few means at its dislpos to raise production prices charged to transporters and wholeslemrs
FinalY, due to the enormit of the task, effort would be frittered away on local territorial controi
issues instead of the more global and important issues of rational supply.

43. Based on these considerations, the NWFD currently is redefining its approach to
commercial exploitation. It i elaborating mechani ms for Uie gradual transfer of responsibility for
managing protected forests ta local collectives. New regulatory arrangements and mechanisms for
dccentralized tax collection also are being developed Finally, the NWFD plans to emphasize
cooperative management of dassified forests in partnership with the local inhabitants. The fortry
strategy of this report is based on these modified approaches.
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47. LPG is distrîbuted by three of the four large distnibution companies: SheU, the main
operator, distributes canisters sized in quantities of 2.7 k (popular gas), 12.5 kg (claslc residential
gas) and 30 kg (hotels, restaurants and small industry). Total-Texaco distributes 6 kg canisters
(popular gas) and Mobil, which has recharge stations shared with SheJI, distrbutes 125 kg and 38
kg canisters

48. Shell and Total-Texaco import LPG from the Abidjan refinery. The two companies
have their own storage and flling stations in MaIl. Total-Texaco's faciliies at Bamako have a
storage capacity of 30 tons and Shell
has 625 tons capacity in Bamako and 25 tons capacity at Mopti Shell's market position should be
strengthened by implementation of a new flling center Mopti f/ in association with Mobil

49. The 12.5 kg and 2.7 kg canisters sold by Shell in 1990 cost 5600 and 880 CFAF,
respectively. Total-Texaco s 6 kg canisters sel! for 4000 CFAF, with recharge costs of 2200 CFAF.
Ivestments for popular gas enjoy a five-year total exemption from taxes; after five years, the
applicable tax structure is regressive (advantageous clauses of the tax code applied to filling centers).
hie price of LPG is 320 CFAF/kg for popular gas in 2.7 kg canisters (366 CFAF/kg in 6 kg

canisters), versus 448 CFAF/kg for gas sold in 12.5 kg canisters.

50. The 1988 price structure for popular gas is presented inT able3.10 (See also l i
1D in Annex 2). The CIF ex-refineiy purchase price for LPG (at the SIR refinery) is 140,000
CEAF/ton, equivalent to US$500/ton in 1988. Tbis la double the international market price. Since
then, the purchase price has been renegotiated to 110,000 CFAF, or US$330/ton, which stilsla
above international levels. Other potential supply sources have been explored by the distribution
companies, such as supply from Ghana, where the purchase price would be US$250/ton. Under
this supply option, the economic cost would be about 275 CFAF/kg and would decrease even
further with planned development of the LPG market (diversification scenario desnibed in Annex
6), to reach a level of 250 CFAF/kg.

W/ WiWhc apacity to carg 1300 - 3 kg cants per 8 hour ce, to be addd to sing oaty of 1600 - 3 g
oenlstoe and 1400 -125 kg canistors hi Bamiako.
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tje" 3.10s 1988 Price Structure for LPO end Kerosmne

LPG Kerosene
(CFAF/ton) (CFAF/hl)

Ex-Abîdjan Ex-Dakar Ex-Abidjan

Ex-Port 148700 41% 7863 39% M359 37%
Internate1nul transport 33534 9% 2359 12% 3392 17%
Services 180749 50% 2529 13% 2509 13%
Taxes 0% 7249 36% 6741 34%

Total 362983 100% 20000 100% 20000 100%

Sourcet OSRP, Total-Texaco, 1988

Kerone

31. Kerosene also is inported by the large petroleum distribution companies from
Abidjan and, to a lesser extent, from Dakar. Kerosene sales have grown veiy slowly but consistently
at a rate of 1.8% since 1982: this rate parallels the growth rate for urban and rural populations not
comnected to the grid. Sector operators agree that sales are note likely to increase by more than
1% annually in coming years as long as kerosene is only used for lighting and other aumiliaay uses
(such as combustion fuel for cooking fires).

52. Kerosene seJls at the pump for 200 CFAF/liter in Bamako and for 205 to 210
CFAF/liter in other cities. There also is a small neighborhood distibution syteni, which generally
charges a reasonable margin of between 15 and 20 CFAF/liter. In Gao, kerosene shortages have
lead to the use of 'diesel lampsW, kerosene lamps operated with gis ofl, which la often imported
clandestinely from Algeria

53. The relative price of kerosene peaked in 1982 and has decreased steadily since then.
Its share in the household budget currently is 1.5 times less than in 1979 and 2.5 times less than in
1982. Still, kerosene sells for well above its economic cost, for two main reasons. lhe irst concerns
the supply source chosen by Wi's petroleum product marketers: the ex-reflneiy prives at Abidjan
and Dakar are twice the comparable CIF prices in the same ports: 39 CFAF/liter in 19878, versus
74 and 78 CFAF/liter respectively at the two refineries. Although prices were lowered drasdically
in April 1989 (50% reduction in the ex-depot price), they remain between US$20/ton (Abidjan) and
US$40/ton (Dakar) above comparable international prices.

54. The second reason concerns the hgh fiscal surchug pJaced on the product by the
Malian Government Ihe average surcharge was 35% of retaii price in 1988 and currently varies
between 45% and 55% since the latest decreases in the acqistion prices. In fact, official taxes only
represnt about 5% of the retail price (slightly more than 10 CFAF/liter), but the Office of
Stabiation (OSRP) collects a surcharge of between 40 and 50% dependmg on the suppWly source,
nearly 100 CFAF/liter. Clearly if a liter of kerosene were pFchased at the prevaln international
market price and then sold to the public without surcharges, it would comt about 90 CFAF instead
of the current 200 CFAF.
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55. The fiscal surcharges on residential kerosene represents a considerable burden to
the consumer, but litdt, benefit to the Government. Only 1 billion CFAF were collected from this
source In 1988, of which 75% was attributable to stabilization surcharges. Certaiy ths is not a
non-negligible sum, as it represents about 7% of public revenues from the petroleum secor.
However, when considering the posslbility of abandoning fical surcharges, potential substitution
effects should also be taken into acoount: diesel migit be substituted by kerosene in certain sectars
(industry, rnportation) if the price of the kerosene becomes substandally less than the price of
dieseL

EIctrclty Suppy

General AIR"s

56. For Energie de Mali (EDM), thë problems associated with household demand for
lecticit - wi currently represent just over a third of total power sales - are general operating

and m ent problems: reliability of service, equipment and network maintenance, recovering
customer delinquencies, maintaining financial balances, etc.

57. Household demand is not a determinig factor in the utilitys peak demand. Energy-
intensive electric household appliances such as hot water heaters, air conditioners or electric
cookstoves are used by only a fraction of households, and thus the peak period for household
consuiption (between 7 pm and 11 pan.) corresponds to a relatively limited power demand In
fact the maximum system demand for the interconnected grid is actually in the warm season (in
Apri, for example) during business hours - between 9 am and 4 pm.

58. A key problen in the devélopment of electricity use in the residential sector is the
difculty of mobilizing the investments needed to expand generating and distribution facilities
operated by the EDM. During the period 1985 to 1989, EDM invested 22 billion CFAF (more than
US$70 million) and has projected inestments levels for 1990.1994 of 83 billion CFAF (US$270
million, of which US$43 million is slated for expanding the distribution network). lhus the power
utiity itself wIl absorb 10% of publiec sector expenditures during that period.

59. Part of the planned investments will go towards renovating and restucturing
Bamako's distribution systemn (totalling 600 km of lines, 400 of them low voltage), which has become
obsolete and no longer is capable of meeting demand. Other investmcnts wl espand electrif on
to new ncighborhoods (although the new connection rate does not keep pace with the population
growth rate). Nine neighborhoods were trgeted for electriffcation under the First Power and
Water Project, and EDM plans to elctri an additional 12 neighborhoods on the right bank of the
river, a projet which wMl require laying nearly 120 km of new low voltage lines between 1990 and
1997. The co of the distribution network are about 7 million CFAF/km (totalling nearly 1 bilion
CFAF); per customer coso are about 200,000 CFAF in areas which are more aceible and have
a Migeer concentration of potential customers, and 1,200,000 CFAF in other areas (the average coot
per customer is 450,000 CFAF).
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Accstom EIleeqt& Power

60. For eurrent consumers, their are two main issues: the quality of sçrvice and the cost
of power. The issues for those not connected to the grid come down to the mere opportunity to
be connected (neighborhood served by the distribution system) and an affordable fee charged for
that connection. Future investments for power generation and distribution should improve
considerably the quality of electric service, which is still deficient despite the progress made,
especlaily in the cities of the interior.

61. Current average costa per kWh are just over 60 CFAF. EDM has two residential
tarifs: a uniform small-consumer tarif (single phase, 3 to 5 amperes) f&xed at 59 CFAF/kWh
including ta, and a regressive diferential tarif (triple phase) corresponding to three consumption
levels: 77, 69 and 50 CFAF. hie social tariff applies to a substantial fraction of consumers: two-
thirds of the consumers in Bamako, Ségou or Gao and more than 80% in other cities (Kayes, Mopti
and Tombouctou).

62. Taking into account the subscribed power charge for each type of residential
consumer (about 100 CFAF for the sngle phase tarif and 1000 CFAF for the triple phase tarf),
ighting cos0t alone amount to more than 1500 CFAF per month, the average bill for EDM mini-
consumers (based on 3 lighting sources with combined power of 200 W, used 5 hours per day). This
fiure is similar to lighting costs for kerosene users in households not connected to the grid: about
50 CFAF per day, totalling 1500 CFAF/month. 2/ Although the price differential is insigniicant,
electric lighting provides a clearly superior illumination with a greater degree of ease and comfort
for the consumer. the cost of an hour of illumination is slightly more expensive for the electricity
option, but the illumination provided is 30 times better in terms of luminosity).

63. There are two main constraints to developing use of electric power in households.
The flrst concerns the limited rate at which urban networks are developed: many medium- to
upper-income households who might otherwse prefer connection to the grid do not have this
possiblity as an option because their neighborhoods are poorly served by the network (or not at
all). In Bamako, for example, the connection rate per neighborhood varies from 2% to 70%.
Furthermore, in neighborhoods served by the power distribution network, constraints are foiJ at
a second level prohibitve connection costs. Installation of a meter costs approximately 70,000
CFAF for single phase customers, if the line is already within close proximity to the residence. If
a pole must be erected to bring the line up to the residence, costs rise to more than 150,000 CFAF.
These cots exlude a large number of potential clients from receiving electric service, In addition,
the high connection costs provide an incentive for customers to resell the power or instaül bootleg
connections; the level of this type of activity could not be ascertained by household surveys.

lhesoeseas cman amoust to 4000 to S CFAF pet month in met afflent ares, such as the ura delopmt
area in Makda (acccrdlng to a NHD sunrv).
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Pe etklecrdca : an Intermediat Solution

64. For households not connected to the grid, the main alternative has been to use
kerosene for lighting: use of kerosene lamps is widespread in rural areas, among urban householda
without electricity and even as emergency equipment in households connected to the grid. The
other household appliances in use (radio, tashlights) are battery operated; otherwise, these
householda generally go without the amenities associated with electricity. More recently, new tpes
of non-electric appliances have been put into circulation in Mali: televisions operating on direct
current from automotive batteries (4000 to 5000 sets in use in Bamako); portable or stationary
lmps (more powerful than kerosene lamps or f ashlights) fueled by gas, regular batteries, or
rechargeable batteries using normal current or photovoltaic panels (with recharging services offered
by neighborhood merchants).

65. Equipment of this type, representing the new iprectriflctioe (access to amenities
associated with electric service before the actual connection to the &rid) generation, are already sold
by Malian merchants. Ihe direct current television sets have developed a relatively strong market,
but the new lighting options are still not well known to the public. Different lighting models (see
Annex 6) were tested for this study and compared with more traditional modes of lighting (regular
electric lamps, kerosene lamps or candles) and presented in demonstrations to consumer groups.

66. Ihe main characteristics of these new lighting options are summarized in Table 3.11
Analysis of the cost and performance efficiency of these options lead to a aeeming obvious initial
conclusion: the best, most economic Jightha, option ia regular electric lightin& Stiui, access to the
grid must be provided to the consumer under acceptable financial conditions. Lighting options
using dipsable batteries were prohibitively expensive; they are not likely to be put into continuous
use. The same cannot be said for the gas lamps and lamps operating on rechargeable batteries.
Ihe Lighting provided by these two options was far superior to that provided by kerosene lamps
(based on theoretic relative prices for equal lighting levels). hie coat of gas lamps per lumen-hour
was two tmes less than that of kerosene lamps; the rechargeable battery-operated lamp cost five
times lesa. However in many cases, consumers appear content with the inferior lighting provided
by kerosene lamps.

67. The terms of competition are as follows. Initial investment for a kerosene lamp is
about 4000 CFAF, with operating costs of S CFAF per hour of lighting. By comparison, the gas
lamp requires twice the investment (9000 CFAF) and operating momts 10 times higher for lighting
which is 20 times better. The rechargeable lighting option requires a substantially higher iial
investment: about 40,000 CFAF for the lamp and 12,000 CFAF for the least expensive solar panels)
with operating costs 2 to 3 times those of the kerosene lamp, to achieve an improved lighting level
of 5 to 20 ties. StIil another option exists for certain households which have the possiblty of
becoming mini-demand customers of EDM: pay 80,000 to 150,000 CFAF for connection to the grid
and obtain lighting which la 35 tumes better than the kerosene lamp for the urme operating costs.
lineue customers would have the short- to medium-term option of increasing their load by

eventually using more lighting and other electric appliances, auch as television sets and fn

68. Demonstrations of the various lighting options to consumer groups in neighborhoods
withoi.t electricity l Bamako, Mopti and Gao met with very positive results. The mout popular
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options were the rechargeable lamps. Consumers profenred electric lamps over gas lamps, portable
rather than stationar lighting options, and individual rocharge options rather than collective. When
accompanied by appropriate credit faciliies, initial investment costs were not viewed as obstacles
by consumers.

]gbjt 3.11: Nain Characteristics of Lighting Options

Powr Ittulination Iiltiination/ Hours Iwnvstmnt Cost par itu inatlon
(11) <luw) Kerosons of <CfAf> Hour ot Cost

Lo Operation Itlumination (F/ktIn)

REfERENCE OPTIONS:
Ctsic Light bulbs 60 no 37 2000 4 6
Candies 12 0.6 5 50 10 833
Kerose e lanps 200 20 1 12 4000 5 230

BAS uLPS:
LuWogz 450 450 23 6 9000 59 132

SAtTERY LANPS
Disposable 8 240 12 8 160W0 268 1116
Rechargeable a>) 8 240 12 8 46=0 7 31

STATIOMARY LIGHTIN¢
Bank ot lights and
Automotive battory 18 540 27 18 27000 il 20

PH0OTLtAIC LIGHTINC (b)
Average utp 3 95 5 3 35000 13 137
Large lamp 9 450 23 8 43000 20 43

OBSERVATIONS
(a) Investnent coste do not include refItt costs.
(b) Tho coste of portable photovoltalc lape aro net of taxes.

urcesa: ESAP estimates.

69. Ibe consumer choices observed during the study reflect consumer frustration with
electric sevice (middle dass consumers, in partiular). Ihey also reflect the quality of service
provided by the lamps displayed in the presentation. Due to high initial coats for the lamps,
distribution may have to be limited initially to only the most well-to-do households in non-electifed
urban areas and to government officials or merchants m rural areas. There is deflnitely a mrket
for these lamps, just as there is for battery-operated television sets. They have an advantage as
original, intermediste optîons, between inaccessible ele ricity and the makeshift nature of the
kerosene lamp. The former remains a lighting source for the masses, mi the same way "populare
gps is used by many for cooking (however the single-burer gas cooker does not cot 12 mes the
price of an improved wood stov,e, a comparable relation to that which cists between the pre-
electrif;iation system and the kerosene lamp).
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Table Ils FUE W0M0 PRICE StRUCTURES FOR UUPPLY SV TRUCK

Bamako (1988>) Npti Sikasso
(1988) (19m)

Truck htr,. Roturn Inpty Truck h1re truck hire

CfAF % CFAF % CFAP X CFAf X

Felling permit (a) 0.6 4% 0.6 4% 0.6 4% 0.6 9%

Roadelde price (b) 6.0 39% 6.0 39% 6.2 35X 3.1 43%

Transport colt (c) 4.5 29X 0.9 6% 3.6 20% 1.6 23%

Nand1tng <d) 0.3 2% 0.3 2% 0.3 1% O0

Colts 11.4 73% 7.8 50% 10.7 60X 5.3 74%

Nark-up te) 4.1 27% 7.7 50X 7.1 40X 1.8 26%

Retait price 15.5 100% 15.5 100X 17.8 100X 7.1 100%

(a) Flat rate b4sed on 30 steres per 10*t truck and 50 sterés per
tractor-tra1ler. Average actuel quantit1es carrIed are 9.6 t end
18.8 t respectivety.

(b) Se Arex 7 for luamko.

(c) flat rate per journey for vehicto hire .stlmted et 30% of
officiat rates for transport of solid good (CFAF 25/t/km) per 100
km of "return eupty" Journey.

<d) Loading anJ unloadine.

<e) Wholesale and retait murk-up, 1nct. costs of wood choppino.

IiurM: ESNAP estimétes for Sameko and Nopti.
"Marchés urbains des produits forestiers*" DNEF-CTPT und OCS

for Si kaso.
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TaMlR NAJON URAJS ARIA FUELUO9 SUPLY SYSTS

Type ef Ibiiio »oye Stkaaao ICcutiea Bouglt %%ms 511iaso Kouef aie Suount
tansport Cal <b> Ccl (c( )c> < c> Cc> c>

Truk MX 32% 21% 3X
Ptcklp 14% 21X 7% 5X 9%
Other Ce 3X 7r 3X 2X 6X 1X 3X

Subtotal 81a 54 60X 31X 10X 1X2 lx 3X

Uan 11X 28X 32X 64X 69% 42% 2 92X2. 14X
OtherC t 0% 5% 8X 5% 21X 49X 79% 7X 83M

e.. . .......... ....c ... ... * .... a. .... .... ....

Sulbtotai 11% 33X 40% 69X 90X 90X 85X 99X 97X

Train SX 6X 6X
Pt rgue 32 62 4X

C.> Private vehctes
,> Bficycle, .ped, on head, etC.

Cà) Aug. 1987, "Propositions de mesures pour te réduction de ta.consomution de bois de chauffe à
mako," DNip, Jan. 1988.

,b> JunAup. 1988, "Rpports d'qutes sur les filières d'approvsfovie t en bois-énergie de te
vitLe de Kaye,* DREF/UNSO, Stp. 1988.

Cc) Aprii-Nay 1985, "Narchés urbains de produits forestiers, tm ON!F-CTFT, CARS Jue 1985.
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abte Z3s FOREST EXPLOITATION A EIEIIA NT

Total
ioodfwl consutption (lOOOt)

bcd l718
CtbvrcoaL 65

Forest Exploitation (CICOt)

Fu.lwood 718
Wood for charcoal S42
Total 1260

Arme2 (1000 ha)

Areas under production 105
total forast ar a 3149
total rural land 15746

Villages Involved (ruder)

Each exploitin 500 ha 2033
Each producino 500t/yaar 2519

manaemnt needs (1000 ha)

State forests
Viltage forests

Controllod areas for 1991-2000 <10 ha)

State foreste 100
Viltat forests 1500

Management areas for 1991-2000 (1000 ha)

State forests 100
Villat forests 300

ASSUiPTIONS

Standino wood: 12tIha
Amutal Incrmmnts 0.4t/ha/year
20% of village land undr exploitation
5OOt/years 50 producers at 10t/year
10% of forest reserves, .e. 100,OOOha under exploitation
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tabe 14s YOD PRODUCTION COST

Labour efficiency (person-day/ton of wood)

Exploitation 2
Transport (5 km) 2
Handifnq a preparation 1.3
Loading 0.?

Total 6

Production

Daily Production (kglperson-day) 167
Working days per year 60
Yearly production tTonlyear) 10

Production costs

Labour daily costs (CFAF/day 500
Total labour costs (CFAF 1000/year) 30
Depreciation equtpment/miscellaneous (CFAF/year) 2
Wood production cost (CFAF/k) 3.2

VIllage forest manaement

Labour per exploited hectare (person-day/ha) 1S
Standin wood <ton/ha) 12
Yanagement cost (CfAF/kg wood) 0.6

Control by villages

Number of producers 50
Village production Ctonlyear) 500
Rural ranger (CFAF 1000/year) 100
Loceal controt cost (CFAF/kg of wood) 0.2

Sources Data on forest production and management from FAO,
Koulikouro Project, and ESNAP estimates.
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ANNEX 6: CONSUMPiON OF COOKIN¢ UELS iN 2000

A. TREND SENARiO (Chrcol p's'Mbr
Sonn. Nth. $mai

Bamah cie dcI Ci«. Rural Tomi

Populaomn i1000 inhablonitu 1494 583 342 856 8103 11378

% of population ng woo c:
Main fe 65 89 79 95 100 95
5 «cay fl 2 2 2 0 0 0

Total 67 91 81 95 *100 95

9 of population whig chqrol o:
Plin e 33 10 20 S O 5
Seca fl 50 75 75 50 0 14
Total 83 85 95 55 0 19

%ol usln uIng gaa o
Main ue 2 1 1 0 0 0
Soiondoay fel 30 1S 1S 5 0 5
Total 32 16 16 5 O 5

96 of poplaion ulng iun os
Mlf..l^ O O O O O O
Secandty fe 1 1 1 0 0 0
Total 1 1 1 0 0 C

Noodu final eneW onsrpil
Wood 1 OOOT) 322 266 90 416 4141 5234
charol 10001) 85 17 14 15 0 130

Wood conumpon
Woodfel (10001> 322 266 90 416 4141 5234
Wood for iacol1000T 711 138 115 121 0 1086
tacl <1OOOT) 1033 405 205 537 4141 6320

Pétrolèm prduci conmpoe
GoIs (10o0 4.5 0.9 0 0.3 0.0 6.2
iro (11000>T 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2

ASSUMPTION
Coinsmptokx p pe nd pr doy
Wood main ofue 0,9 kajp.nen/dry in Bon lo and in cile s
Wood main fue 1,4 Kg/peon/iday el4erw .
Wood tu"»dbw hwJ 0,3 4w/peson/day
ChWoa mm Zw 330 g/penmn/doy
Chroal secnday fue 95 g/peron/day i Damai.
diacol »nmca y fue 60 g/penon/doy elnwher
*horcaaft densy 1296
Gbu Umm hwA 115 g/per4n/day
Gm secondy fel 20 g/persa/d
Keomen min fe 120 g/penon/aoy
KBfsfa Ix»nday fue 20 g/persn/doy
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CONUMION Of COOIN fUElS I N 2000

B. DINERSIRAON SCENARIO
Sootc Non^- Smal

Popultion (la000 nhaban) 1494 583 342 856 8103 11378

a c lahnn 58% 75% 50% 89% 99% 92%q64i"«~~~~~~~~~2 2 % oq % 0

To#ai ' *60% 77% 52% 89% 99% 92%

% of pplto un irolo
Main 20% 10% 20% 5% 0% 3%
Secondoiy fuel 30% 50% 50% 50% 0% 10%
Tohal 50% 60% 70%b 55% 0% 139%

% of poçu n ou csm
Main hil 206 lO9S 15% 1% 0% 3%
Secon fuel 30% 15% 20% 4% 0% 5%
Tdotl 50% 25% 35% 5% 0% 8%

MIUn Tuél 2% 5% 15% 5% 1% 2%
Secoonaty fuel 3% 10% 15% 5 0% 1%
Total 5% 15% 30% 10% 1% 3%

Wood fn eng n 288 209 S1 361 4099 5008
Charcoal(1000T) 43 12 10 13 0 78

-Wood couupto
F-q-- (1000w1cd )I 288 209 51 361 4099 5008
`Vox dcaal10001) 357 98 83 111 0 648
ToaI <1000T) 645 306 134 472 4099 5656

Pomlum p~" co_wpo
Oas (10001) 16 3 3 1 0 22
Kloeene 10 01 2 2 3 2 4 12

ASSUMPDON

YVoo' oh ' 0,9 /penao/r ha S o d owe nst ant)
Wood main O18 O,perXJ ho>, d 25%
Wsood moin 1,3 4wotbO Faits 
Wood Ife 1,4 i/ 
WoodeCo n fie ohl 0,3 Wperon/doff

ommi »=tdoe/ydoy heAwoas mahin 2SO /p.man/day 1 Ghos scoo ndo y fuel 9SgP..oO/ m
C'a fu 0ypondcuy _-

KamahmenKh man 1'dl petsn/
ICuosene secondas>fuel 20 g7peon/nday
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Table 18 : UOOD CMNAJNPTION FORECAST
t1000 tor,slyear>

1987 1990 1995 2000

Kayes
Rural 472 S12 56 671
Urben 80 91 113 140
Total 552 602 698 810

Kout I kouro
Rural 798 886 1057 1260
Other Cittes 113 127 153 184
Bamako 366 444 613 847
Total 1277 1458 1823 2291

Sikasso
Rural 844 900 1001 1113
Urban 203 245 335 458
Total 1Q48 1145 1336 1571

Rural 584 654 754 869
Urban a5 97 122 153
total 669 752 876 1022

NoPti
Rural 438 459 495 534
Urban 61 68 80 94
Total 500 526 574 628

Tombouctou
Rural 108 100 89 79
Urban 37 43 57 75
Total 145 144 146 154

Gao
Rural 87 84 79 74
Urbmn 37 48 75 116
Total 124 132 154 190

Nati
Rural 3331 3595 4060. 460
Urban 983 1164 1548 2066
total 4314 4759 S6m8 66m6

ASStMPTIONS

1) Population growth rate: 3% per year
2) Comsuqption of wood (fueltood and wood for chercoalt idth current

c_ swtton pattern$

Asswuptions for unit cosuiptions of wood and charcoal are presmnted ln Amex
2; theo uswuptions are besed on: (a) results aud extrapolations frco
surveys ln several cities for the study; (b) estimates of rural tfuel
conuitions, as presented ln Annex 3. Uni t consuiptions of wood mad
charcotl are cons1dered consistent over the period 1987-20Q0 for the
following reasons oonoernin parameter influmnc nq these unit consuqutions:
(a) ln rual taras household purmnes1n abitty wtîl reuin constant; (b)
averege houehold size wîtt reamin procticatly constant; (ct culinry habits
of wood fuel-using householdt ulîl change very s8loly.
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Tbte 1°s FORECAST OF IOCDRUEL CONSffPTION IN UMN

1987 1990 1995 '2000

Population (1000 Inhab) 646 784 1082 1494

A. CURREIT CONSUMPTIOw PATTERNS

X of how.hold usina wopd as
Nain fuel 87.5% 87.5% 87.5% 87.SX

Sécondary fuel 2.C% 2.0% 2.0X 2.0%
Total 89.5% 89.5% 89.5X 89.5X

X of houasholdt usin charmotl as
Nain fuel 11.5% 11.0% 11.5% 11.5%

Secondary fuel 56.0% 56.0% S6.0% 56.0%
Total 67.5% 67.5% 67.5X 67.SX

Final enery cornupt1on
wood t1000T) 187 227 313 433

Chrcoal t100T) 21 26 36 50
PrImary anergy conpttion

Fuel wood (100OT) 187 227 313 4»3
Wood for earcoal (1000T) 179 217 300 414

Total <10001) 366 444 613 847

8. CHURCOAL PEINETRATION AS PRIMART FUEL

% of households using wood as
Nain fuel 87.5% 84.0% 74.0% 65.0%

Secondery fuel 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%
Total 89.5% 86.0X 76.0% 67.0%

X of households using charoal es
Nain fuel 11.5% 15.0% 25.0% 33.0%

Secondery fuel 56.0% 55.0% 52.0% 50.0%
Total 67.5% 70.0% 77.0% 83.0%

Final enargy consuxption
Wood 187 218 265 322

Char¢oal 21 29 52 85
Primery anery consumption

Wood 187 218 265 322
Charcoal 179 243 434 711

Total 366 461 699 13M

ASSIIPIONS
Consuptioen par persan *nd par day s

Wood primery fuel 0.9 kg/persan/day
Wood secondary fuel 0.3 kg/person/day

Chercoal primery fuel 330 Olperson/dey
Charcoal sécondary fuel 95 g/pernsVday
Charcoaling efficblncy 12 X
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Amb 7: FOeE.AT PeATION OF UMNRO METAWC WOO 0M'S

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

ds<000) 119 127 136 145 155 165 176 188 200 213
SoM"n dou 35 37 39 41 43 45 48 50 S3 55
NM dmos 21 22 24 25 27 29 31 33 35 37
-na dcm" 104 108 112 116 119 123 126 128 130 132
Ruxd 1329 1359 1390 1422 1454 1487 1521 1556 1591 1628

Equpmntrae i mprowd mealbc waadsow
Bornoie. 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% s0% 50%6 50% 50% Sm
Suih.m dlm 30% 3296 3496 3696 38% 40C6 4296 44% 4646 509`
Nadlwm diS. 159 1896 20% 23% 2696 29% 3196 34% 37W 4096
= "Dde 0% 196 36 546 8S6 10% 139S 1796 21% 25%
uia 0% 0%9 0%9 0% 0%. 19 196 196 196 19b

S* ai hOPoved msk waodsui (1l0 i
Bsnoie 60 64 68 73 78 83 88 94 100 107
Southm dom lt 1t2 13 15 16 18 20 22 24 28
Nodhm dom 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 lt 13 15
$maUdU O t 3 6 10 12 16 22 27 33
Rurd O O O O O 1 15 15 l6 16 1 6
Tad 73 80 89 99 110 136 149 165 181 198

Solo ci hnprwd Monolk woodssowvu <1000 MWis TOMS
bornoi 56 S8 61 63 66 68 71 74 77 80 672

Soumd 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 lt 13 14 90
NOdn mdlhs 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 7 7 9 49
SMo dlw 0 1 2 3 6 6 10 12 16 17 74
Ihmd 0 O O O O 1S O 1S 1 16 47
Tosd 63 68 72 77 84 103 97 118 113 136 931

ASSWVP4X
numpmbjof . poso pur houshodM

S&uem dis 9
Noal cmdl«s 8
SmoellcW.b 6
Sl S

Sba deh sp 2 ya
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Aau*m 7 : POCK AST PENETNA1ION Cf GAS STOV5

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Hoe (1000):. 
8ama 0. 119 127 136 145 155 165 176 188 200 213
Southmndo« 35 37 39 41 43 45 48 50 53 55
Nbon lmdbis 21 22 24 25 27 29 31 33 35 37
S cm«Uctl 104 108 112 116 119 123 126 128 130 132
Rural 1329 1359 1390 1422 1454 1487 1521 1556 1591 1628

Equlon rtsdd cg 
Bomalr 3096 349b 37% 39% 42% 44% 4696 4896 49% 50%
So.hnm doI 596 7%6 99 129% 146 166 18a96 21% 23% 2596
Nobdlm dli. 109 1346 1646 18% 21% 24% 279b 29% 329b 35%
SmAc dke 09 1% 194 1% 2% 2% 39b 3% 4% 5%
Rural 06 096 096 0% 04 096 096 0% .0 096

BonMou lunli 36 43 50 57 65 73 81 90 98 107
SouIlwmlhs d2 3 4 S 6 7 9 il 12 14
Nodhnndu« 2 3 4 à 6 7 8 10 11 13
Sanaidic O 1 1 1 2 2 4 4 5 7
Rua 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TcI 40 50 S9 67 79 89 102 114 127 140

Salnci g0 doms su 000 nlh Told
Samaho 6 12 1S il 15 14 20 24 19 24 159
sothem cou 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 4 3 4 22
Nobdein dtl 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 21
Saenadi.. O 1 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 2 il
Rural O O O O O O O O O O O
Total 8 15 20 13 20 18 28 33 25 33 213

ASSUMPWON:
:emcgo nun6v a( F aota pe.. houah&d
Bosmx 7
Soudiondios 9
Nodhemd hs 8
sna dbs 6
Rua S

Sbi de Jpa 6y .m
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Arnex 7 : FORECAST PENETRATKON OF KER06ENE STOVES

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Bomako 119 127 136 145 155 165 176 188 200 213
souhe n di 35 37 39 41 43 45 48 50 53 55
Nodhon dlo 21 22 24 25 27 29 31 33 35 37
SnacUdti. 104 108 112 116 119 123 126 128 130 132
Rwal 1329 1359 1390 1422 1454 1487 1521 1556 1591 1628

Equlpen" agt a imor uov4s
Bomoko 0%b 1% 1% 2% 2% 3% 3% 4% 4% 5%
Souhem Ceas 0% 1% 2% 4% 5% 7% 9% 11% 13ct 15%
Nrhimd s 0% 3% 7% 10% 14% 17% 22% 26% 28% 30%
Smaltdtf 0% 0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 6% 7% 8% 10%
Rurl 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

St of c. sed &Ms (1000 unit,):
Bonko 0 1 1 3 3 5 5 8 8 1 1
Southem eolas O O 1 2 2 3 4 6 7 8
Nonlumt 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 9 10 11
sm cIos O o 1 2 4 5 8 9 10 13
Rurl 0 1 3 4 6 7 9 11 13 16
Teal 0 4 8 14 18 25 33 41 48 59

Salas of kese *o#,c Tota
-oeicw O 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 4 17
S-AM db« O O 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 1
Nol dule O 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 2 1S
SMa doms O O 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 4 16
Rural O 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 6 24
Talai 0 4 4 6 6 7 11 13 13 18 83

ASSUMPWTMS
Ave nmler d pmm per boum"l*

7
Sohn dtl 9
Nohumn d" 8
smoflti 6
Ruri 5

Slow lde pn: 6 yeco
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ANN"X" et Ds?AIL DES COUTS De LA SYflATROII <ets e et I%t.ua.)

EN IUMIRS Doe u

_ . .. _ _qq ièe ae SOU? TrOTAL

PeOuMwm~d~obe go 180 180 130 180 80 80 30 $O 00
P#Os"o tm sa la 3 800 8 12 1 18 lta ta

I.beewuutwedbouipe 40 »O *70 480 80 10 40 10 45 10
pofe d'a~otead 10 143 80 840 0B0 140 140 140 140 140

Alwa" s.hubewm " mm" lu 80 010 010 160 0 0 0 0 0
AseI tfbd*"oa mest,ne 0 140 140 940 0 0 0 0 0 0

PeUn.t Z 50 103 38? 808 8 86 as X s 88 
ous.ToTAL à*à lIR am alo1 leu 83r 83 86 3

1;puvue 80 116 880 UtS 301a s6 28 080 n8
TOTAL mo5 111 81 80 8100 88 00 880 300 3

I~ .|.. 
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ANNEXES (O ,uo"UBsUots G 0TASIL Ose COUTS De LA STRATEailE (PImoa W e et IatuWs..

INITE PNOvISOINE De PILOTAGE

Peotueoi deote <8 Q"at) 80
Nmniw #eotut. <7 epuI la

poeme _ 10
Lowatance tauhnique ousn t Iwo 1l

*qalp.m eotIMsu 48b
SOUSOTOTA& 8

lmpftwue 8
TOTAL 80

IOLIE 08DEMANE

Peeosns.tuIta (4o ada# go go go go 10 10 IO 10 10

A."a. tsbohlqo 4o044 tule* 30 30 - 80 80
Peaeb.ea.m.ato 30 » 80 g 10 10 10 I0 10

EIq"*«t"_lulp .utuI W M0 1le 1l
BOUS.TOTAL lm 10 le 100 5a 40 US 40 US

Impmvue * il a il 3 4 o 4 3
TOTAL 8? 130 S? 130 S 44 a 44 le

pei..am d.ts.h.<ta "4o. le 10 Io 10 S t S S à

Asustae teohniqoue coo* sttae go W0
P.noUooo.mmt w 10 10 10 10 a 1 à S S

SOUs.TOTAI. 40 W go 40 10 10 0 10 10
Impfwu 4 a a 4 t t I 1 1

TOTAL 44 U 8s a 1 l l tt tt

Pers.ae.I detcobe

PeaU. <e.at.oth.o*v . 0 go 10 10 10 10 ¶0 10
AsoIssu. fWebelque o*usst 5w.. 40 40 40

PFoiloamo.eeat 10 10 10
soUS.TOTA. 140 lis 108 10 10 10 10 IO

Itptvo 10 1 t 1 1 , ,
TOTAL 1W0 1é 110 11 tl Il *1 l

Pot.onnd delmoh
P.oea .I recute I o on

I mu tofiosttuotutquIp.at 00 W0 30
fotads daotoptWousoi. 00 W0 80 go ao go go ao

Amalatauo Nohaque *osit tase 40 40 40
Fontmonn t"«* 0o g» &O

SOUs-TOTAL 1t0 1W0 1to se go 0 go go
8*pftv 1 15 1 a a a a a

TOTAL 10 1 et a * te 22

Poreeae détéobe
Peeonei u 30 80 &O

Ponn l ~~~~~~~~~00 *0 0Iflr ttsutao qu.mmu . 30 40
Fonde deson 80 . 0

Aslso tehoïlqus ouit tae , 40 *0 40
Poelos.,me 10 10 10

SOUS-TOTAI. 0 00 370
luptseu as a a?

TOTAL 40 es 407

TOTAL VOLET DEMANDE 300 ou 40 747 in se in W n 1
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ANNEXB a (conoatertIa)l DETAIL ces OOUT8 OE LA SATUOIU <PIaebe.» *tee et lete*te#

VOLS? OfPRE

Pm"lm daise» (O e«"sadi gO 90 90 90 10 10 10 10 ;O
pIeuos e.Iu. iê tppuo l la t0 t0 y y y u l

Astheten technlque ouet têtu 9 80 0 *0
AaoImtan..techniqu,long ttune 940 240 au

Po"«eod,oo.ut 3°0 go w 30 le la le là Io
Uqul.m.at/Mtê.l.l 40 40 gO g0

SOUS.TOTAL 588 au ms l u os tO o a
Impvewue n us0 a la à O s à s
TOTAL 80 - 140 ( si u 47 as

POMenl d.têcela «adm) 10 10 10 10 8 a à a S

Aeotaotehobltque ceou têetu go 90
Po.uIIenn.unt 110 I0 10 10 a 0 a 0 S

8OUS.TO0AL 40 Io a0 40 IO 10 10 10 10
li§p*mV 4 à a 4 t 1 1 1 t

TOTAL 44 la 8 44 il il il il il

Ptmeneu d4taohe Io adie) 40 40 ao go
personnel teotuta ( <80/ .po#4 5i si el 87
IuArSquL (peote1 oooWv.h 100 go 180 00 10 10 10 10 10

Petde dadoro/ptemoUen g0o 80 80 go 10 le 10 10 10
Astisêno. teohelqu. Ocuit têtue 90 go 80 90

fonctioneement 40 40 Io 20
cous-TOTAL o07 a07 30 17 90 go go 0o Io

.mp.evu O1 81 87 Ir a a 2t à à
TOTAL 3U tNI au 154 à la %2 a t

Peoom l detehe œ tadre.> 10 10 10 10
pmtesgo. en 108#14 a> a0 u a arn

' fiesttqctutellqulP.u.ot 48 48
Ponde d4etlonom.u.n te o0 o0 80 90 80 80 go go

AStêoce technique oeurt twtu 80 ao 40 so
Fonetionnment le 80 30 30

Sous-TOTAL lOi 17m 817 itn 90 g0 go go go
lmpeuu 1 il 88 il 8 à a a 8

TOTAL î59 1«0 su 1s na et n2 l 

Pes."ln desch. c2 ca4te) 10 10 10 10

Paere. eer It /5n114op) 57 S7 87 57

Fonde d'<actongorméée lu 00 30 80 le la la le la
Asetane tchnibque cout tue 00 30 30 50

Poncdonn.meot 7 le 10 le
SOUS-TOTAL 124 18a 141 1a 1o le 1 la . le

Impevue 1t la 10 1a a a a * à
TOTAL 1S0 184 1«0 134 17 1i 1i 1i 17

P.ft.l doeuhe (a cadfe) 10 10 10 10
Poe.eenn rwod Pl tachS e4p s8 a1 81 a1

lnrautr/S<Iem.t 80 o1
Ponde deeOn le 30 30 30 1t 10 la 18 1t

A essistants tiholque 2euil têtue g0 90 90 go
PecOtdonement 10 go 80 »0

SOUS.TOT#! 101 101 1la 101 le le le 1i 1l
Impre . 10 10 iU 10 a 8 a I a

TOTAL ttt 111 130 tt1 Il Il 17 17 17

,;un, < emuenaguenw4t; faetIt
Pewésiof debthe t4 adegmb go g0 go g0
Pese. tao. j teê chJ. p. 24 4 8 7 73
eq4uL ("opui *.nmoegve 7i 100 1l 100

Pende da.tImotumadn 0 100 100 1W0 W0 30 80 00 go
Oietanc tehiquee ourt t"êe* 80 too 100 tOO

Ponodonn"e.t 00 80 »0 *0
SOUSTOTAL 240 488 sol aU 00 00 30 s0 10

Imptee te 45 et se 5 O o o S
TOTAL 274 471 0 540 55 e9s 'se °O U

TOTAL VOLET OFPRE 1415 1ut 1878 1440 170 800 17 ao00 1n8
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ANN 8: ASSUMPT4N FOR THE ECONOC AND RNANAL EVAUATION

Karcauo3ex: 110FCFA/b. o n mw _
O f CdA/e. km o ln co_ om

Wood tox: Cd6cbn ecos d W;tr 200 vu 15% =mwi
Go .comk voe.: 275 F CFA,% « hwudiwnts to devalcp ih. |}me)
K«om ecwi* voml- 1: 112 F CAN
Ecmm* vau ci waod subaIe: 84 F OaF4/
E koi: vl of dsod wi 20 F CFA/k o..ss powfw in ônoothur eoe .g*. . macft of 'e'w
Ecoemmicvu.oofwood in l Uonæemas 14 FCFA/le c (<coeof plos in mo*4
Vulwebl. Omo/Ceeew Omo 10%
New km cm wood ( 40% of cieo: 1 F CFA/ko <groduai hco.

Deod wood tecooy. 20% of oeompfon ln Nhma Ohe ln 200

Sau1oclulWkieo
Premaicn 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.25 0.35 0AS 0.55 0.7 0.85 1 4
Gaslmpos 0.79 1.58 2.37 3.95 5.53 7.11 8.69 11.06 13.43 15.8 70

KIYoer 1 mpo<Is 0.59 1.18 1.77 2.95 4.13 5.31 6.49 8.26 10.03 11.8 S3
KIwson 2 im 13.5 13.6 13.65 13.75 13.85 13.95 14.05 14.2 14.35 14.5 139

Wood svrigs 33 66 100 166 232 299 365 465 564 664 2955

(Kueori 1: oobn&g Keroue 2: 4ghbirg

Wood urboncoem.M"REND) 1043 1103 1162 1282 1402 1521 1641 1820 2000 2179
Woodub enam.(dlv.) 1012 1040 1069 1127 1184 1241 1299 1385 1471 1557

Trnd Tax 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 1S% 15%
t«u ve«bn hx 188% 22% 25% 31% 38% 44% 51% 61% 70% 8C9

Nbw tx 1fCFA/kO
Incromi O 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1

Slow ib.:
Wood O 0 4 4 10 24 16 32 25 43

=heomd O 1 3 S 1i 16 21 23 30 32
Ges 8 15 20 13 20 18 28 33 25 33

Kêorew 0 4 4 6 6 7 11 13 13 18

Cowmump. onoMh. dls 93 100 107 115 122 129 136 143 150 157
% of cwmp. frm od. wd O 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

D.od wood =*mWoo O 5 1 1 17 24 26 27 29 30 31

Co lsb om lOOOhio O 50 100 150 200 200 200 200 200 200
Pducdmon <aJho/yu3) 300 300 300 3 00 300 300 300 300 3 300

NOdion( (NIxO/ion 0 15 30 45 60 60 60 60 60 60

Comr Omo IlOOOho) O 300 900 1200 1500 lSOO 1500 1500 1S50 1500
Produdon ,/yr 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300

Vu1 .(of col.o 01 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
PRoluc tn r u.o 0 9 27 36 45 45 45 45 45 45

(xi 000/yr

Dgcion. cw bwtaiouuon stoses w mod mndk whodatm
iCoGe: US$22 - USS2 a US$20

GPF US$32 - USS2 a USS30



tb 24. IESUM OF TESTS IESULIS ON StOWS.

Fhi COL 6 .-- FPM fl PNoe MOL u
vaL Ooe.
¾ Lw L w 96 ICFA hom

bh> Ghwud dmmou 300 3.5 25 1.7 40 2250 ESO0,1989
bp. Wood Wood 17.0 4.7 30 1.7 24 1250 I ESO.1989

5.0 30 1.6 30 Dum&b, 1986AVU .9 30 1.7 27
oCmmuC 20 hm 43.5 2.7 40 0.6 40 80 8 S &V, 1986

3.1 49 2.1 44 ,198S
AVER: 2.9 45 1A 42

FIT bon i 43.5 3.3 37 1.8 32 9 'A,1988
SupSkfto pdnI 44.1 1.8 47 0.8 32 10000 4 U150, 1989
SupouIlm2 /l perd 44.1 1. 49 0.7 31 IS000 6 MOI,1989 oCGude Ird4 biasn 45.7 7.0 40 1.5 57 16WO Il Bauom u, &Vbm. 1986
D. ubo bisob 45.7 3.5 45 2.0 55 14100 10 lumn mu &SUer 1986
DOm et* iban. 45.7 7.0 40 15 57 14000 1 1 Sumnwi & Vbo, 1986
Bbumo<Ibego bdbs 45J 3.5 48 1.5 48 14000 10 0mmuan & Vmr, 1986



Tull 25- coceo SMAA1IN CaAtLAUONL SWAbD DOEAL iciE AND SAJci.

Spos hui Woe 4.2 MLJQb. quai. 14 0.48 <f

et 1.7 OJfJ>mi1.25 (e

moi ~~~3.6 Mkj04 là doe 1.79 <f9
ugiabla ~3.6 .JfJO W 3.12 o9)

né dr- ~ 0.05 f9
tie om hW c 2.26 (Ifg

TOTAL 8a0m r

Fnl CwnbV Nu. PMuoe b,e M béi Tb> Tc Te Enpq. COWW/mn
&Vd/ PC/ (FCF 34 t

fr9) le) me I m (kW) S) ) tI,é <9 (19 W4 D 9)Pod PCW (Mo '

hip.0.roedldma 30.0 75 2.5 3.5 25 137 40 44 60 104 922 0.60 18.0 45 1.5 112 28
bIupWod wood 18. 20 1.1 4.9 30 1.7 27 30 60 90 713 0.90 16.2 18 2.2 45 35
Ihmm Cup 20 hi..... 43.5 250 537 2.9 45 14 42 93 60 33 946 0.31 13.7 79 0.8 197 45
PET no fai., 43.5 250 5.7 3.3 37 1.8 32 34 60 94 908 0.36 15.8 91 0.9 227 36
Supeutorî1 poêa 44.1 375 8.5 1.8 47 0.8 32 45 60 105 497 0.23 10.2 87 0.6 217 59
Sopo'du2 pehi 44.1 375 8.5 1.5 49 0.7 31 51 60 111 426 0.21 9.2 78 0.5 196 63
ou*lTotaI hi.,. 45.7 367 8.0 7.0 40 1.5 57 20 60 80 1228 0.26 11.8 95 0.6 236 53
Doméo<Sfld hia.a 45.7 233 6.4 3. 45 2.0 55 28 60 8815230.34 15.4 99 0.8 247 38

tk -i >w iut. 45.7 367 3.0 7.0 40 1.5 57 20 60 80 1228 0.26 11.8 350.6 88 53
ab>gw au. 45.7 293 6.4 3.5 48 1.5 48 27 60 87 1148 0.31 14.0 90 0.8 224 44
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FIGURE 3: LIGHTING EQUIPMENI TESTED

LIJ 
C. Kerosen Lamp

r: Ftuorescet tube

: Ltumoaz N 

Portable tamu on R20 batteries

A: Instaluxj

e t Luotube J
Portabte tome with recharaete batattr

D: Totat/SAFt
H: Zodaec
1: Dynat ght

Photovoltatc modute: E
Note¶ The«e models are ccmurcflated ln Nai
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ANNEX 1l: DESCRIPTION OF A PROVISIONAL ENERGY STRATEGY STEERING
UNIT

HOUSEHOLD ENERGY STRATEGY IN THE REPUBIJC OF MALI

PROVISIONAL ENERGY STRATEGY STEERING UNIT

Description

February 1990

Justification:

1. The establishment of a Provisional Steering Unit (Unité Provisoire de Pilotage -UPP)
is an important step in the implementation of the household energy strategy in MaL. In point of fact,
the findings of the study carried out successfully under the ESMAP from April to October 1989
(presented in a final report now being finalized, which was discussed with a representative of the
Government of Mali) need to be the basis of a detailed strategy action plan for the period of its
implementation (1991-1995). This additional strategy preparation work wil in particular make it
possible to establish means of cooperation between the various institutions and organizations involved
in the strategy, as well as support the research efforts and search for the fînancing required by the
strategr, of which only a share has as yet been secured (SDR 750,000 under the Second Electricity
Project).

Tasks:

2. The detailed work program for the UPP will be centered around the following main
actions:

carry out preparation studies for the implementation of the strategy, in particular:
socioeconomic and forestry assessments in the main areas where fuelwood is now
and will potentially be produced for the largest cities in Mali; the additional
processing of files from surveys made under the strategy study, determination of the
means of collecting data for monitoring and forecasting supply and demand of
household energy; additional market studies for traditional fuels; incorporation of
the findings of the market study on forestry products (carried out by DNEF
[Direction Nationale des Eaux et Forêts] under the Second Forestry Project) into
strategy components; evaluation of geographic variation in the economic cost of
fuehvood; projected change in the economic cost of LPO in relation to the increase
in demand; preliminary identification of the traditional fuels to be promoted under
the strateg; review of possibilities and means of microcredit for the production and
purchase of tiraditional fuels; evaluation of techniques for charcoal production to
supply Bamako; etc.

determine the means for streamlined concerted action between the Unit and the
other projects and offices involved in household energy (projects to disseminate
improved stoves, promote butane gas, inventory of fuelwood resources, forestry
development, etc.);
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* establshment of a network of private agents to act as catalyst for the strategy,
identifying specialized trade groups mi the business or informal sector (promoters of
new equipment, manu-facturers and distributors of stoves, micro-distributors of
petroleum fuelsJ dealers in wood and charcoal etc.);

* prepare for the coordinated implementation of strategy components, through the
identification and mobilization of the necessaly local and external financin&
pinpointing of action to be carried out and timetables for each of tihe components
(detaied f ntion plan);

- conduct an analysis of the necessary changes to regulations and taxation, submision
of draft texts to the Government and assistance in their promulgation;

- provide the vital information needed for strateg oversight to the pertinent
government authorities and public and private agencies;

- ensure the mobilization, information and exchanges of view with the other parties
involved in the sector, through the holding of two seminars (the first to discuss the
final results of the study on the household energy strategy and the second to submit
the action plan for the domestic energy strategy prepared by the Unit);

* fsexchange experiences in the sector, in particular with the Sahelian countries.

Orgmaztion:

3. Tie Unit wMl be established within DNHE (Direction Nationale de l'Hydraulique
et de lEnergie) by order of the Ministry of Industry, Water Resources and Eiiergy (M estbr de
lindustrie, Hydraulique et de lEnergie - MIH). It wil be supervised and oversen by a
Managing Committee on which wDl sit the Director of DNHE, Director of DNEF, and any other
person they deem necessary. The Managing Committee will take its decisions by consensus. Its
decisions will bc approved by the Minister of Industry, Water Resources and Energy, with MIE
having oversight for the strategy.

4. The Unit wll be staffed by personnel from DNHE DNEF and any other entity
involved. The staff wgl be seconded for the duration of the Unit, which will be one year. lhe Unit
wli also have contractual personnel as follows for daily operations:

- A unit manager (project leader), with experience of at least five years i the energy
sector in Mali, who wli b. responsible for administrative management, coordination,
monitoring and evaluation of activities, and preparation of a six-monthbly progres
report to be submitted to the Managing Committee;

- an enerDy specialst;

* a specialist in fuelwood;
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* a forestry economist;

a data processing specialist;

an accountant/admLiistrative assistant, a secretary, three drivers, one messenger and
one watchman.

5. The Unit will receive specialized support on a contractual basis from Malian experts:

- preparation and carrying out of surveys: energy specialist, two months;

* computer assistance; computer specialist, three months;

* urban and rural socioeconomic analyses and market studies on traditional fuels: two
sociologists, of which one a woman, six months in total;

- analysis of aspects involving taxation of fuel and credit for traditional fuels:
economist, two months.

6. mhe Unit will draw upon various specialized services, in particular for the surveys,
cartography, technological assessment of traditional fuels and promotion of traditional fuels.

7. 'Me Unit will also receive external support from an energy economist and a forestry
conomist (two months in total), plus funding to cover one month of one or two additional specialists
to be determined, during two joint missions, the first, upon the establishment of the Unit, to help
finalize its detailed activity program, and the second, 10 months later, for the finalization of the
detailed strategy action plan.

8. The Unit will receive logistical support for the duration of the household energy
strategy study in the form of two vehicles (sedan and all-terrain), a photocopier, two computers
(office unit and portable) and the related software, and office furnishings. This will be supplemented
by the acquisition of another all-terrain vehicle, an office computer, two mopeds and office
fiunishings. The purchase of demonstration equipment (c.g. burners and lamps) is also planned.

9. The salaries of the personnel assigned to the Unit will be paid by their seconding
offices; this represents a contribution from the Government of Mali estimated at CFAF 4.3 million
per year.

10. At the end of the Unit's duration of one year, if the necessary financing for the
strateg has been secured, with firm agreements for more than 50% of the total cost of the strategy,
and a detailed action plan has been formulated by the Unit and accepted by the Government and the
World Bank, the Unit will be made a Strategy Steering Unit (Unité de Pilotage - UP) by order of
the Minister of Industry, Water Resources and Energy or, possibly, by joint interministerial order
with the Minister of the Environment and Stockraising. With a view to continuity, to the extent
possib, the Unit should retain the seconded personnet plus additional staff. The UP will consist
of two sections (cellUs) and two offices under the supervision of the project manager, as indicated
in the attached preliminary organization chart:
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the Household Energy Section, belonging to the DNHE Dams and Enrgy Division;

the Fuelwood Section, belonging to the DNEF Forest Development and
Production Division;

the Administrative and Finance Office and the Evaluation and Information Office,
reporting to the project manager.

Budget:

11. The budget of the UPP is estinated for its year of operation at CFAF 98 milion
(US$326,667 at the eochange rate of US$1 - CFAF 300), not including the contribution of tihe
Government of MaIL The detailed final budget wll be prepared by DNBE and DNEF pdor to the
establishment of the Unit. 'le preliminy budget is broken down as follows:
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PSU BUDGET
APRIL 1990 SARUC 1991

ITUI Thousands of CFAF

1.1. Staff: 11.600

Detached staff Non quantified
Salaries/overhaad t.mporary staff â.980

Accountant/Admin. Assistant 1.080
Secretary 650
Drivera (3) 1.500
Nessenger 400
Guard 350

Field vork per die 2,62Q
Project Manager (36 days) 720
Rnergy Specialiat <84 d) 1.260
Forestry Economist (84 d) 1.260
Forestry Engineer <168 d) 2.520
Drivera (372 d) 1.860

1.2. International travel (Project Manager): 2.100

2 trips 1.300
Per dieu (14 d) 800

2.1 local tQecbical assistane: 19.500

Fees 17.70Q
Energy Specialist (2 moutha) 3.600
Soctologists (2x3 months) 7.800
Computer Specialist (3 months) 2.700
Economist (2 monthe) 3.600

Field per dieu (90 d) 1.800

2.2. External techalcal assistance: 19.400

Foes (78 d) 11.700
International travel (6) 3.900
Par diem (90 d) 3.800

3. Additional eqqipaent: 13.600

1 vehicle (4x4) 7.500
2 motorcycles 550
1 desk top computer 1.050
Furniture for 5 offices 3.000
1 fax uchine 1.000
Demonstration equipuent 500
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4. Operational epeus8es: 17.400

Office space rental 3.600
Vater and electricity 2.400
Telephone 2.400
Fuel/oil for vehicles 6.000
Insurance vehicles 500
Equipment and office maintenance 2.000
Expendable 500

S. ?raVin an«d ormation: 3.200

Training 2.000
Seminara (2) 1.200

6. services : 6*500

Surveys 2.500
Mapping 2.000
Technological evaluation 1.500
Promotion 500

SUE-TOTAL: 93.300

6. *iscellaaeous and contigencies (5%): 4.700
TOTAL: 98.000
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AFEXE LU Brève descripdon du Projet Energie Doutestique au Niger

1. 1 2ttiin Le Projet Energie Domestique au Niger est une composante du Projet
EnergieIIequi comprend également une composante Electricité et une composante

R c trolèe. La composante Energie Domesdque vise à promouvoir l'exploitation
et l'utisaon ronneLes du bois-nergie. Le Proet, qui a démarré en 1989, aura une durée
de cinq ans et dispose d'un financement total de 10,3 millions de dollars US, y compris 0,6
milions pour un volet solaire. Le Projet est divisé en deux volets principaux: (i) le volet
demande, dont l'objectif est d'encourager la substitution du bois par le kérosène et le gaz
butane ainsi que l'utilisation d'équipements amdliorés; (ii) le volet offre, dont l'objectif est la
rationalisation de l'exploitaion du bois-énergie et de l'approvisionnement des villes aind que
la participation effective des populadons nurales à la gestion des ressources ligneuses de
leurs terroirs. Le Projet concentre son action sur les quatre principales villes du pays
(Nimey, Maradi, Zinder et Tahoua) qui regroupent plus de 80% de la population urbaine.
Le volet demande est mis en oeuvre par le Ministre des Mines et de lEnergie, qui s'appuie
sur les fabricants et distributeurs d'équipements, les importateurs et distributeurs de produits
pétroliers et les ONG. Le volet offre est mis-en oeuvre par le Ministère de lHydraulique et
de l'Environnement, ui s'appuie sur les Directions Départementales de lEnvironnement et
les ONO. Les deux volets sont mis en oeuvre en étroite coordination avec les activités des
autres Projets interet ant sur le même thème.

2. Ediia Globalement, le Projet vise à stabilser la consommation de bois-
n,ergie des villes concernées, ce qui représenterait d'ici 1994 une économie de l'ordre de

100.000 tonnes de bois. Au niveau de la demande, le Projet vise à obtenir. la mise en place
de réseaux privés de distribution d'équipements de cuisson améliorés ou de substitution;
l'utilisation du kérosène pour la cuisson par environ 50.000 ménages; l'extension de
l'utilisation du gaz butane jusqu'à atteindre en 1994 environ 12.000 ménages; et
l'utilisation correcte d'un ou plusieurs foyers améliorés métalliques à bois par environ
60.000 ménages. Au niveau de l'offre, le Projet vise à obtenir: la réorganisation de
l'exploitation et approvisionnement en bois-énergie des quatre vi1les concernées, y compris
la créaion de marchés ruraux, la réforme de la taxation et le renforcement du système de
contrôle; le contrôle effectif d'au moins 80% des quanttés de bois entrant dans les quatre
villes; la mise sous aménagement d'au moins 100.000 has de superficies boisées sur cinq
zones; le renforement de la capacité technique de la Direction de l'Environnement et des
organmsaons nruales et professionnelles concernées.

3. La mise en oeuvre du Projet est confrontée à plusieurs rsques bien identifiés, dont
l'imnpact possible a cependant été pds en compte lors de l'évaluation technique économique
et financière initiale du Projet. Ces risques comprennent notamment: la connaissance
insuffisante des ressources ligneuses existantes et de leur potentiel de production; la
multiplicité et l'autonomie des acteurs (fabricants, distibuteur, consommaus, exploitants,
villaseois); l'impact socil de la hausse du ptix au détail du bois, liée à la réforme de la
taon, et de la diminution des revenus de la production du bois dans les zones contrôlées;
des retards éventuels dans les décisions politques concent la réforme fscale et légale
nécessaire; les incertitudes concemnant l'acceptation des produits améliorés ou de
substitution; le caractère innovateur des actions du Projet au niveau de l'offre; les variations
de prix des combustibles pétroliers de substitution et le prix trop élevé des réchauds à
kérosène.
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4. L Les principales acdvités du Projet sont les suivantes

Au niveau du volet demande:
. Identifier un réchaud à kérosène performant et adapté A la cuisine

diinne: stes et améoaons de rbhauds tests d'acSptaitllis;to.
. Réviser la suctue des pdix des combustibles de subsetion, en paralèe

avec la réforme de la fiscalité du bois4-éne
* Réaliser des campagnes de promotion sur les produits énergétiques de

substitution et amélioiés: évaluation des différents vecteurs de promotion;
élaboraion et mise en oeuvre de campages publicitaires.

: Appuyer le secteur privé pour favoriser la diffusion des produits
énergéques: conceation avec des opérateurs économiques sdlectonnés, mise en
place de systèmes d'accès au crdi;t organision de ventes-pilotes, appui à la vet
des éuipements

. Snfonnes sur les activités et résultats du volet

Au niveau du volet offre:
.Evaluer les filiMèes d'approvisionnement en bois des viles concernées
* Crer et organiser des marchés mraux de bois de feu.
• Elaborer des scémas directeurs d'approvisionnement en combustibles

ligneux des quatre centes urbains.
• Promouvoir la créadon d'associations de professionnels du bois de feu.
Réformer la fisclté des combusibles ligneux.

A Mettre en place un système de contrôle efficace des flux de combustibles

se f parer, défiunr et mettre en oeuvre des plans d'aménagement das des
sitesfiarbs de production de bois-dwxie pour les quate ves concern&s

Définir les mécanismes de participation des populations rurales et les
mesures incitatives nécessaires concemant la gestion des ressouces ligneuses dans
des zones prioritaires.

Réaliser des sessions d'animation/formation dans les zoms prioritaires.
• Evaluer le potentiel de régénératon des peuplemets forestiers natures
. Former les intervenants publics et privés.
.Infonmer sur les activits et résultats du volet

S hem-imrssulml, Les résultats obtenus pendant les deux premières années de
mise en oeuvre du Projet sont les suivants:

Au niveau du volet demande:
.Un rchaud à kosène adéqat a ét idendfié et testé auprès des

consommateurs. En juilet 1991, ce iéchaud était commesé par le secteur priv,
* avec raide d'une subventon temporaire. Les ventes als de nt atteie

3.000 réchauds en décembre 1991. Un serice ap-v autonome et privé ains
que des fauilits de crédit hors-projet ont été mis en place.

.Une campagne d'informon et de promoon (radio, TVet autres média) a
t lancée; cete campagne met l'accent ur la nécessité d'comiser l'énergie et

sur les possibilits de substitution du bois; elle inclut aussi la promotion des foyes
améliorés à bois, qui sont comnmrcials par des distibus p

. Le prix du kérosène reflte son coût économique. Cependant le GPL a été
d6Sé et est subventionné.
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Au niveau du volet offre:
Le plan d'approviionnement et gestion des ressouirces ligeuses de

Niamey a W flnalis6, celui de Zinder est en cours dachèvemt et les trav po
.cei de Maradi commenceronten 1992. Des nahds nu de bois de f{u otW
dblis dans la zone d'approvisionnement de Niamey et de Zinder.
coop atives de gesdon foresière ont é créées dans la zone d'apponnemen
deNae et Zinder, qui couvre me supexficie totale de 100,000 

Une associaon nadonae des co ts du boisénergie a été ciae,
ainsi que des associations locales ds cinq viles; ces associations pardcipent
activement à la mise cn oevre des plans drecturs d'approvisionemenr.

. Un nouveau cadre règlementaire incitadf pour i exploitation et la
commercialisation du bois-éeie a é d6fli et sera mis en place en 1992. Ce
nouveau système pirvoit la cesson du contrôle des ressoures fosèes aux
populatons locales et leur donne la rsponsabilit6 de prélever des redences
d'exploitation.

.L'efflcacité du système existant de collecte de la taxe sur le bois a W
augmentée; ainsi les revenus fiscaux du bois sont passés de 14,7 millions de FCFA
en 1987 à 37,2 millions de FCFA en 1990, ce qui reflète l'effet combin6 d'n
meilleu contrôle et de l'augmentation de la taxe unitaire. Des serices d'appui aux
coop6ratives et à la gestion forstère sont en place, afm d'aider les populatons
locales à gérer de façon durable et communautaire les ressources forestières

6. De plus, un système de suivi et d'évaluation a été mis en place pour les deux volets
afin d'éaluer les dsultats du Projet, qui sont publiés chaque semeste

7. Compte tenu du caractère innovateuret du r8le clé du volet of e pourle succs de la
sta6ie, les objecefs, l'approche et les irsultats attendus de celui-ci sont décrits en détail
dans ce qui suit.
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Objectifs, approche et résultats attendus du volet offre du Projet énergie domestique au Niger

* Le système examiné ici est fondé sur l'hypothèse que la gestion des peuplements forestiers
naturels devrait tre confiée à des particuliers, aux communautés rurales et à Padmnitration locale. A cet
effet, un cadre d'incitations et de règlements est proposé qui pénalise Pachat de bois exploité selon des
méthodes nce protégeant pas la durabilité des ressources, tout en encourageant la getion des ressources
arbastivs et forestières dans leszones désipées pour la production de bois pour les beoins en énergie et
autres des ménages. Les négociants en bois devront payer une redevance d'abattage dégressive en fonction
de la distance et du niveau de gestion de la zone forestière. Les communautés locales participant au projet
atsumeront la collecte de cette redevance et verseront à l'institution publique appropriée la part attribuée
à rEtat. Le rôle de l'Etat se limite: [a] à promulguer une loi portant création de ce cadre réglementaire
transparent; [b] à veiller de façon non arbitraire à rlapplication de ces rtglements; et [c] à fournir sur
demande une assistance technique aux communautés locales.

Plan directeur nour l'anurovisionnement de NiameY cn bois de feu : objectifs et nortée

9. Obje!tfs: L'un des principaux objectifs du projet vise à créer les conditions propices à
l'approvisionnement durable de Niamey en bois de feu sans porter préjudice à l'environnement. Pour
atteindre cet oectif, il est indispensable de gérer de façon rationnelle les ressources en bois de feu compte
tenu des obstaces naturels et socio-économiques. Le Plan directeur a donc pour objectif d'établit les aspects
éographiques, socio-économiques et techniques de cette nouvelle approche, et didentifict les zones

d'intervention prioritaires ainsi que leurs systèmes de gestion appropriés. Cette tâche exige un cadre
transparent et logique pour permettre une planification adéquate des activités du projet, en particulier la
création de marchés ruraux de bois de feu, avec ultérieurement la mise en gestion des zones de production.
En résumé, le Plan directeur doit servir de guide à la planification, à lexécution et au suivi des activités du
projet, constitue la base de la gestion rationnelle des ressources en bois de feu dans la zone
dapprovisionnement du centre de demande et orienter la réorganisation de la chaine de commercialisation
du bois de feu (coupe, transport et distribution) autour des marchés rraux de bois de feu.

10. M&rchés mrLu Les marchés ruraux sont autant de points de vente pour le bois de feu, gérés
par la population rurale locale, et dont les principaux objectifs sont les suivants:

- le transfert de la responsabilité de lexploitation, de la gestion et du commerce des
ressources forestières à la population locale;

- le renforcement du pouvoir de négociation de la population rurale vis-à-vis des
négociants en combustibles ligneux, pour leur permettre d'améliorer le taux de
rentabilité de leur travail et d'accroître la valeur de la production forestière;

- Porientation de la production de bois de feu vers les zones prioritaires; et

- Pamélioration de l'aptitude du secteur public à contrôler et suire le transport de bois
de feu.

1L L'établissement de ces marchés ruraux constitue la première étape dans la restructuration du
systbmac de commercialisation du bois dc fcu. La deuxième étapc vise 1- transfert de la couverture forestière
naturelle et de sa gestion à la population locale. Il s'agit, grâce à de telles mesures, de rationaliser la gestion
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de cet orsme et de renforcer la position de la popudou rurale à réard des négociants en bots basds
dans les zons urbaincs. Une gestion de pe sylvopastora ou agropastoral sea adoptée, selon la situation.

12i Ml*hod2 C. La mise au point du Plm directeur s'aficule auitour de trois éléments : (il
aluation de la base des ressources forestières; rdl analyse de la chaine de commerdalisation du bois de

fou; et rsui identficaton des zones ago-socio-économiques dans la zone e'approsionent de Niamey.
Cette approche a été choisie du fait que les données relativ à ces trois éléments, bien qu'indispensables,
se sont avérées la plupart du temps incomplètes et non fiabla.

23. L'évaluation des ressources forestières avait pour but d'établir avec le plus d'exactitude
possible si les peuplements eisant en 1990, compte tenu de la productivité annuelle, étaient suffsants pour
répondre aux besoins en bois de feu sans avoir à toucher au capital forestier.

14. L'analyse de la chaine de commercialisation du bois de feu visait à quantifier le volume annuel
des approvsionnerAerts cn direction de Niamev. à identifier les principales sources de bois de feu et les axes
d'approvisionnement, et à décrire la dynamique socio-économique de cette chaine de commercialisatio.

15. La délimitation des zones agro-socio-économiques dans la zone d'approvisionnement a pour
objectif d'identifier les méthodes actuelles de gestion de la couverture forestière naturelle et d'établir la
hirarchie des facteurs envsonnementaux et socio-économiques qui déterminent lexploitation du bois de
feu e son exportation vers tNimey, et également d'identifier, avec leurs caractéristiques, les zones et/ou
facteurt Vâce auxquels les ressources forestières évoluent d'une façon relativement homogène et qui
appellcraient un type d'intervention semblable.

Cadre réglementaire

16. Le cadre réglementaire proposé a pour principal objectif de remédier à l'absence actuelle de
toute réglementation et d'encourager les intervenants dans la chaîne de commercialisation du bois de feu
à respecter les objectifs de gestion forestière du Gouvernement. En conséquence, le nouveau cadre
réglementaire vise A:

- encourager les transporteurs de bois de feu à s'approvisionner dans les zones placées
sous gestion forestière, dans le cadre du Plan directeur de gestion du bois de feu établi
par la municipalité, de préférence aux autres zones;

- attribuer la responsabilité du contrôle et de la gestion des ressources forestièrcs,
jusqu'ici confiée à l'Etat, à la population rurale locale;

- encourager les autorités locales (les arrondiements) à jouer un rôle consultatif et
promotionnel vis-à-vis de la population rurale, en ce qui concerne la création de
marchés ruraux de bois de feu et la gestion des ressources forestières, et à leur donner
ls moyens nécessaires à cet effet;

- réglementer véritablement les importations de bois de feu vers les zones urbaines afin
de maintenir rexploitation du bois de fcu à des niveaux soutenables, de réduire la
fraude fiscale et de se donner un instrument permettant de suivre la mise en oeuvre
du Plan directeur de gtstion du bois de feu;
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ablir des prx à la producdon du bois de fou qui coespondent à me rémunération
équiable de la maidoeuve rurale, motian ainsi les producteurs ruraux à gérer la
couverr forestèe estante

veier à ce que les prix de détail pour le bois de feu refètent son coôt économique,
afin d'établir uc cocence plus équitable etr les combustibles à usage
domestique;

dépger des revenus subantels qui pemettront autofnancement du fonctionnement
du cadre réglementaire et, pt, déboucherot sur des investissements dans
la gesdon des ressources naturelles.

17. Lc nouveau cadre réglementaire vise à réorganie et rationalirse rexploieation du bois dans
les zoes rurales en réduisant étendue des zones d'abattage ainsi que le nombre de transporteurs de bois
autorisés, par rictermédiaire de cotingcentements et grice au renorcement du rôle joué par tes autorités
locle et les associations locales de gestion bien établies D'autre part, ce nouveau cadre doit permettre
d'établir des prix à la production du bois de feu qui correspondent à une rémunération équitable de la main.
* oeuvre rurale, e qui augmentera les revenus et encouragera les producteurs ruraux à gérer la couverture
forestière existante.

18. La gestion rationnele des ressources forestières repose sur un principe élémentaire: s'assurer
que le taux d'utilsaion des ressources forestières ne dépasse pas le taux annuel de régénération naturelle.
En conséquence, i est proposé que le Service forestier établisse un contign pour chaque marché rral
de combustibles ligneux et pour chaque zone de productio foretière publique ou priée désireuse de
partciper au plan de gestion.

Renforcemient du rôle des autorits locales

19. La décentralisation est un élément important des réformes en cours au Ngr et pourrait avoir
un effet très positf sur la gestion des ressources en. boi de feu, dès qu'aura été renforcé le rôle des autorités
locales, particulièrement des arrondissements. En effet, ce sont les arrondissements qui ont les contacts les
plus fréquents et les plus réguliers avec la populaton locale. D'autre part, leur personnel est très proche
de cette population et peut donc fournir une aide et des conseils en tant que de besoin.

20. D est donc proposé que les arrodisments:

- participent d'une façon active à la création et à Pimmatriculation d'asociatons locales
de gestion qui seront resposables de gérer les marchés rraux de bois de feu;

- fournsent formation et soutien réulers à ces associations, en particulier en matière
de comptabilté;

- founissent une aide pour le suivi du commrce de combustibles ligneux et la mise en
oeuvre des plans de gestion des ressources foretaières;

- éliminent les opérateurs à temps partiel:

* pour permettre exclusivement à ceux qui sont porteurs d'une cane
professionnelle de membre de rassoci3tion dcs transporteurs de bois dc
s'adonner à des activités de transport et de vente de combustbles ligneux. Les
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particulien désireux d'acheter des combustibles ligneux pour leur propre usage
pourront être autois à le faire d les quantités achetées sont peCites (
concurrence de 10 fagos ou pièces de bois);

en autorit le associations pofessioes qui représentent les intérêt des
trasporteurs de bois à établir des cartes pour leurs membres, à condition que
soit respectés des critéres dimmatricIatiou et dcuniformité.

21 Jus& ces deriets temps, la chaine de commerilsation des combustibles ligpeux n'était
pradtqueme pas réemtée, du fait qu'il n'existait pas de sysme de coutrôle mais égaement parce que,
le autorisations d'bata ét délivrées sur une base mensuelle, il n'était pas possible de contrôler les
quant ni 'origine de chaque opération.

22. Pour remédier à cette situation, le nouveau cadre réglementaire exige de toute personne
pénétrant dans la ville avec un chargement de bois de feu quelle soit munie d'un coupon de transport,
vaable uniquement pour ce chargement et qui sert également deattestation de paiement de la redevance
d'abattag, ainsi que de lorigine et de la quantité du bois transporté.

23. Pour assurer la souplesse et l'efficacité du système de contrôle, il est également recommandé
que les unités de otrôle soient légères et mobiles Leur principale fonction sua de s'assurer que les
tran rteurs de bois se présentent systématiquement aux postes de contrôle. Les unités mobiles, grâce à
leu présonce pradquement constante à la périphérie de la ville, auront donc pour fonction de canaliser les
vles chrgs de bois circulant aux abords de la ville vers les postes de contrôle fixes. En particulier,

e onôerot les piste rurales.

24. Pour faciliter ramélioration de la gestion de la couverture forestière naturelle, il est
Indispensable que le aiveau de la redevance d'abattage motive réellement les transporteurs de bois à
'adser pour leurs achats tout d'abord aux pedts peuplements forestiers publics et privés, et ensuite aux

marchs rraux, en accordant leur préférence aux zomnes « otrô » et, en dernier ressort seulement aux
znnes de transit. D'autre part, le niveau de la redevance devra également être de nature à décourager
rachat de bois en provenance de zones « non contrôlées ».

23. Toutefois, la différence entre les marchés ruraux et l'exploitation a incontrôlée » des
reources forestières devra être substantielle et, dans tous les ca de nature à assurer qu'il soit plus
profitable pour les trassporteurs dc bois d'acheter leurs approvisionnements sur un marché rural que dans
ls zones « non contrôlées ., même si le prix de revient est plus faible dans ces dernières.

Redevance et éloignement de la zone urbaine

26. La geston rationnelle de la couverture forestière naturelle doit également viser à réduire la
presso oerew sls peuplements forestie proches des centres de demande urbains et qui sont exploités
n raison de lew proimé, laquelle permet des économies de temps et d'argent.

27. Pour atteindre cet objectif, il est donc nécessaire d'encourager les transporteurs à acheter leur
bois sur les marchés plus éloipés des centres urbains; pour cela, le niveau de la redevance d'abattage devra
tre Inverement proportionnel à la distance qui sépare le marché rural du centre urbain. Cest pourqùoi,
il est recommandé:

- de regrouper un petit nombre de marches ruraux situés dans un certain rayon d'un
centre urbain. pxur éviter de créer un système trop compliqué. Ce rayon pourra être
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diéent selon la zone de producion mais, das tous les cas, les groupements devront
&te consitus sur la base de la dqtanc effectivemet parcoume à pheure actuelle par
les spoteurs de bois, ce qui cex une bonne connaissance du circut actuel de
comrdlsdou

- d'appliquer le niveau de base de la redevan d'abattage à la catégorie qui comprend
les marchés les plus proches du centre urbain de demande, et de déterminer les
réducdons qui seront utilisées pour calculer les tarifs les plus (sibles pour les
catgories de marchés les plus éloigés du centre urbain Ces réductions devront être
sutiees par compara avec les coûts de transport supplémentaires des
approvsionnements provenat de ces marchés. Elles pourront prendrc la forme soit
d'une réduction du pourcentage de redevance applicable, soit de la déduction d'un
montant fixe;

- de revoir périodiquement la définition des catégories aussi bien que les réductions
applicables pour tenir compte des changements survenus dans le taux de base de la
redevance d'abattage, le prix de pas du bois de feu et la chaine de commercialisation
de ce dermier.

23 Dans le cas de Niamey, trois catégories ont déjà été établies, sur la base des distances
parcourues à 'hre actuelle par les transporteurs de bois: [ai moins de 40 km; [b] 40-80 km; et [cl plus
de 80 Lm.

29. La nouve redevance d'abattage, outre la réorientation des approvisionnements en bois de
fet o son et «su l prix des combustibles utWi;s par les ménages, a également pour objectif de stimuler
la prtenires ra locau, qu'ils soient pr inst-tutio es, pour les encourag à putiiper à la
gsi de la couverture forestière naturelle, à générer dés revenus importants et, ultérieurement, à assur

anto_ ent des actvités de gestion forestiàre.

30. Pour créer un cadre réglementaire capable:

° d'assurer la viabilité économique des coopérative eistantes et des nouvelles
associadotns villageoises (lesquelles seront plus indépendantes que les
coopératives et comporteront moins de membres); et

d'assurer aux paysans une rémunération de nature à encourager la gestion des
ressources forestières,

31 11at nécessaire:

* de veiller à ce que les membres de la coopérative reçoivent une rémunération
au moins équivalente à celle du vendeur installé au bord de la route (910 francs
CFA/stère); et

* de faire en sorte que lassociation locale de gestion et les autorités locales
reçoivent, globalement, un revenu qui soit au moins égal à celui des
coopératives actutllcs, c'it-.àdirc 612450 francs CFA/stère (ce qui imprique
une réduction des frais généraux de gestion des coopératives existantes).
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32. Le nouveau systime devraît pemee dattandre plusieurs objectif Premièrement, et
surtout, su but eou d'assurr tio et la proe de la «cwuture ustr uaturek Toutefois, i
s'a là dun obc tifà lo terme, et lus effe du nouu systm ce serot pas vibles avant au moins
D à 15 uns. Le dewm objectif st à moye terms, de créer des marc raux de combusles igneux
et des u d gestion des rssources foresés nures Il sat là d'une condition nocessaire pour
Imposer la ton des ressou forsières, mais qui uest pas suffisn_ Il faudra 6galemin du temps
pour établir ou marcos et ces un«it de gsion, pour leur pemmete de devir totalemen oprationnels.
Le toim vis à diep les fonds ndcesis pour &=cer la gestion et la protection des
ressources foreslre et superuiser dtroitet le foctonmt do la clane de commeriaautbo du bois
de feu Cet objectif à cout terme devrait pouvoir produire des résulta presque mmédias
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